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Preface
'_" Beginningwith Volume XX, the Deep Space Network ProgressReport changed from
'r the Technical Report 32- series to the Progress Report 42. series. The volume number
continues the sequence of the preceding issues. Thus, Progress Report 42.20 is the
twentieth volume of the Deep Space Network series, and is an uninterruptedfollow-Gn to
Technical Report 32-1526, Volume XIX.
This report presents DSN progress in flight project support, tracking and data
acquisition (TDA) researchand technology, network engineering, hardwareand software
implementation, arid operations. Each issue presents material in some, but not all, of the
following categoriesin the order indicated.
''_. Description of the DSN
]. MissionSupport
Ongoing Planetary/InterplanetaryFlight Projects
Advanced Flight Projects
Kadio Astrot,omy
_" Special Projects
J
Supporting Researchand Technology
_: Tracking and Ground-BasedNavigationCommunications-Spacecraft/Ground --
• Station Controland Operations Technology
: Network Control and Data Processing; : Network and Facility Engineeringand Implementation
_, Network
Network Operations Control Center
_ Ground Communications
_, Deep Space Stations
_] Quality Assurance
L
f Operations
Network Operations
,_ Network Operations Control Center
_.- Ground Communications
._i Deep Space Stations
ProgramPlanning
-L TDA Planning
_ In each issue, the part entitled "Description of the DSN" describes the functions and
'_ facilities of the DSN and may report the current configuration of one of the seven DSN ;
p
systems (Tracking, Telemetry, Command, Monitor & Control, Test & Training, Radio
_i!; Science, and Very Long Baseline lnterferometry).
_. The work described in this report series is either performed or managed by the --
;i_ Trackingand Data Acqu_tion organization of JPL for NASA.
i;' Ill _,
" i
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' Network Functions and Facilities
N. A. Renzetti
OfficeofTrackingandDataAcquisition
The obje, _ives, functions, and organization of the Deep Space Network are
summarized; deep space station, ground communication, and network operations control
capabilities are described.
The Deep Space Network was established by the National 1978, at which time project management and mission opera.
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Office of tions were transferred to JPL, and for which JPL provided the
Space Tracking and Data Systems and is under the system Orbiter spacecraft; Voyager, for which JPL provides project
management and teclmical direction of the Jet Propulsion management, spacecraft development, and is conducting
Laboratory (JPL). The network is designed for two-way mission operations; and Pioneers, for which the Ames
communications with unmanned spacecraft traveling approxi- Research Center provides project management, spacecraft
mately 16,000 km (10,000 miles) from Earth to the farthest development, and cond_ct of mission operations. The network
planets and to the edge of our solar system. It has provided is adding new capability to meet the requirements of the
tracking and data acquisition support for the following NASA Galileo mission to Jupiter, for which JPL is providing the
" deep space exploration projects: Ranger, Surveyor, Mariner Orbiter spacecraft, and the Ames Research Center the
_ Venus 1962, MarinerMars 1964, MarinerVenus 1967, Mariner probe. In addition, JPLwill carry out the project management
Mars 1969, Mariner Mars 1971, and Mariner Venus-Mercury and the conduct of mission operations.
_ 1973, for which JPL has been responsible for the project
_: management, the development of the spacecraft, and the The Deep Space Network (DSN) is one of two NASA
_' conduct of mission operations; Lunar Orbiter, for which the networks. The other, the Spaceflight Tracking and Data
_,, Langley Research Center carried out the projectmanagement, Network (SIDN), is under the system management and
• . ._ spacecraft development, and conduct of mission operations; technical direction of the Goddard Space Flight Center
_, Pioneer, for which Ames Research Center carried out the (GSFC), Its function is to support manned and unmanned
._. project management, spacecraft development, and conduct of Ear*h-orbitingsatellites. The Deep Space Network supports
_'_ mission operations; and Apollo, for which the Lyndon B. lunar, planetary, and interplanetary flight projects.
_. Johnson Space Center was the project center and the Deep
_ Space Network supplemented the Manned Space Flight Net- From its inception, NASA has had the objective of
_: work, which was managed by the Goddard S.pace Flight conducting scientific investigations throughout the solar sys.
Center. The network is currently providing tracking and data tern. It was recognized that in order to meet this objective,
_ acquisition support for Helios, a joint U.S./West German significant supporting researchand advanced technology devel.
'_ project; Viking, for which Langley Research Center provided opment must be conducted in order to provide deep space
_' the Lar,der spacecraft and project management until May, telecommunications for science data return in a cost effective
1
;
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manner. Therefore, the Network is continually evolved to keep Deep Space Station. The commands are then radiated
pace with the state of the art of telecommunications and data to the spacecraft in order to initiate spacecraft func-
handling. It was also recognized early that close coordination tions in flight.
would be needed between the requirements of the flight
projects for data return and the capabilities needed in the (4) The DSN Radio Science System generates radio science
Network. This close collaboration was effected by the appoint- data, Le., the frequency and amplitude of spacecraft
ment of a I racking and Data Systems Manageras part of the transmitted signals affected by passage through media
flight project team from the initiation of the project to the such as the solar corona, planetary atmospheres, and
en_ of the mission. By this process, requirements were plantetary rings, and transmits this data to Mission
identified e_-ly enough to provide funding and implementa- Control.
tion in time for use by the flight project in its flight phase. (5) The DSN Very Long Baseline lnterferometry System
generates time and frequency data to synchronize the
As of July 1972, NASA undertook a change in the interface clocks among the three Deep Space Communications
between the Network and the flight projects. Prior to that complexes. It will generate universal tSne and polar
t time, since 1 January 1964, in addition to consisting of the motion and relative Deep Space Station locations as
Deep Space Stations and the Ground Communications by-p:oducts of the primary data delivery fuaction.
Facility, the Network had also included the mission control
The data system configurations supporting testing, training,
, and computing facilities and provided the equipment in Lh.e
and network operations control functions are as follows:
: mission support areas for the conduct of mission operations.
The latter facilities were housed in a building at JPL known as (1) The DSN Monitor and Control System instruments,
the Space Flight Operations Facility (SFOF). The interface transmits, records,and displays those parameters of the
change was to accommodate a hardware interface between the DSN necessary to verify configuration and validate the
support o,' ,he network operations control functions and those Network. it provides the tools necessary for Network
of the mission control and computing functions. This resulted Operations personnel to control and monitor the Net-
in the flight projects assuming the cognizance of the large work and interface wi_h flight project mission control
general-purpose digital computers which were used for both personnel.
network processing and mission data processing. They also
assumed cognizance of all of the equipment in the flight (2) The DSN Test and Training System generates and
operations facility for display and communications necessary controls simulated data to support development, test.
for the conduct of mission operations. The Network then training and fault isolation within the DSN. It partici-
undertook the development of hardware and computer soft- pates in mission simulation with flight projects.
ware necessary to do its network operations control and
monitor functions in separate computers. A characteristi'_of The capabilities needed to carry out the above functions
the new interface is that the Network provides direct data flow have evolved in the following technical areas:
to and from the stati¢,-s; namely, metric data, scieace and
engineering telemetry, a_,d such network monitor data as are (1) The Deep Space Stations, which are distributed around
useful to the flight project. This is done via appropriate ground Earth and _,hich, prior to 1964, formed part of the
communication equipment to mission operations centers, Deep Space Instrumentation Facility. The technology
whereverthey may be. involved in equipping these stations is strongly related
to the state of the art of telecommunications and
The principal deliverables to the users of the Network are flight-ground design considerations, and is almost corn-
carried out by data system configurations as follows: pletely multimission in character.
(2) The Ground Communications Facility provides the
(1) The DSN Tracking System generates radiometric data, capability required _-, the transmission, reception, and
i.e., angles, one- and two.way doppler and range, and monitoring of Earth.based, point.to.point communica-
transmits raw data to Mission Control. tions between the stations and the Network Operations
Control Center at JPl.., Pasadena, and to the JPL Mis-
(2) The DSN Telemetry System receives, decodes, records, sion Operations Centers. Four communications dis-
and retransmits engineering and scientific data gener- ciplines are provided: teletype, voice, high-speed, and
ated in the spacecraft to MissionControl. wideband. The Ground Communications Facility uses
(3) The DSN Command System accepts spacecraft com. the capabilities provided by common carriers through-
mands from Mi_on Control and transmits the com- out the world, engineered into an integrated system by •
mands via the Ground Communication Facility to a Goddard Space Flight Center, and controlled from the
I
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communications Center located in the Space Flight tions functions are carried out by certain flight projects. Net-
Operations Facility (Building 230) at JPL. gork personnel are directed by an Operations Control Chief.
_ The functions of the Network Data Processing arc:
• The Network Operations Control Center is the functional
entity for centralized operational control of the Network and (1) processing.of data used by Network Operations Control
_ interfaces with the users. It has two separable functional for control and analysis of the Network.
,_ elements; namely, Network Operations Control and Network
_ Data Processing. The functions of the Network Operations (2) Display in the Network Operations Control Area of
_. Control are: data processed in the Network Data Processing Area.
"_ (1) Control and coordination of Network support to meet (3) Interface with communicatio_ circuits for input to
i" commitments to Network users, and output from the Network Data Processing Area.5
_ (2) Utilization of the Network data processing coraputing
i6 capability to generate all standards and limits required (4) Data logging and production of the intermediate data
' for Network operations, records.
_ (3) Utilization of Network data processing computing The personnel who carry out these functions are located
capability to analyze and validate the performance of approxima'.qy 200 meters from the Space Flight Operations
_ all Network systems. Facility. The equipment consists of minicomputers for real-
time data system monitoring, two XDS Sigma 5s, display,
The personnel who carry out the above functions are located magnetic tape recorders, and appropriate interface equipment
" in the Space Flight Operations Facility, where mission opera- with the ground data communications.
i
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DSN Monitor and Control System, Mark 111-78
W.G. Stinnett
TDAEngineering
A description of the DSN Monitor and Control System, Mark lll- 78, is discussed. The
major implementation required to evolve from the Mark 111-75 to the/,lark 111-78
conpguration isalso dbcussed.
L |rltroductlolR functions: (l)the DMC provides the central control and
mon;tor capability, for the stations, and (2) the DMC receives
The DSN Monitor and Control System, as well as the other control data from and furnishesmonitor data to the NOCCfor
DSN systems, has undezgone a significant evolution from late Network CentralControl and Monitor purposes.
1976 through the major portion of 1978. This evolution has
resulted in the Mark1II-78 configuration. Majorimplementa- There are three major assemblies of the DMC that accom-
tion occurred in each of the three DSN facilities: Deep Sp:;.e plish the above two functions. The three majorassemblies are:
Stations (DSS), Ground Communications Facility (GCF), a.',,_
the Network Cq_erationsCoatrol Center (NOCC). At the DSS, (1) An XDS 920 computer.
impleraentation of new computers for the Telemetry, Com-
mand, Tracking, and Radio Science Systems significantly (2) A station monitor and control console.
changed the DSN Monitor and Control System. In the GCF,
implementation has occurred at the statior,s a_,J at JPL in the (3) A special input-output terminal.
central communications terminal. A major software upgrade
occurred within the NOCC due to the changes at the stations
and the Ground Communications Facility. /L XDS IF20 COml_alll¢
The XDS 920 computer has been a part of the DMt. for
The DSN Monitor and Control System, Mark :II.78 many years, hs designation is the Digital lnstnanentation
configuration is multimi_on and is utilized by the DSN to Subsystem (DIS). It has been utilized as a central collection
support the Pioneer 6-11, Helios 1 and 2, Viking, Voyage, and point for station monitor data andinterfacingwith theNOCC.
Pioneer Venus..1978 missions.Figure1 provides a block For collectingstation monitor data, the DIS has interfaces
diagram of the DSN Morutorand Control System, Mark111.78 with all of the station subsystems. The station monitor data
configuration, are accumulated by the DIS and displayed to the station
operator located at the station monitor aad control console.
||. _ _ _ Additionally, a subset of this station monitor data is sent to
the NOCC for Network central monitoring purposes. A
As part of the DSN Monitor and Control System, the DSS significant implementation effort was undertaken for the DIS
Monitor and Control Sub.stem (DMC) provides two primary to convert from the Mark 111-75to the Mark 111.78system.
4
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Major interface changes occurreOwith the implementation two keyboard-CRTs, a hardcopy printer, and 'host software
of new computers in the DSS Command, Telemetry, Tracking, capability. The keyboard-CRTs and printers interface with the
_nd Radio Science. Subsystems. The int'.rface with these host software (which runs in any of the new computers), and
_absystem computecs is _-ia the DSN st_.-,dardcomputer-to- _e host software then interfaces with all of the new
compu:er intercormnunication device, a star switch controller, compu:ers via the star switch controller. In this manner, the
Significant implementation was required for the DIS to new computers can be centrally controlled and monitored.
operate in this computer network. The new generation
computers are approximately 10 times as fast for memory
cycle time and are 16-bit word raachines versus 24-bit word IlL Ground Oommunk:a_iocat Facilityfor the DIS (XDS 920). A special i:ardware interface device
was installed between the DIS and the s:ar switch controller to Significant implementation in the GCF has occurred over
convert from 24-bit to i6-bit words, and ,_ice versa, _._d to the last two years. Concurrent with these changes, the GCF
speed up access time for interfacing _.,4;_:athe star switch Monitor and Control Subsystem (GMC) has undergone major
controller. To accommodate inter.aces with the new com- changes. At JPL in the GCF central communications terminal,
I puters and new p,otocol and timing requirementswith the star the Central Communications Monitor (CCM) computer has
switch controllers, signifi_nt software changes were required i:een implemented to provide central facility monitor capabil-
in the DIS. Additionally, *.hesUuctare of the monitor data ity. The CCM receives GCF monitor data from two sources:
par_raeterswas either new or significantly modified from that (1) from each Deep Space Station CMF, and (2) front equip-
wh.-.hpreviously existed, ment located at the central communication terminal at JPL.
Another interface change, from fl_ Mark I11-75to Mark
ilI-78 configuration, was implemented for the DIS. The At the DSS, each CMF monitors the status of the GCF
interface with the GCF high-speed dam circuit, for receiving equipment and provides periodic status messages, via high-
and sending data from and to the NOCC, changed. The DIS to speed data circuit, to the central communications terminal
GCF interface for the Mark111-78sys;em is ",iathe star switch CCM. It should be noted that the control of the CMFis from
controller. The GCF has implemented a computer, th-. the central input-output terminal at the DSS (see Subsec
Communication Monitor Formatter (CMF), at each DSS. The tion II-C, above).
DIS generates high-speed data blocks, consisting of station
monitor data, and provioes ,'he data to the CMF via the sta_ Within the central communications terminal, the CCM
switch controller. The data are ,:ultiplexed with other systems monitors the status of the GCF equipment. Majorimplementa-
data (e.g., telemetry) onto _he high-speed data line for tion has occurred within the central communicationsterminal
transmissior, to 1'-3CC. The DIS receivescontrol data from the
over the past two years. Computers, as part of the GCF
NOCCvia this samf. interface. Idgh-speed subsystem, have been implemented :o allow mes-
sage switching and error detection-correction. These functions
B. Station Monitor lind Control Oonso_ are being accomplished in the high-speed switch (HSW) and
the error detection-correction (El)C) assemblies, rhe new
The station monitor and control (SMC) console has bee_ computers interface to the CCM via the standard DSN
providedas part of the Mark III-78system configuration. The compute_ interface - the star switch controller.
SMCconsole provides a central cot,trol and moni,or operator's
position for some of the subsystems at the DSS (other
subsystems are controlled via _nother input-output device - IV. Network Operations Oontml Center
see Subsection C, below) The SMCconsoles are cur_er,tly in
limited use in the Network; however, work is in process to The NOCC Monitor and Control Subsystem (b,_C) pro-
make them a more useful operational tool. Additional station rides the processing capability for central network monitor
subsystems are being modified to permit central station and control. Althou_ no major hardware changes have
control from the SMCconsoles, occurred in the NMC, significant software changes were
required due to majormodifications in the DSS and GCF. The
C, f_iltl Inl_q-Output Tmminal high-speed data messages received from the DSS underwent
significant modification due to the implementation that
Witl-.the implementation of new computers q the Com- occurred there. Still to be implemented in the NMC is the
mand, Telemetry., Tracking, and Radio Science Subsystems ability to process GCF monitor data from the CCM. When this
(and the CMF at the DSS), a special te,-minal was installed as a has been accomplished, the DSN Monitor and Control System,
central DSS input.oatput device. It consists of four _lements. MarkIII.78 configuration will be complete.
J
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Viking Continuation Mission Support
+ R.L. Gillette
++
DeepSpaceNetwcrkOperationsSection
Th_ article coven the period from 1 July through 31 August 1978. It reports on DSN
xupport of Viking spacecra[t activities during the period and continue_ reporting on the
D&V Viking Command and TracMng n4vport.
I. Vildng Ope_ions B. RadioScience
ilL _lh,lll Radio Science activities and experimentation continued
The Viking Orbiter 2 0/0-2) mission ended during this during July and August. These activities include Pear-
reportii_g _riod after a severe gas leak depleted its remaining simultaneous Lander/Orbit ranging, VO-I Earth occultation
supply of attitude stabilizing gas. On 20 July, the VO-2 coverage and the Gravity Field Experiment.
spacecraft was brought out of its roll-drift mode of operation
to collect its last sequence of scientific observations of Mars. II. Network Support
On 24 July the VO-2 spacecraft developed a severe gas leak in
the vositive roll valve, and on 25 July drifted off sun Table 1 shows the DSN tracking support for January
acquisition, through August 1978. A significznt decrease in tracking
support is notable in August. This is primarily due to the
The Mars mission officially ended for VO-2 at 11:02 p.m. increase in tracking support [equired from higher prio, ity
on 25 July when radio signals from the spacecraft cea_ J. proiccts such as the Voyager and Pioneer Venus Missions. The
Launched from Earth on 20 August 1975, VO-2 will now Viking Project will continue to have major conflicts with other
slowly tumble about Mars for at least 50 years before crashing projects for tracking support during the Continuation Missiov. :
to the surface.
Table 2 givesthe total number of commands transmitted by
The Viking Orbiter 1 (VO-I) spacecraft continued to the DSbi for Viking Project during January through August
operate normally during this reporting period as it collected 1978. The reduction in the number of commandsbeginning in
; and returned to Earth weather data and Mars photos aswell as June reflects the reduction in Viking operation activity
_+ relaying to Earth data from the two Viking Landers. anticipated during the Continuation Mission.
_: The Viking Landers continue to operate in an automatic Figure I shows the performance of the DSN delivery of the
_ mode of operation as they collect and relay to Earth, via telemetry Intermediate Data Re,:ord ([DR) during January
'+ VO-I, Mars weather information and photos. 1977 through August 1978. The IDR is a magnetic tape,
++ 7
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produced by the DSN, of digital telemetry data. As a goal, In May of 1978 a new position was created titled DSN Date
within existing time constraints, the DSN attempts to provide Records Engineer. The primary function of the Data Records
100 percent of the datarecorded at the Deep Space Station on Engineer is to coordinate the data record (IDR) production -"
the Digital Origina! Data Record (iX)DR) magnetic tape. conflicts among the many DSN projects, including Viking. The
: IDR's are required to be delivered within 24 h,-",s following improvement in IDR delivery times can be attributed to the
the end of a station pass. coordhlation efforts of the DSN Data Records Engineer.
During July and August 1978, the IDR delivery time The percent of telemetry data delivered to the project also
significantly improved from the previousmonths. The delivery increased during July and August with an average of 99.1
time dropped from 23 hours to under7 hours, percent of telemetry datadelivered.
l
.r
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!Tol_ 1. Dml Ira_llng mq_l_rt 19"r8i-
DSS J_l Feb Mat Apt May Jun ] Jul ! AugI
8a 19 18 1 2
11 - - _
72 b 167 164 1 13
I 4 5 1
12 .....
13 22 8
.i
! 40 25 37 47 25 34 14 13
14
319 218 272 365 231 242 89 85
22 23 30 30 2 2 1
42 - i
166 76 201 192 4 9 3
57 14 15 27 40 46 51 23
43 I
294 207 68 163 281 346 449 135
II 6 II 3 3
44 - - __
51 43 77 17 II
I0 38 25 [ 15 2 I
61 -
88 243 281 159 26 5
61 2 3 3 8 3 I I
62
27 25 22 29 75 33 7 9
13 21 30 42 26 41 40 16
63
I01 181 293 440 206 343 291 130
156 138 170 165 132 128 110 58
Tot_
1067 1014 1369 1356 1064 982 858 378
aNumber of tracks the summation of all Viking spacecraft tracked.
bTrack time: scheduled station support m hours.
?
_ 9L
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Table_ Numbwofcommandshamm_illnthoVildngmbskm
dud_Janu_/Im_u_Augwnrm
Dss JAN FEB MAR APX MAY JUN JUL AUG
11 1947 - I19 - 1628 6 0 -
12 - I I 374 ....
14 4565 1079 1326 3032 2845 1214 870 562
42 1447 1305 261 1079 0 0 0 0
43 1593 1732 124 275 1326 1567 791 7
44 - 255 3 - 373 0 - 30
61 992 3548 1073 1503 0 0 - 0
62 1 1006 461 73 0 960 0 683
63 895 128 2597 4005 669 2451 2984 2073
TOTAL 11440 9054 5965 10341 6841 6198 4645 3355
i '°
i
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I ;
r I I I 1 I I I I I I 1 I I I 1 I I I I
100
99.5
9O.O 4
END OF EXTENDEDMISSION
I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I i ] I I
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1977 197z"
.r _" 1. Viking telom, _"yIDR performance
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PioneerVenus MissionSupport
A. C. Bouck
DSNOperationsSection
This article reports on acti,.,ities within the Deep Space Network (DSN) to prepare
for the Pioneer Venus Multiprvbe Venusian Encounter. ."
I. Mission Description Stations (DSS) at Goldstone, California (DSS 14) and Can-
be_ra,Australia(DSS43) must acquireandcollectdatain real
ThePioneerVenusMultiprobeMissionis designedto inves, time from four probesthat haveneverbeenacquh;d in flight.
tigate the Venus;_natmospheredown to the lowest scale After the probesreachthe surface,DSSs14and43 mustsup-
height above the surface (probe survival after impact is not a port the Bus entry along with any survivingprobes. The Bus
mission requirement). The mission consists of a LargeProbe, will be supported by two 26-meter DSSs during the probe
tlu'ee Small Probes and the Bus. The Bus is the mother space, descent phase.
craft that carried and supported the probes from launch until
probe separation.
IlL DSN Implementation at DSSs 14and 43
The four probes are _,adividualspacecraft and transmit for Multipo,:,beEntry
their data directly to Earth. The Large Probe carries seven
scientific instruments, a radio receiver for two-way doppler The following special implementation was required for the
tracking only, and transmits data at 256 or 128 bits per Pioneer Venus Multiprobeentry:
second. The Small Probes are identical. Each carries three
scientificinstrumentsand transmitsdata at 64 or 16 bi_sper (1) SpectralSign_ Indicators(SSI):
second. Their reference frequency for one-way doppler track- Three special spectrum indicators (SSI) with micro-
ing is provided by stable oscillators. Each probe will begin processor conhols were designed and installed to
transmission about 22 minutes prior to entering the atmo- rapidly identify the probe signals and provide accurate
sphere, frequencies to acquire lock on the DSN closed loop
receivers. The SSI is the key to performingthe mission.
II. DSN Entry Support (2) Muhiprobe Simulator:
The DSN will meet one of its greatest challenges on Decem- The simulator was required for mission test and train- "
ber 9, 1978. In a brief 2 hours, the 64-meter Deep Space ing. It generates the four Probe's S.band signals, and
12
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! simulates the entry doppler profile and telemetry bit preliminary version of the procedure complete, the audiors
_ rate changes in accordance with the missionthneline, went to DSS 14 and performed the _equence using the proce-
_ dure with regular station personnel. Mter tlu'ee days of test- "
, (3) Open Loop Receivers (OLR) ing and rewriting, the procedures were ready for use in train-
• Two OLRs were added making a total of four 300- ing tests. One major discovery was that station operations
_, kHz bandwidth OLRs. They are the signalinput to the during the entry event required a crew complement of 16 to
_ SSI and provide predetected signals to the analog 17 operators as compared to a normal crew complement of
recordersfor telemetry datarecovery. 5 to 7 operators It was decided that entry would be sup-
_" ported by combming two crews plusadditional personnel from
(4) Venus Wind Experiment Receiver/Recorder: other crews.
A special 2.mHz open loop receiver and a 12-megabit-
per-second d_gital recording assembly that simultan-
eously records the signals from the four Probes and Bus V. Unique Entry Support Features
• ,_' plus two calibration tones were installed to support A. Minion Control
measurement of the Venus winds using long baseline
interferomet.-ytechniques. The probe entry phase, by its very nature, precludes any
project direction. The DSS must therefore support this phase
(5) A fifth closed loop receiver(RCVR 7) and subcarrier o .l'.eirown.
: demodulator assembly (SDA 7), and three Program°
" mable Oscillator Control Assemblies (POCA) were also B. Dual Opllnks to the Largo Probe
- installed.
To maximize the probability of acquiring po_-tentry two-
(6) The telemetry processor software was modified to way lock with the LargeProbe in a minimum amount of time,
accommodate dual-channel convolutional decoding in a both DSS 14 and 43 will simultaneously transmit to the
single computer. This added the capability of process- probe. The real-time doppler data will be utilized to determine
ing the four Probe data streamssimultaneously, which DSS has captured the probe receiver.
IV. Entry ProcedureDevelopment VI. Entry Sequenceof Events
Entry procedures were developed by the Pioneer Network In Table 1, the uncertainties in probe event times are
Operations Project Engineer (NOPE) and three DSS shift (1) +22 se_.ondsfor preentry events, and (2) +60 seconds for
supervisors who will support .'he actual entry event. With a entry _nd postentry events.
1979007829-020
-. ,' TWill 1. l"kll erdm' of the meim'ently eventx
Time Time
(GMT) DSS Event (GM'r) DSS Event
1. 1530 Lar_ Probe receiveron. 24. 185313 14/43 SmallProbe 2 entry; receiver2 out of
2. 1600 14 Antenna on point-Busin view. lock.
25. 185326 14/43 AcClu_eon SSI, lock receiver2.3. 1618 14 PerformLargeProbe uplinkacquisition.
4. 1730 43 Venus rise. 26. 185601 14/43 SmallProbe 3 entry; receiver7 out oflock.
5. 1748 14/43 Performminus 60-rain checklist.
27. 185614 14/43 Acquireon SSI, lock receiver 7.
6. 1825 14/43 Startprir,te analog(PPR) and digital 28. 185918 14/43 SmallProbe 1 entry; receiver 1 out of(DRA) recorders [hit doppler data
I to line. lock.
7. 182613 LargeProbe carrieron. 29. 185931 14/43 Acquireoil SSI, lock receiver 1.
14 Acquireon SSI, lock receiver3 30. 190413 14/43 LargeProbe parachutejettison. Possible
receiver 3 out of lock due to doppler
(2-waydoppler), shift.
43 Acquire on SSI, lock receiver3
(3-waydoppler). 31. 1906 43 Rpconf'gurefor Small Probe 2 bit rate
change.
8. 1830 14/43 Startbackup PPRand DRA recorders.
32. 1909 43 Recontigurefor SmallProbe 3 bit rate
9. 183113 SmallProbe 2 carrieron. change.
14/43 Acquireon SSI, lock receiver 2. 33. 190913 14/43 SmallProbe 2 bit rate change;lock
10. 183113 14/43 LargeProbe subcarrieron; lock telemetry, telemetry.
! 1. 183401 Smallprobe 3 carrieron. 34. 1912 43 Reconfigurefor SmallProbe I bit rate
14/43 Acquireon SSI, lock receiver7 change.
35. 191201 14/43 SmallProbe 3 bit rate change; lock12. 183613 14/43 SmallProbe 2 subcarriezon; lock
telemetry, telemetry.
36. 191518 14143 Sm',ll Probe 1bit rate change;lock
13. 183708 SmallProbe 1 carrier on. telemetry.
14/43 Acquireon SSI, lock receiver1
37, 1925 14/43 PrimePPR tape change.
14. 183901 14/43 Small Probe 3 subcarrieron; lock 38. 1930 14/43 BackupPPRtape change.telemetry
39. 1943 14/43 LargeProbe impact.15. 184013 43 Reconf]8urefor LargeProbe bit rate
change. 40. 1945 14/43 PrimcDRA tape change.
16. 184313 43 LargeProbe bit rate change; lock 41. 1948 14 Reconf'_,urereceiver3 forBus; lock
telemetry, telemetry.
17. 1845 43 Transmitteron,tart LargeProbe 42. 1949 14/43 Small Probe 2 impact.
postentry uplinksweep. 43. J950 14/43 BackupDRA tape change.
18. 1846 14 StartLarge Probepostentry uplink 44. 1953 14 Bus bit rate change; lock telemetry.
sweep. 45. 1953 14/43 Small Probe 3 impact.
19. 184813 14/43 LargeProbe entry; receiver 3 out of lock.
46. 1954 43 Reconfigure receiver2 for Bus - lock
20. 184825 14/43 Acquire on SSI, lock receiver3 telemetry.
(l-way doppler).
47. 1955 14/43 Small Probe 1 impact.
21. 184830 14/43 LargeProbebit rate change;lock
telemetry. 48. 2024 14/43 l_usentry.
22. 1851 14/43 Receiver 3 out of lock; acquire on SSI, 49. 2025 14/43 PrimePPR tape change.
lock receiver3 (2-waydoppler). 30. 2¢_28 14143 Bus burnsup; loss of signal.
23. 185130 TRK Inform DSS of correct doppler node;
3-way DSS turnsrff transmitter.
14
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Helios Mission Support
P. S. Goodwin
TDAMissionSupport
W. N. JensenandG. M. Rockwell
Deep Space Ne :ork Operations Section
This article reports on activities Gf the DSN Netwot'.t: Operations Organization in
support of the Helios Pro/ect from 15 Aug; st 1978 through 15 October 1978.
[. [ntroduct[oM ing the first telemetry data, it was discovered the spacecraft's
tenth regulatorsaitch had occurred, which caused the turn-off
This article is the twenty-fourth in a continuing series of of the r4on-essentialbus, changed numerous status bits and off
reports that discuss Deep Space Network suppoit of Helios pointed the High.Gain._ntenna. After sending severalhundred
Mission Operations. Included in this article is information on commands, the spacecraft and its experiments, except for
the upcoming eighth perihelion of Helios-I and the sixth Experiment 9, was reconfigured with the High-GainAntenna
perihelion of Helios-2, science experiments, 22-biL error back on Earth point. On 8 september 1978 at 09:00 UTC, the
polynomial code (El=C) testing and other mission-related emergency was rifted. Two pop,SOleca_es re1 this regulator
activities, switch [,ave been _dentified:
(1) Th_ s_tch might have been t,'iggered by a solar event
II. klilmio;tOperationsandStatus that was reportedat the SpaceEnvironmentsServices
On 7 September1978, commandsweresentto Helios-1to Center, l}m,lder,Colorado,at approximatelythe same
turn on Experiment9. Experiment9 had beenoff since2 July time _;rioo.
1978 dueto a limitationin availableregulatoroutputpower.
The expe#ment was fully configuredand sciencedata had (2) Experiment 9 doesnot have a current limiter for
been receivedfor more than onehourwhen DSS44 (Honey- protection and a stuck stepper motor might have
suckleCreek, Australia), which was trackingthe spacecraft, cause,3anoverloadcondition.Experiment9 will be left
reported a loss of downlink at 22:._0:25 Universal Time off until the circumstances can be clarified with the
Coordinated (UTC) on 7 September. As a result, a spacecraft experimenter.
emergency was declared at 23:_0 UTC and 64.meter coverage
requested. On 8 September at 00:39:37 UTC, DSS 43 On 26 October 1978, the Helios-I spacecraft will enter its
(Tidbinbilla, Aust:alia) acquired the downlink. After evaluat- eighth perLttelionpeflod, which will last until 3 November. t
lS
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More information concerning tim event will be recorded in B. C_lrmlln Space Ol_nll C4_llllr (O$'OC)
futurearticles. OonMl_ion to the _P'J-BilError Polynomial Code
(EPC) and the Mark tit Command Sy4dm ..
The Helios-2 spacecraft has performed nominally for this As reported in the last article (Ref. 1), testing has con-
!! pe,._rxl with no significan: occurrences or problems. The tinued on the 22-bit EPC interfaces and Mark11ICommand
spacecraft entered its sixth perihelion period on 8 October System throughout this period. Overall, the testing has gone
: 1978. Helios-2 entered blackout on 9 October while being well. On 3 October, the fhst demonstration track was per-
tracked by DSS 67/68 (Weilheim, Germany). This earlier hun formed by DSS 44 while tracking Helios-I to verify that GSOC
expected blackout was probably due to high solar activity. The was capable of processing telemetry, monitor, a_td command
spacecrzf: was at a Sun-Earth-Probe(SEP) angle of 4.1 degrees data while in the 22-bit EPC mode. The monitor software at
at blackout. Assuming a symmetrical exit angle, the spacecraft the Network Oper, tions Control Center (NOCC) was, unfor-
was configured for a 13-da) unattended 3peration period with tunately, not available in time for this test, and the MarkIII;
memory storage covering. Helios-2 was configured in data Command System performance was hampered by certain
mode 4, format 3, bit rate of 8 bits per second Cops)and se- anomalies discovere'l in the station's Command Processor
quence 17. Blackout exit is scheduled to occur on 22 October Assembly's test software. These anomalies affected command
1978. As with Helios-l, more information will be availablefor transmission to the spacecraft and are being corrected. The
a future reticle, interfaces between GSOC,JPL, and DSS 44 worked well in the
22-bit EPC mode, and telemetry and command data flowed
without difficulty. Another demonstration was conducted on
Helios-2 also passed its 1001st day in orbit on 12 October 5 October with basically the same results. On 8 October,
1978. demonstration tracks with DSS 62 (Cabreros, Spain) tracking
Helios-I and DSS 63 (Madrid, Spain) trr.cking Helios-2 were
Ove:-,dlcoverage for Helios-I and Helios-2 for this period is conducted. The purpose here was to verify that GSOC could
listed in Table 1. process both Helios-1 and Hel;os-2 telemetry data, while in the
22-bit EPC configuration. This test was successful with no
problems encountered. The most recent test was a telemetry
and mo,itor test with DSS 44 tracking Helios-1 and DSS 14
|lJ. Special Activities (Goldstone, California) tracking Helios.2. This test followed
A. SupportofOn-BoardandGroundExpe_rnents the same fo,mat as the telemetry test above, but with theaddition of one monitor data stream from each station. This
In conjunction with the perihelion and superior conjunc- test proved successful and GSOC processed both telemetry and
tion periods, science data will be collected during times monitor data fro;r_each station. Future tests (demonstration
discussed earlier.The prime data types w_l!be faraday rotation tracks) are scheO_,led to check out the Mark III Command
data and ellipticity data for Experiment 12. Also solar wind System follov__ng,the correction of DSN software. These tests
data will be collected during the same period. ,:._Ibe reported :- a tuture r*.port.
m
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Table 1. Hellee tnlddng _
Number
Station of Tracking time
Month Spacecraft type tracks (h:min)
August Helios-I 26 meter 31 147:13
64 meter 0 00:00
Helios-2 26 meter 4 20:47
64 meter 25 84:41
September Helios- 1 26 meter 27 139:40
64 meter 2 8:25
Helios-2 26 meter 0 00:00
64 meter 21 91:02
17
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Convolutional Coding Results for the MVM '73 X-Band
Telemetry Experiment
J. W. Layland
Communications Systems Research Section
T__ -aHic-7_'#r_s_nt'sF_sul_ _f si;nU[a_i)no[-sev'erals-hbrt-'c6ns'traint-[engthconOolu-
. , - - "" tional code_ using a noisy symbol stream obtained via the turnaround ranging channels of
the MVM73 spacecraft. First operational use of this coding technique is on the Voyager
missio_L The relative performance of the,_e codes in this environment is as previously
predicted from computer-based simulations.
This short article presents the results of simulations of channel-noise samples by extraction of the known data stream.
several short-constraint-length convolutional codes using 70 This conversion was done to simplify processing in software
min of noisy 5.8-kbps symbol stream recorded by the R&D through a variety of short-constraint-length convohitional
930 computer at DSS 14 on Jan 15, 1974. This data was codes. The use of 4-bit quantization compressed this data to
obtained as part of an experiment intended to define the two virtually full magnetic tapes, one each for S-band and _.
performance to be expected from X-band telemetry on the X-band data.
Voyager and subsequent missions. The simulated telemetry
stream Was originated on the ground and returned via the Decoding from these tapes was performe_ using a software
turnaround ranging channels of the MVM'73 spacecraft at decoder in the Sigma 5 computer, at constraint lengths K=3 to
both X- and S-band (Ref. 1). The same experiment was later K=9, rates 1/2 and 1/3 (Ref. 4 describes a 930 version of this
performed with Viking (Ref. 2). decoder). The data was blocked into 5-rain segnlents of
approximately 2 × 106 symbols to obtain statistical averages
The data stream consisted of the repeated sequence for the coded Pe without masking variations that had been
111010, modulated on a subcarrier. This sequence is a observed in the signal-to-noise raUo during the real.time
codeword of the K=7, rate 1/2 convolutional code now flying experiment. Figure 1 shows a time-trace of the decoding
on Voyager, and also of two rate 1/3 codes at K=4, and K=5. results for the S-band data at rates 1/2 and !/3. Figure 2 shows
The signal was processed at the time of reception as an a similar time trace for the X-band data, decoded at rate 1/2
uncoded bit stream and also via a hardware Viterbi decoder for only. The SNR at S-band was too high tc permit statistically
the K=7, rate 1/2 code. It had been initially intended to also significant results for the rate 1/3 codes.
operate the JPL-designed K=5, rate 1/3 decoder (Ref. 3) in
real-time, but this was not in fact pursued. The data recorded The traces for several of the codes are not complete, work
by the on-site SDS-930 computer as 6-bit quantized symbols having been stopped pending resolution of the difference
was subsequently converted to a stream of 4-bit quantized between hardware and software decoder performance. This
18
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: problem has since been resolved (Ref. 5) and the software estimated by way of the (uncoded) symbol error rate. There
results shown to be c _r_,J., at least at K=7. rate 1/2, X-band. are no real surprises in this figure. The performance of all
. codes tested, either rate I/2 or rate 1/3, is comparable to their
Figure 3 summa_'_.esthe coded bit error probability seen performance as seen in earlier simulation with computer-
for these codes rs z "fanc,ion" ef the signal-to-noise ratio generated noise (Ref. 6).
e
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Microwave Radiometer Measurement of Water Vapor
Path Delay: Data Reduction Techniques
E. S. Claflin, S.C. Wu,and G. M. Resch
TrackingSystemsandApplicationsSection
Unmodeled electrical path delay from atmospheric water vapor is a limiting error
source in geodetic measurements made with very long baseline interferometry and in
radio ranging to spacecraft. A dual channel water vapor radiometer, operating near the
22.235-GHz water vapor line, is capable of measuring water vapor-induced delay with
good accuracy under most weather conditions. Theory shows that water vapor path delay
M. v is proportional to a linear combination of saturation.corrected sky brightness
temperatures, measured on and off the water vapor line. The second, off-line, channel
removes the effects of emission from liquid water droplets in clouds as well as most of the
oxygen emission. Tipping curves remove instrumental error. Sky brightness temperatures
are saturation-corrected or "linearized" using estimates of effective sky temperature made
from surface temperature. Coefficients in the expression for path delay M. v are functions
of surface temperature, pressure, and water vapor density, allowing use of our data
reduction algorithm at any altitude and in any climate. Coefficients are found by two
methods: {l) from a regression analysis of measured brightness temperatures versus
radiosonde measured delay, and (2) from a regression of theoretical brightness tempera-
tures versus radiosonde measured delay. Regression solutions are constrained to remove
liquid water contributions and to give the correct slope (i.e., one) for radiometer versus
radiosonde path delay.
I. introduction water vapor. Water vapor induced path delay in the zenith
direction can vary from less than 1 to more than 30 centimeters
Very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) and other extra- depending on climate and weather.
terrestrial, m/crowave, geodetic techniques have potential
accuraciesat the few centimeterlevel (Ref. 1). Propagation
media effects constitutea limiting error source, however, and Under favorable conditions, water vapor delay can be
must be compan_ted for to achieve the highest accuracy solved for as part of the final fitting of residuals in the VLBI
otherwise inherent in present and planned systems, in particu- data reduction process. If baseline geometry is not favorable, '
lar, one must devise a way to compensate for tropospheric the solve-for procedure will degrade accuracy appreciably.
22
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?; Moreover, the solve-for solu'ion breaks down if changes in dependence for t_e liquid g_aterabsorption coefficient. 1 The
water vapor delay occur rapidly or if the atmosphere has large oxygen contribution is from a complex of spectral lines near
horizontal inhomogeneities. An independent way to measure 60 GHz and has a frequency dependence which is also
delay from tropospheric water vapor Jsneeded, approximately f2. About 82 percent of tile oxygen contribu-
tion is removed by the f2 dependence assumed for liquid
From among a number of candidate measuring techniques, em/_on. This is fortuitous because oxygen emission also
we have found ttmt the most satisfactory is passive microwave depends on atmospheric tempexature, a quantity subject to
radiometry. A microwave radiometer will operate day or night estimation error. The rernah_ing18 percent of the oxygen
and under all weather conditions except rain or heavy snow. contribution is removed by a small term proportional to air
Spatially, measurements can be made in all directions that are mass i_ the expre_on for water vapor path delay. At one air
more than a few beamwidths from the horizon and from the mass this term is approximately -0.4 cm path delay.
sun. Microwave radiometry will, in the future, also be
applicable to VLBI geodesy with satellite radio sources and to A related matter that has alreadybeen investigated in some
radio ranging for navigation of interplanetary spacecraft. The detail is optimal choice of frequency pair for the two
! purpose of this paper is to present techniques for conversion radiometer channels. To retrieve water vapor path delay with
of radiometer data to water vapor path delay. A discussionof highest accuracy, it is necessary to use a frequency pair which
errors will be presented in a laterpaper, minimizes error from all sources. No single frequency pair is
ideal under all conditions; however, we recognize that a very
important consideration is that a frequency pair be chosen
I[. Background which minimizes variation with altitude of the weighting
function W'(s) (Ref. 3):A solution of the radiative transfer equation governing
propagation of microwave radiation downward througll a
nonscattering atmosphere in thermodynamic equilibrium is
rB= r e-"(')+[ e as (l)
.Jo
where _v is the absorption coefficient for watervapor and p is
where water vapor density. The penalty for a nonconstant Eq. (2)
along the observing path is appreciable error whenever the
water vapor altitude distribution varies markedly from someI%
= 1" _ ds callbration distribution. Such variations appear to be mostT(s)
Jo common in coastal regions, where layering of marine and
continental air is a frequent occurrence. Optimal choice of
frequency pairs has been discussedby Wu(Ref. 3). Frequency
is the optical depth, a is the absorption coefficient pairs of 20.3/31.4, 20.0/26.5, and 24.5/31.4 GHz are all near
(distance- l), s is distance upward along the signal path, T is optimal for minimizing variations in weighting function
physical temperature of the air, Ta is the _ky brightness (Eq. 2)with altitude.
temperature, and Tc is the cosmic blackbody temperature of
about 2.8 K. Typical half-power antenna beamwidths of 5 to
10 degrees are large enough that all celestial sources of
radiation are _egligible except for the sun. I Liquid water absorption coefficient frequency dependencewascalcu-
lated for the case of dr_,pletssmall comparedwith wavelength
(Rayleighscattering).The dependenceisverynearlyf2,but isslightly
Important contributions to ,_ are made by atmospheric affected by temperature(Refs.4,5). For a 22.235/31.4-GHzfre-
water vapor, oxygen, and the liquid waterdroplets in clouds or quencypair,deviationsfrom f2 behaviorwillcauseanerrorin p_th
fog. Watervapor has a spectral liz,e at 22.235 Ghz. Sensitivity delay of less than 0.7cm even underthe extremeconditionsof
tO watervaporis achieved by choosing a primary frequency on 1000um liquidwater,20-degreelevationangle,and temperatureof
or near this line. The liquid water contribution from clouds i_ 0°C. Note also that path delay from I'quid water is negligible;
• 1000_mof verticalcolumnarliquidwaterat 20-degreelevationangle
removed by using a second frequency channel and then causespathdelayof less than0.$cm (Ref.6). Fora next generation
linearly combining sky temperatures from both channels. We system, these effects could be estimatedto refine the total delay '
; find that it is sufficiently accurate to assume an f2 frequency correct'on, i
f 23
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IlL Outlineof Technique with
The data reduction system developed here can be separated
_nto two partsor activities. The f'wstpart comprises techniques | T a e-_(s) ds
for converting raw radiometer data and surface temperature Jo
into linearized sky brightness temperatures. An important Telf = (5)
element of this procedure is the use of tipping curves to /'"
providean instrumental calibration. Jo c{e-_(s) ds
The second part is calculation of suitable coefficients for
use in finding path delay. Two methods will be discussed for
fcalculating coefficients, both using a regressio= analysis. In Tctdseach case the coefficients are adjusted for differing climatic
conditions by measurements of surface temperature, pressure. T' -
and relativehumidity, elf (6)
" fo'_rvds
IV. LlnearlzedBrightnessTemperature,_nd
Water Vapor Path Delay For small opacities, 7'elf _. yefy."For large zenith opacities
Presence of the exponential telms in Eq. (I) prevents sky or small elevation angles, T'eff< Te/f. Sh_ce atmospheric
brightness temper:ture from Increasing linearly with increasing temperature is readily accessible only at the ground, surface
water vapor path _elay. In the !imit of small opacities, the values must be used to estimate _elf. A simple expression
relation/s linear. In the limit of extremely high opacities, sky
brightness temperature becomes equal to surface atmospheric Telf = T' = keT (7)temperature (saturates) and is completely insensitive to elf
changes in water vapor path delay. Between these limits it is (where T is absolute surface temperature) is sufficient for dry -.possible to "linearize" (saturation-correct) brightness tempera-
ture. The purpose of lineariza[ion is to transform the climates, ke is a function of frequency and can be found byintegrating radiosonde profiles with Eq.(6), Typically
calculation of path delay into the familiar problem of solving
two linear equations ill tWOunknowns. (The two unknowns 0.92 < ke < 0.95. More accurate, but more complex, schemes
are watervapor path delay a_d integrated liquid water.) for estimating Telf and T'eff can be devised.
If the linearized brightness temperature T_ is def'medby T;}, the linearized brightness temperature, is not verysensitive to T.,, and T',,. Figure 1 shows the linearization
t ©$1 ©ll- .
correction T_ - TB as a functvJn of TB for three different
estimates of Telf = 7elf. The correction becomes a significant
" error source only at very high sky temperatures. ObservedT_ = Tc [I - r (_)] + Tads zenith sky brightness temperatures at 22.235 GHz have beenin the range 13 to 100K. At 31.4 GHz the range has been 11
to 45 K. The corresponding range of zenith path delays
- covered by these observations was from 2 to 30 cm.
-- r_+ (r- r_)ads (3)
, Wu (Ref. 3) has shown that for a dual channel radiometer,
: path delay is given by
then linearized brightness temperature may be calculated from AL v = (b'o + bI T_, l + b2 T_,a)/W'(0 ) (8)
measured brightness temperature TB using the following
relationderived from Eqs. (1) and (3) (Ref. 3): where
b'o - _bo- _(b_ +b,) (9)
r_ _ r _(r_rr_r_)ln (1 ,r.- r ) (4) _.; T,)/- T a : mtP/P')2(_/T)TM (10)
!! -
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r bo, b i, b 2 ffi constants is gain dependent, every radiom.':ter contains two reference
._. loads at carefully measured physical temperatures to e_tablish
¢ P = surface pressure: force/area a brightness temperature calibration. If the sky brightness
temperature is TB, the ambient or base load temperature TA,
and the hot load temperature TH, then tile corresponding
T = surface temperature number of counts NB, NA, NH (from an analog to digitM
: converter) are related to brightness temperature by
T_, l and T_, 2 are derived from measured brightness
temperatures at the two frequencies using Eq. (4). W'(O)is the
weighting function of Eq. (2)evaluated at the surface to adjust TB = TA + (TH - 7A )7 (16)path delay for varying values of surface temperature, pressure,
and water vapor density. The variable G adjusts for changes in
air mass m and for changes in the oxygen absorption 7 = (NB-NA)/(NH-N a ) (17)
coefficient with changes in °urface temperature and pressure.
T and P are nominal surface values, but are best chosen ,o be
I representative of the calibrating or operating conditions. In practice Eq. (16) is imperfect because of losses and
reflections in fire horn, waveguide, and sw;',=hing system.Exprcss'.'onsfor the water vapor absorption coefficient a v can
be found in Waters (Ref. 2) and Westwater (Ref. 7). The Figure 2 shows typical .;witches and signal paths for a
radiometer. T_, _, ;'_ are apparent brightness temperatureseoe"q_ients bo, b_, b2 can be detemuned either from theory
and a suitable ensemble of radiosonde profiles or from at the common input. Weassume apriori that switch isolation
is very good (typically the isolation is ~30 riB). Then
regression of measured sky temperatures against path delays
from simultaneous radiosonde data. These methods will be
discussedin a later section. _ = TB f3B+ TBL (18)
For convenient routine application, Eqs. (8), (9), and (10)
can be written as _H = TH [3d + THL (19)
¢ w
ALv = ao m- T'e+al T_, t +a 2 T' (11) * =8.2 G r_ (20)
bo (p/_)2 (T/T)I .ss are expressiops for the input temperatures for a simple lineart
a° = h/'(0) (12) model in which the input signal suffers attenuation 13/and
receives augmentation TiL. The _i's and TiL'S are temperature
dependent. Temperature stabilization of the instrument should
T' - To(b1 +b2) remove most of the variation in these parameters. Equa-
e W'(0) (I 3) tion (2f)) assumes that _he switch and waveguide temperatures
are nearly the same as the ambient load temperature TA .
a I = bl/W'(O ) (14) Solving Eqs. (16), (18), (19), and (20) for TB,
a2 = b2/W'(O ) (15) TB = 13;, [(TA - TBL)+(TH13" + THL" TA)7 ] (21)
I. ,J
? ¢
: and a table of coefficients ao, T_, a I , a2 preparedfor suitable
choices of P, T, and p values. We have found that sufficient Determination of the four instrumental constants 13_,_!:'.,
resolution is provided by increments of 20 mb (2000 N/m2) in TB_., and THL is not straightforward either theoretically or
P, 10°C in T, and relative humiditzes of 20, 50 and 80 percent, experimentally. A simplified version of Eq. (21) can be written
: by assuming 13a:ffi1 and TBL "" O, which implies negligible
'_ losses and re flections between antenna and receiver input. The
' V. Measurementof Sky Brightness instrumental constants are then replaced by the "hot load
i"
{ Tem[NDIllture correction," ATH = TH(_H - 1) + THL, SOthat
'" _ Radiometer output is an analog signal which varies linearly
_th input signal power. Since the constant of proportionality Ta = TA + (TH + ATH - T,t ) 7 (22) !
2s _
il '
%
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The single constant ATH can be found by performing Experience with an ir,.qrument will show to what degree
"tipping cur_es" as outlined in the following section. Some ATH is constant for each channel. One can then estimate error
variation ill ATe, will occur with different brightness and incurred by usi.ngnominal values of _T H to replace tipping
physical ter_peratures because Eq. (22) is only an approxima- curves.
tion to Eq. (21). "
in principle, the most meaningful delay is found by
measurements along the line.of-sight to the radiosource being
Vl. Tippin9 Curves and the Hot Load ob_rved. For an automated system, a horizon mask for e ,ch
CorroSion site and a solar ephemeris are needed to avoid pointing the
instrument toward contaminating radiation. Under dry condi-
Tipping curves are performed by taking measurements of tions, pointing along the line-of.sight is not likely to give
sky brightness temperature at several elevation angles. Whena measurable improvement over extrapolated zenith values. In
st aight line is fitted to linearized brightness temperatures fact, error may be introduced by sidelobe pickup and poorer
from Eqs. (22) and (4) as a function of airmass, the expected performance of the data reduction alger:thin at low elevation
intercept at zero air mass is Tc. Suppose the intercept has a angles. We expect pointing to improve VLBI results under
different value T_(0). ATH must be adjusted to achieve the very humid, cloudy conditions.
desired intercept. Figure 3 shows a straight line fit before
(dashed) and after (solid) adjustment bf ATH. (The two lines
intersect off the graph at T_ = T_.) VII. CO¢_, =iont Detorminatlon: Regression
of Sky BrightnessTemperaturesVersu_
If the hot load correction is initially taken to be zero, then Rad!osondo Path Delay
one can show that Water vapor delay is computed from a radiosonde profde
with the expression (Refs. 8 and 9).
[r- It.- rA] ,.
ATH = [T_(0)- TA] (23) AL'v = (1.723 X 10.3 K-ln3/g)J ° p/Tds (25).
is a good estimate of the required hot load correction, where the prime indicates a radiosonde measurement.
Correspondingsky brightness temperature correc_i-n is found
from Eq. (22) to be 2Equations(23) and _24) must be generalizedslightlyto take into
accounteachnewadjustmentof the hot loadtemperatureTH.
TB - TA (24)
Ara : - rA
I
ATe;
New sky brightness temperatures TB + ATB are linearized _XTHi=
with Eq. (4) and fitted again to a straight line. The process is
repeated2 as many tL-nesas necessary to adjust T_(0), the and ]
intercept, to within about 0.1 K of Te. Normally two or three
iterations are sufficient. We generally use three _oints at 1, aT_oe ffi0
1.5, and 2 air masses (90-, 42-, and 30-degree elevation angles)
for tipping curves. Repeating the measurementat four points then
of the compass (different azimuths) provides redundancy in
the dataand averagesoverspatial gradients. ,_Tinc ITe - T_(O)i] [Till- TA]
ffi (23a)
H(_,I) tr_(o)t- r_i
Various problems with the measurement system can causea
poor tipping curve. Quality criteria for a tipping cur,'eare the [/T,- TA_
value of the linear correlationcoefficient, the size of the he, _Tag+,) - ATHO+,) _Th'- TA] (24a)Ioad c rrection and its _greement w th a "histor cal"estimate,
and the agreement of the estimated zenith psth delay _'lth wherei - 0, 1, 2.... Isthe iterationnumberand"lnc" is incremental
those derivedfrom tipping curvesat other azimuths, change.
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iSuppose a suitat'ly representative group of radiosonde Lagrangemultipliers may be used to minimize Eq. (_'6)with
lasmches has be_n made, and sky brightness temperatures respect t_. bo, b 1, b 2, but subject to the constraints of
i meaaured with a radiometer at the time of each hunch. The Eqs. (27), (28), (29). The problem is thereby simplified to a
! coefficients bo, b 1, b2 of Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) may be found by set of six linear equations in six unknowns. The regressionmay
m/nlmL_ing: also be carded out without actual measurement of =ky
_, brightness temperatures. Linearizec brightness temperatures
can be calculated from Eq. (3) usinl; the water vapor absorp-
S = E (ALvi- _L'vl)2 (26) tion coefficient of Waters (Ref. 2) or Westwater (Ref. 7) and
t the oxygen absorption coefficient of Westwater (Ref. 7).4 As
before, one uses a representativesample of radiosonde profiles.
with respect to bo, b l, and b2, but subject to several
constraints.
There is sufficient uncertainty in the water vapor absorp-
The f'LrStconstraint ensures that background contributions tio_ coefficient to cast some doubt on the accuracy of results
areeliminated: obtained by the thcoretical method. Nevertheless, we have
found that the theoretical method gives coefficients in fairly
good agreemeat with those obtained by regression against
bt/b 2 = _ ( t2/f 1)2 (27) measured brightness temperatures.
Two more constraims enforce unity slope and zero intercept
on the best-fit straight line of racliometer-_ea,_uredto radio-
sonde-measuredpath delays:3 VIII. Summary
A systematic method for reducing dual-frequency water
EALvl = E_d..,'l (28) vapor radiometer data to water vapor path delay has been
i i developed. Linearized s_ brightness tempecatures and path
delay coefficients are computcd in separate procedures and
then combined to calculate path delay. Sky bri_tness
_ (A! vl)(AL°vl) = E (AL'vl)2 temperatures may be measure_ by using either tipping curves(29)
_rectly or by using nomin.l hot load corrections base.i on
i i tipping curves. Coefficients may be derived £'_m brightness
temperature data using a constrained regre_on analysis
If these constraints are not used, slope and intercept may against radiosonde-measured path delays, or from a con-
vary appreciably from 1 and 0. This unphysical result is a strained regression analysis of theoretically calculated sky
necessary consequence of random measurement error in sky brightness temperatures against radio._o,de measure,', p_th
brightness temperatures and in radiosonde-measured path delays. The coefficients are functions oFsurface temperature,
delays: Scatter in the residuals of Eq. (26) will be minimized pressure, and water vapor density, to allow use of the data
by valuesofb t and b 2 which are too small, offset by a value of reduction algorithm at any altitude and in any climate.
b0 wkich is too large. Figures 4A and 4B illustrate fits obtained
: with and without constraints on slope and intercept. The
coefficients of Fig. 4B will predict too much water vaporpath 4Threecorrectionsshouldbe madeto Westwetor'soxygenabsorption
,_ delay underdry conditions a_tdtoo little underwet conditions, coefficient.Thepressureshouldbe partial pressureof dry air only,exceptin the linewidthwhereit is totalpressure.Thecoefficientof
the linewidthshouldbechangedto 0.025 from0.049.Thepowellaw
_'; 3Onemay showthatonly theconstrainton slopeis ae,*uallyrequired, temperaturedependenceof the line widthshouldbechangedto 0.85
Inpracticeit isessiertoconstrainbothslopeandintercept, from0. 75OVestwater.E.R..privatecommunication).
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Low-Noise Receivers: S-Band Parametric
Upconverter Development
S. Petty, D. Neff, and D. Norris
RadioFrequencyandMicrowaveSubsystemsSection
The combination of a cryogenically-cooled parametric upconverter and a higher
frequency maser post amplifier has been proposed as a method of achieving maser-like
receiver noise temperatures over much larger instantaneous bandwidths and tuning ranges
than are presently obtainable with masers in the range of I to 18 GHz. An experimental
2.0- to 2.5-GHz parametric upconverter/maser system has been developed to explore
these possibilities. Initial tests of this system have resulted in an effective input noise
temperature of 3.1 K at 2295 MHz and 3.2 K at 2388 MHz. The parametric upconverter
has logged over 1500 hours at 4.5 K and has undergone S thermal cycles (300 K to
4.5 K to 300 K) without degradation.
I. Introduction wideband microwave maser amplifier (Ref. 2), which tune;
over the range of 19 to 26 GHz.
Recent advances in many areas of technology have made
possible the development of an ultralow-noise receiving system
that can exhibit roise temperatures similar to those of micro- To evaluate the feasib_ty of this type of system for future
wave maser amplifiers, while providing instantaneous band- use in the DSN, an S-band-to-K-band cryogenically cooled
widths and tuning ranges many times greater than those of parametric upconverter _ and a K-band maser have been
present maser amplifiers in the 1- to _8-GHz range. This developed, assembled, and tested at JPL. A block diagram of
system is comprise6 of a cryogenically-cooled, upper-sideband the experimental system is shown in Fig. 1, and a photograph
parametric upconverter (Ref. 1) followed b_ a maser amplifier 9f the completed package is shown in Fig. 2. Following
operating at a much higher frequency where wide bandwidth sections of this report will describe each of the system compo-
and large tuning ranges have beet, achieved. Two recent devel-
opments in particular have made these performance levels
possible: the first is the availability of very high-qual/ty 1The parametric upconverter described in this report was developed by
gallium arsenide varactor diodes with low package parasitic AlL, a division of Cutler-Hammer.Melville,L.I.0N.Y., undercont. _ct
reactances, and the second is the recent development of a to JPL. i
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nents, pro_de a theoretical noise temperature analysis, and filed waveguide traveling wave structure operating at 4.5 K
present performance measurements obtained to date. (Figs. 4 and 6). A circulator is used ,o direct input signals
into each ruby-fdled waveguide section where maser amplifi-
II. S-Band Parametric Upconverter cation occurs; on reaching the end of the flied wave&aide
section, the signal is reflected back to the input and is ampli-
• The b-band-to.K-band paramet_c upconverter (Ref. 3), fled a second time before passing through the input circulator
shown in Fig. 3, has a coaxial signal input circuit and a varac- and onto the next stage. Additional circulators (Fig. 5) are
tor mount, pump circuit, and (sum) output circuit in K-band used to increase interstage isolation• The three sections shown
waveguide. The input circuit consists of a Type N input con- in Fig. 4 are combined into the single assembly shown in
Rector, a bias tee, which provides diode bias voltage via the Fig. 6 with the superconducting magnet required for maser
hlput coaxial center conductor, and a matching and tuning operation at the left.
section• The varactor diode mount contains a pair of matched
diodes mounted across a K-band waveguide in a balanced When the maser is tuned to the upconverter output fre-
configuration. This configuration isolates the input circuit quency, the maser pump frequency is modulated to cover a
from pump, output, and hnage frequency components, there- I-GHz range centered near 51 GHz. Pump power (75 to
"l fore eliminating the need for input circuit f'dtering with the 100 mW) is supplied with a Siemens Corp. model number
attendant insemon loss. Separation of pump and output RW060 backwardwave oscillator. Overall maser gain is 30 to
frequency components is accomplished by two bandpass 40dB with 60 to 250MHz of instantaneous bandwidth
filters. Waveguide spacers and reduced-height sections (not depending on the frequency of operation. The limited instan-
labeled in Fig. 3) provide impedance transformation and taneous bandwidth available at present is due to magnetic
tuning at the output, pump, and image frequencies, field nonlinearities in the superconducting magnet. This
condition does not affect the validity of upconverter/maser
The upconverter measures 8 dB of net gain with a 3-dB
system noise temperature measurements, but it does require
instantaneous bandwidth of approximately 500 MHz when that the maser be tuped to the specific frequency of interest
operating at a physical temperature of 4.5 K. Input return loss within the upconverter bandwidth so that maser gain and
measures -7 dB or better from 1950 to 2450 MHz, with the effective input noise temperature(4.7 -+0.5 K) are maintained.
region of best input match (return loss )- lO riB) between
2250 and 2420 MHz. Note that these parameters,which vary This particular maser is a copy of the K.band reflected-wave
considerably with bias current level, were measured at a
maser developed by JPL and NRAO2; a complete technical
varactor bias current of 1 to 2/_A. Subsequent noise tern- description of which is soon to be published (Ref. 2). Con-
perature measurements (described in Section VI of this article) tinuing K-band maser development work by NRAO has
have demonstrated that the best midband noise performance produced a 500-MHz bandwidth. This improvement was
occurs with zero bias current. Therefore, gain, bandwidth, accomplished by using a largersuperconducting mag,_* with
and other RF parameters must be examined after optimum the same maser structure as described here (Ref. 4). lmtial
bias settings (for best noise performance) have been development work on the reflected.wavemaser concept began
: determined, in 1972 under a CaliforniaInstitute of Technology President's
grant to the University of California at San Diego and the Jet
The maser pump rejection falter (Fig. l)located at the out- Propulsion Laboratory (Ref. 5).
put port of the upco_verter is necessary to prevent maser
pump power leakage from combining with upconverter pump
power in the varactor diodes to produce spurious in-band IV. Clesed-Cycle Refrigeratorinterfering signals. The present falter is of the "waffle-iron"
type and exhibits sufficient attenuation at the maser pump A standard 1-W JPL 4.5-K closed-cycle refrigerator(CCR)
frequency (and its harmonics) to permit noise temperature (Refs. 6, 7) is used to house the upconverter/maser assembly.
measurements. An operational upconverter/maser system for Figure 2 shows the packaged system with attached pump
the DSN (where received signal levels can be as low as - 180 sources. Figure 7 shows the CCR with vacuum housing, input
dBm) would req,ire an interstage filter with much higher transmission line, and radiation shields removed.
attenuation at these frequencies.
2The development of this maser design was the result of a joint research
IlL K-Band Reflected Wave Maser (Post effortbetweentheNationalRadioAstronomy Observatory, operated
Amplifier) by AssociatedUniversities,Inc., under¢ontrac"with the National
Science Foundation, and the JPL/CITunder contract NAST-100
The K-band reflected wave maser is a four-stage, ruby- sponsoredbyNASA.
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The S-band input transmission line (Fig. 8) utilizes an used to monitor CCR tempera*,uresreplac/ag the traditional
existing waveguide-to-coax dee_gn (Ref. 8) that cools the thermocouple sensors. The direct readout feature from 2 to
entire length of coaxial center conductor to 4.5 K. The noise 300 K enables more conver.ient and more accurate measure- "
temperature contribution from this transmission line is calcu- ments than has previously been achieved with thermocouple
lated to be 0.5 K. A length of 3.5-_.-un(0.141-inch) O.D. instrumentation.
semirigid cable, all at a 4.5-K physical temperatare, couples
the input signal from the CCR input transmission line to the
upconverter input connector. Two liquid-helium heat
exchangers are required to properly maintain the upconverter V. Theoroticlml I_loiae Temperature F.ati_
diode mc alt, superconducting magnet, maser circulator Table 1 itemizes the calculated contribution to the effec-
assembly, maser structure, and related interconnecting wave- tire input noise temperature (at the room temperature wave-
guide components at 4.5 K. guide input flange) of each component in the upconverter/
maser system as diagrammed on the left side of the table.
Pump inputs in WR42 and WR 19 waveguide (Figs. 2, 7) These calculations do not include the effect of input or output
I are used for exitation of the parametric upconverter (21.76 circuit mismatch. Therefore, the results are appi;cable only to
GHz) and the maser ruby structure (51 GHz), respectively. A midband frequencies where upconvertergain is maximum and
WR 42 waveguide is used for the maser output at 24 GHz. input and output reflection losses are small. At 2295 MHz,
Other inputs to the 4.5 K station include the magnet charging upconverter gain is within 1 dB of maximum and input return
system and normalinstrumentation wires, loss between -10 and -13 dB (depending on bias setting),
and it is valid to compare noise temperature measurements
New, larger heat shields were required because of the obtained at this frequency with the theoretical values ip
increased size of the 4.5 K assembly. The increased thermal Table 1.
radiation load from this source, combined with the total input
pump power 020 to 150 roW) and the heat conduction As indicated in the table notes, the parameter values used
associated with the many input connections to the 4.5 K in the calculation are best estimates based on handbook values,
station, have severely loaded the I-W capacity of the CCR.
Operation in a 35°C ambient environment and rapidly previously measured data on similar parts, or data from the
various references. Upconverter input and output losses L3repeated retuning of the superconducting magnet have resulted
and L 4 are estimated from (1) measurements reported inin several CCR warmups. The system, while functional for
testing, is very marginal. The development of CCRs with Ref. 3, and (2) the difference between theoretical gain (assum-
greater4.5 K cooling capacity is planned, ing no circuit losses but including calculated diode losses) and
actual measured gain.
The large mass (_--'9kg) attached to the 4.5-K station
required changes in the support structure and precool system. The physical temperature of the diode junctions has a sub-
Mechanically, the upconverter/maser assembly and 4.5.K stantial effect on the overall system effective noise tempera-
station are supported by the input waveguides and a solid ture according to Table 1: 2.5 K if the diode junctions experi-
copper block connected to the 15-K station via the hydrogen ence no pump heating, and 3.5 K if the diode junctions are
thermal switch (Fig. 7). A larger nitrogen precool heat heated to 20 K. The uncertainties in the estimates of the
"- exchanger and copper sheath were attached directly to the various contributions listed in Table 1 have not been rigor-
superconducting magnet assembly since heat transfer through ously analyzed, ltowever, it is believed that the sum of the
the Hyperco 27 magnet material is low. Additional copper worst case errors for all other contributions does not exceed
straps are used to aid heat transfer. These changes have the +0.5 K resulting from the two different diode junction
reduced the precool time (ambient to 80 K) from three hours temperature assumptions discussed above. Workers in the
to one hour; a total of eight hours is requiredto cool down to field have estimated this pump heating effect to be anywhere
4.5 K. The 15.K station appears to have additional cooling between 0.5 K and 30 K above the ambient temperature.
capacity to decrease the cooldown time; a larger capacity Careful system noise temperature measurements as a function
hydrogen thermal switch should be developed to improve of bias level and upconverter pump power level may shed
heat transfer from the 4.5-K station to the 15-K station during some light on this important question of pump diode heating.
! the cooldown process. A new digital thermometer 3 is being
Upconverter diode gain GD (see Table 1, note f) is approxi- -'
'_: mately proportional to the ratio of output frequency to input -_
3Model DRC-70C, Digital Thermometer/Controllermanufacturedby frequency. For the S-band to K-band upconverter, this ratio is _ ..
__ LakeshoreCryotronics, lnc.,Columbus, Ohio. high, and therefore noise contributions from upconverter ,!
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output circuit losses, interstage losses, and maser input noise 2295 MHz and 3.2 K at 2388 MHz. These values fall within
temperatureare small. For this reason, the system input noise the theoretical estimate of 2.5 to 3.5 K obtained in Table 1.
temperature is, in fact, lower than the 4.7-K maser input noise
tempereture. Consider similar varactor diodes used in a The upconverter noise temperature _ be estimated by
8.5-GHz to 24-GHz up:onverter. GD for this case would be subtractingcomponent noiqe :ontribution estimates (Table 1)
approximately 3 dB and system input noise contributions from the system effective input noise temperatures reported
from L4, L s, and TM would be substantially larger. If maxi- above. This calculation results in an input noise temperature
mum performance is to be obtained from upconverter/maser for the upconverter of less than 2 K.
systems at X-band or Ku-band, careful effort will be needed to
minimize the loss of each component in the system, and the
bene_ts of using a higher frequency maser postamplifier _f]|. Reliability
should be explored. The ability of the parametric upconverter to withstand
repeated temperature cycling from room temperature to 4.5 K
and to operate reliably at this temperature for extendedVl. Nolse TemperatureMeasurmnen_ periods of time is of importance. If a cryogenic component is
Noise temperature measurements of the upconverter- to become an operational reality in the DSN, it must demon-
maser system were performed at JPL. A feed horn was stratehigh performance in the above areas as well as in areas of
attached to the input waveguide flange and a large piece of RF performance. To date, the upconverter itself has logged
microwave absorber was used as an ambient temperature over 1500 hours at 4.5 K and has undergone 5 full tempera.
termination for the horn (see Fig. 9). System noise tempera- ture cycles of 300 K - 4.5 K - 300 K without degradation.
ture data are obtained by covering the feed horn with the
absorber and then removing the absorber, allowing the horn to
view the cold sky. Total operating system noise temperatureis Viii, Conclusions
obtained by makingprecision power-level measurements with The combination of an experimental cryogenicaliy-cooled
and without the absorberin place. A detailed description and S-band upconverter and a K-band maser postamplifier has
analysis of ncise temperature calibrations using ambient demonstrated an effective input noise te/nperature of 3.1 K
terminations has been published by C. T. Stelzried. (Ref. 10) at 2295 MI-h and 3.2 K at 2388 MHz. These initial results
compare favorabiy with input noise temperatures of 2.0 to
Initial measurements to date haveresulted in a total system 2.1 K achieved with the best S-bandmaser amplifiers(Ref. 8).
operating noise temperature of 9.4 K at 2295 MHz and 9.5 K These figures represent a remarkable achievement in noise
at 2388 MHz. Best estimates of noise contributions for the performance for a system which has a potential instantaneous
parts of the system are given in Table 2. The noise contribu- bandwidth of 400 to 500 MHz at S-band frequencies.
tion estimates for the sky and horn are those used in previous
S-band maser noise calibrations (Ref. 8). The follow.up Testing of this system will be continued. Feed horn con-
receiver contribution is measured by making a system power figurations that are suitable for other frequencies within the
measurement with the maser pump source on and off. When 2.0 to 2.5-GHz range will be obtained so that system noise
these three contributions are subtracted from the total ,_y'tem temperature can be ,-v:|uared across the entire upconverter
noise temperature, the effective input noise temperature bandwidth. Other R}_ parameters will be investigated and
for the upconverter/maser system is found to be 3.1 K at reliability in the cryogenic environmentwill be monitored.
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Table 1. _l noi_ mmpemture esthnatm, f s "=-2.3 GHz
Component Component contribution
to effective input noise
loss L, or Value of temperature at S-band
Component gai 7, or L, G, or T waveguide input port
System schematic diagram description input noise
temperatu:e T Contnbution a'b Value
F-q_____
[ INPUT PORTJ _._ ] S-bandinpUttransmissionl ne LI 0"05 dBC _c 0.SKC
>
' I I
! I °''_°_ _ °'°'d_' "'_-'_ °'°_< cable
I
"I , 11_- Upconverter L 3 0.4 dBe LIL 2 (L 3 - 1) TCC R 0.44 K
"1 II "_°'°_°"'°''
_11e4
_< I _ _i I I Vatact°r di°des GD GD 9dBf 0"3Kg
T D = 1.2 Kh,i
Upconverter L 4 0.6 dBe L 1L2L3 (L4 - I I
[ > I I output circuitloss GDTccR O'09K
lnterstage loss, L 5 0.9 dBd LIL2L3L4(L 5 - 11
including pump TCCR 0.17 KGDrejection filter
I
7 L IL2L3L4L5
/ Maser TM 4.7 KJ
L -- -- -_ GD T M 0.93K
2.5 Kg
Total system effective input noise temperature 3.5 K;
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Table 1. Theomtlc_ nolle temp_ature eldimate, fs : 2.3 Gl.lz (contXl)
aCCR physical temperature TCCR = 4.5 K.
; bin the equatiom, losses L and gains G are dimensionless ratios.
: CTemperature along this line varies from 300 K to 4.5 K. Q measurements, insertion loss, aad temperature gradient calculations were used to
determine 0.5 K contribution.
dEstimated from published values, previous measurements of similar components, and measured variations of insertion loss vs temperature.
eSee Section V.
fFor minimum noise tuning:
Io l
,e (Ref. 10)
t co fs l+ufo
where
GD = copversion gain of varactor diodes
M = varacto_ diode figure of merit mlf c
= 80 GHz (Ref. 3)
fo -- output frequency
= 24 GHz
fs = input frequency
= 2.3 GHz
Substituting:
G D = 8.0 = 9 dB
glf diode junction temperature is 4.5 K, i.e., no pump heating.
hFor mil,imum noise tuning:
2I,
TD _-_Tj (Ref.10)
0.3K forTj= ,.5K
1.3K forTj = 20 K
where
TD = effective input noise temperature of/aractor diodes aue to series resistance.
Tj -- physical temperature of dioae junction.
ill diode junction temperature is 20 K.
JCalculation of maser effective input noise temperature gives T M = 4.7 K ± 0.5 K (Ref. 2)
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Table 2. _ contributions for _ upcommrtM/mmmr system
Noise contribution, K
Part of cystem
2295 MHz 2388 MHz
Sky (includes atmosphere 4.9 4.9
and cosmic t"ickground)
Horn (incl_des mode 1.2 l. ,_
generator and transition)
Upconverter/Maser System 3.1 3.2
Follow-up receiver 0.2 0.2
Total operating system 9.4 9.5
noise temperature Top
: N
fCLOSED,.,CYCLEHELIUMREFRIGERATOR4.5 K 1
I I
I I
H H HS-BAND I I LOW-NOISE S-BANDTO K-BAND t4ASERPUMP K-BAND [_._OUTPUTINPUT _ INPUT PARAMETRIC REJECTION MASER I_ j -v23.76 TO2.52"0TOGHz LI TRANSMISSIONLINE UPCONVERTt_R FILTER AMPLIFIER I I 24.26 Gift
I __J
UPCOt_,E_:T_ "ll MASER I
, UMP_,.rJRCE I PUMPSOURCE I21.76 GI_ 50 mW I _S! GHz ---80mW
Fig. 1. BlOck diagram of upconverter/nmarlCCFI system
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Fig.2. Packagedupconvertef/msur/CCRsystem
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Fig. 3. S-band parametric upconverter
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Fig. 5. K-band maser circulator and ruby waveguide detail
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Simultaneous Dual-Frequency, Round-Trip Calibration of
Doppler Data Wkh Application to
Radio Science Experiments
A. L. Berman
TDA EngineeringOffice
Simultaneous dual-frequency, round-trip (upHnk and dowhlink ) calibration of Doppler
data is expected to be a requirement of several radio science experiments being planned
fi)r the next decade, and such (calibration) capability is expected to be achie,,ed b v tire
mid-1980s. Simultaneous dual-frequency, round-trip calibration would be straightforward
except for the condition of unequal _pacecraft turnaround ratios at S- and X-band. This
article discusses the impact of uneqt,'al turnaround ratios on calibrathm accuracies in the
specific cases oft re Gravitational Wave Detection Experiment and the Solar Gravitathmal
Quadntpule Moment Experiment.
I. Introduction Si,nultaneous dual-frequency: calibration of radio metric
data is expected to be i.rr'---(ant to the following radio science
B_, the early to mid-1980a, the Deep Space Network (DSN) experiments:
is expected to ha_e augmented the current S-band uplink
capabiht._ with X-band uplink capability. With additional Sun-Earth- Radlometncdata
modil]catltm to tile spacecraft and ground tracking system, Radio sc=enceexperiment probe angle, deg type of mtere_t
one can readily f_resee the provision of the capability for
Smluhaneous round-trip (uplinK and downlink) transmission of Gravitanonal WaveDetection ~ 180 Doppler
S- aI_tl X-band frequencies. Simultaneous (and independent) Relatiwty Tests _ 0 Range
transmission of S- and X-band frequency provides the impor- Solal Quadrupole Measurement _ 0 Doppler
rant capabdity of high-precision calibration of charged particle
effects on tatho metric (i.e., Doppler and range} data. This new
capabihty will bc crucial to certain radio sciepce experiments, Callahan (Ref. 1) has treated simuhaneous dual-frequency
arid may ,,d qtionally prove to be beneficial in regard to navi- calibration of range data. Although the mechantcs of the
calibration are similar for both the Doppler and range applica-
,;atlonal usage of ratho metric data. Such round-trip, dual-
frequency cahbrations would be (ch e to) exact and trivial to
apply, except for tile fact that tile spacecraft turnaround 1Rauo of spacecraft transmnted frequency to _pacecraft rcceivedfrequency for a single-freqt,ency band.
ratios' at S- and X-band are, according to the current design, : 'Sinultaneous dual-frequency" will _;pccfficallyimply ",mlultaneous.
expected to be (slightly) unequal, independent, round-trip, dual-frequency."
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t, : _'
tions, the final efficacy of the calibration in any given applica- downlink S-band. The quantity being operated on is integrated
tion is highly dependent upon the particular circumstances of (counted) Doppler frequency during a given (averaging time)
----- tile application, interval:
. .ip
t
This article will derive and discuss simultaneous dual- A¢)rn = measured charged particle fluctuation
frequency calibration of Doppler data. Specifically empha- effect, in cycles (at S-band downlink
sized will be the ai3plication of simultaneous dual-frequency frequency)
, calibration of Doppler data in regard to the Gravitational Wave
Detection Experiment (Ref. 2) and the Solar Quadrupole [ (CC_.o) ]
Moment Experiment (Ref. 3). = bs- Fx
II. SimultaneousDual-Frequency, where:
Round-TripCalibrationof DopplerData
It was noted in Section I that tile n_:dn difficulty with Fs = (integrated)S-band downlink frequency
simultaneous dual-frequency calibration capability is that the Fx = (integrated) X-band downlink frequency
spacecraft turnaround ratios at S- and X-band are expected to
be (slightly) unequal. Figure 1 presents a simplified block dia- In terms of A_)up and Aean, one expects for the measured
gram of dual-frequency transmission; the relevant parameters charged particle fluctuation effect:
are defined as follows:
: [ ( oCo C oo/1Fo _-- S-banduplinkfrequencY2.115GHz AC)m= A_)uP_-_o ] .CO + A_dn _FoCo].]
Ko = ratio of uplink X-band to uplink S-band
-_ 3.404 - Co " 7_. /" C I
CO = S-band spacecraft turnaround ratio
--- 1.086
C I = X-band spacecraft turnaround ratio + A_dn CtKoFo
-_ 1.169
One now makes the following additional definitions (where A_ 2 [ ._o 1 [ C_relates to columnar electron (number) density fluctuation): = &<5upCo 1 - + A(_dn l C:,h'2oJ
Uplink charged particle fluctuation effect (in cycles)
By defining the difference between uplink and downlink
[FoCo_ charged particle flucttiation effect:)
6 = A¢ u p - At_d n
Downlink charged particle fluctuation effect (in cycles)
one obtains the downlink charged particle fluctuation effect in
terms of the measured clmrged particle fluctuation effect andI FoCo_
= AI_dn_T/ the uplink-downlink difference:
f = frequency AC),n- e C2o 1 -
A_d,, =
; cle fluctuation effects), one scales the downlink X.band by the Co 1 - + 1 - 2 .2
downlink S-X ratio (Co/CjK o) and differences this with the C,KoJ "ii.
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One now writes the expression for the measured charged pa/ticle fluctuation effect in terms of the desired (scaled) calibration
(first bracketed term) and a term tl',at is dependent on the (unknown) uplink-downlink differences (second bracketed term):
lIoj llll I
The appropriate (S-band) calibration is now identified as follows:
X'o! Ko c_,
!
I , o[, ,)]= 1 - -_ A_m - . 1- +I- c2K j
Christensen (Ref. 4) first noted that dual-frequency calibration of either frequency is (essentially) equivalent; the X-band calibra-
tion corresponding to the above (S-band) calibration Is:
Theseexpressions reduceto: III. GravitationalWave Detection
ExperimentApplication
C_ A_up+ ACorn o: A¢_m + 6.40 X 10-3 e (S-band) The gravitational wave detection experiment utilizing ultra-
precise Doppler data has been described in detad in Ref. 2.
The experiment is expected to be performed under the
C_ Al_up + A_dn ¢6 A_m + 9,17 X 10-2 e (X-band) following conditions:
(1) SEP "- 180 deg (specifically to reduce solar wind
The S-band result is similar to that obtained by CaUahan fluctuations).
(Ref. 1). To utilize these relationships, one needs to be able to
relate e to A_m; this can only be done in the context of (2) Long round-trip light times (RTL1"s).
specific experimental conditions. Applications of these results
to specific radio science experiments will be discussed in Under such conditions, most of the electron density (and
Sections III and IV to follow, dens':ty fluctuation_ is near-Earth, so that the correlation time
%.:
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; of interest between uplink and downlink solar wind fluctua- and A_dn will be extremely well correlated. Allowing the very
tion is essentially the RTLT. The Doppler sample interval of conservative approximation (for a 10.minute averaging time):
interest wiU be significantly less than the RTLT (Pet'. 2),
Under these circumstances, one can expect little correlation e = AOup - AOdn _ 0.1AOm "between AC_upand Aq_dn.A reasonable and quite conservative
assumption to make under such conditions is that the
_ifference between AOup and A_dn is of the same order as the results in an erroz of approximately 0.01 ('-'9.17 X 10-2
quantities themselves, or, very approximately: e/AO_), hence one can expect a two orders-of-magnitude
improvement via simaltaneous dual-frequency calibration of
e = AOup- A_dn "_A_m X-band as compared to uncalibrated two-way X-band. FromRef. 3, the uncalibrated two-way X.band error at four solar
radii is (solar wind fluctuation error only):
For the X-band calibration, one thus expects an error of
approximately 0.1 ("-9.17 X 10-z _/AC_m)when using simul- le = 2.5 mm/s
.." taneous dual-frequency calibration with" the currently
expected unequal turnaround ratios. Since the qualtity of
inte:est to the gravitational wave detection experimez,t is and therefore, with simultaneous dual-frequency calibration of
fractional frequency fluctuation: X-band, one can expect:
e(AF/F) lo = 2.5 × 10-2 mm/s
one expects a s,mple order-of-magnitude improvement over At the current time, the ground tracking system (rubi',lium
the performance for uncMibratedtwo-way X-band (uplink and frequency standard) has a frequency fluctuation of apprcxi-
dowrdink). Figures 2 and 3 update previous graphs(Ref. 5) of mately (with ra = 10 minutes):
(with _'a= averagingtime):
1o _-l.OX lO-lmm/s
e(AF/F) versus7"a
so that even with unequal spacecraft turnaround ratios,
simultaneous dual-frequency calibrations appear to be able to
under the assumption that simultaneous dual-frequency cali- reduce solar wind fluctuation m this experiment to below the
brations result in aJaorder-of-magnitude improvement for the current (system) inherent limitations.
gravitational wa'¢edetection experiment conditions.
V. Discussion and Summary
Simultaneous dual-frequency, round-trip (uplink and down-
IV. Solar Quadrupole Moment Experiment link) capability provides the crucial ability to be able to
Application calibrate solar wind fluctuation in radio science experiments
The experiment to measure the solar gravitational quad- that requirehighly precise Doppler measurements. The calibra-
rapoie moment via a spacecraft passing very close to the Sun tion process is complicated by the usage (as per currentdesign)
(for instance, at four solarradii as in the proposed Solar Probe of unequal spacecraft tumaro ,---undratios at S- and X-band. In
Mission) is described by Anderson, et al., in Ref. 3. In this the case of the Gravitational Wave Detection Experiment,
experiment, Doppler measurements at an approximate the unequal turnaround ratios limit the calibration to an order-
i0.minute sample interval are the quantity of interest. Most of-magnitude improvement over the uncalibrated two-way
pertinent to the consideration of simultaneous dual-frequency (uplink and downlink) X.band; eventually this may result in
calibration is that the spacecraft is (essentially) at the closest solar wind fluctuation being the limiting factor in achieving
approach distance during the time of minimum SEP (~1 deg increas¢d system sensitivity. For the Solar Gr_tational
for the Solar ProbeMission), hence the spacecraft is located at Quadrupole Moment Experiment, on the other t.o.ad, the
the point of maximum signal path electron density (and unequal turnaround ratios will basically not compromise the
density fluctuation). The importance of this is that for any calibration accuracy of simultaneous dual-frequency, round-
Dopnler averagingtimes greater than _ few seconds the A¢up trip capability.
Sl
.r ._-
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Fig. 1. Simplified functional block diagram of simultaneous dual-
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Ko = 3.404, CO - 1.086, C1 = 1.196)
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A Solar Wind Turbulence Event During the Voyager 1978
Solar Conjunction Profiled via a New DSN Radio Science
Data Capability
A. L. BermanandA. D. Conteas
TDA Engineering Office
The Deep Space Network [DSN) has implemented a new radio science data capability
withh; the DSN TracMn_ System - routine provision of phase fluctuation data concur-
rently computed over several different time scales. This new capability has been ured to
observe phase fluctuation spectral characteristics during a rapid increase in solar wind
;urbulence that occurred during a July 23, 1978. track of _he Voyager I spacecraft by
Deep Spoce Station [DSS) 11. This article suggests that the new capability will prove
quite useful in future studies of variations in Solar Wind phase fluctuation spectral
characteristics with, for bzstaace, parameters such as the solar (sunspot) cycle and radial
distance.
I. Introduction concurrently at four sample intervals: 0.1 s, 1.0 s, 10.0 s, and
100.0 s. In each case, 18 Doppler frequency samples (differ-
During 1977, the Deep Space Network (DSN) implemeuted enced Doppler accumulated phase divided by averaging time)
a new radio science data capability within the DSN Tracking
are differenced with the equivalent predicted Doppler fre.System. This new capability was described in detail in Berman, quency. These 18 differenced (actual minus predicted)fre-
Ref. 1. Essen,ially, the Tracking System routinely (i.e., auto- quency samples are then fit with a least squares linear curve fit
maticaJly whenever a spacecraft is being tracked) computes to remove low.frequency trajectory errors (and in the process,
rms phase fluctuation (¢)) over the fluctuation frequency (v) low.frequency solar wind induced phase fluctuations). The
range (where v is ;elated to the Doppler averaging time (ra) by (scaled) rms phase fluctuation ra • of (ra), where 01,= rms
the approximate relationship v _ (36_',,)- n): frequency fluctuation, is then computed relative to the least
squares linear curve qt. Subsequent to the fit, 100 contiguous
2.8 X 10-4 Hz < _'< 2.8 X 10-_ Hz rms phase fluctuation computations for the 0.l-s Doppler
sample interval data, and 10 contiguous rms phase fluctuation
The method of computation is briefly summarized as follows, computations for the 1,0-s Doppler sample interval data are
Doppler samples (accumulated phase in cycles) are provided averaged The final provision of data is summarized in Table l.
$$
This article presents and briefly describes phase fluctuation It|. Columnar Solar Wind Phase Fluctuation
data generated during a solarwind turbulence "'event":o as to Spectral Index
illnstrate the potentiality of this new DSN capat)ility.
The relationship between the columnar (two-dimensional)
spectral index is simply (from Bemlan, ReL 1, or Douglass,
II. The Dta Ref. 2):
On July 23, 1978, at about 21:00 Greenwich Mean Time _2 ccv-/_o +l(GMT), the Voyager 1 (ground) observed two-way Doppler
data generated by Deep Space Station (DSS) I1 began to where
indicate that a solar wind flow of (relatively) high turbulence
= RMSphase fluctuation
was interdicting the Voyager I signal path. At the time,
Voyager 1 was at a Sun-Earth-probe angle (SEP) of appro.,d- v = fluctuation frequency
mately 6.4 deg. Figure 1 presents the phase fluctuation data
for this period. The data presented in Fig. I were compvted Ko = spectra: indexfrom two-way Doppler data generated by DSS I 1. The vertical
I scale in Fig. 1 is Doppler ires phase fluctuation (_, deg), which Figure 1 additionally provides spectral index data computed
is related to rms frequency fluctuation (of) by the al-proxi- from the phase fluctuation data. Inherent to these data is the
mate relationship (Ref. l): assumption that the fluctuation spectrum is power-law with
5 frequency. Spectral index data at 30-rain intervals were com-
¢(ra) _ -_ • ra • ol.(ra) puted for the following frequency ranges:
: For the 0.1-, 1.0-, and lO.O-sDoppler sample interval calcula-
tions in Fig. l, ten 3.rain phase fluctuation computations (as 2.8 X 10- -_IIz < v < 2.8 X 10 -2 Hz
described in Section i) have been averaged to produce each
30-min (interval) data point. This explains the considerable 2.8 X 10-4 Hz _ v <._2.8 X 10-2 Hz
"smootlmess'" of the 0.1-, 1.0, and lO.0-s Doppler sample
interval data as compared to the lO0.O-s Doppler sample
interval data. As can readily be seen, the behaviour of the IV. Discussion and Summary
phase fluctuation data in all Doppler sample interval regimes is
quite similar. The increase in the 0.l-s Doppler sample interval The DSN has implemented a new radio science data capabil-
phase fluctuation data is relatively less than the longer Doppler ity within the DSN Tracking System - routine provision of
sample interval data because the O.l-s Doppler sample interval phase fluctuation data concurrently over several different time
data contain phase fluctuatton components of both the solar scales, The columnar solar wind phase fluctuatio,n spectral
wind and the ground tracking system. For tile 1.0-, 10.0-. and index can be easily extracted from such data, and hence this
lO0.0-s Doppler sample intervals, the phase flu_,tuation data new capability should prove quite valuable in studies such as
are essentially all a result of Solar Wind turbulence, the radial and solar cycle variations of the spectral index.
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Table 1. Provisionof phamefluctuationclara
Doppler Number of Number of Pnnt-out
sample Doppler estimates ;nterval,
interval, s .samples averaged rain
0.1 18 100 3
1.0 18 10 3
10.0 18 1 3
100.0 18 1 30
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Radial and Solar Cycle Variations in the Solar Wind Phase
Fluctuation Spectral Index as Determined From Voyager
1978 Solar Conjunction Data
A. L. Berman and A. D. Conteas
TDA EngineeringOffice
Of current interest is the value of and possible variations in the solar wind phase fluc-
tuation spectral index. This article presents columnar spectral index information that t_as
been extracted from a sizable volume of Voyager 1978 solar conjunction doppler phase
fluctuation data. The Voyager 1978 results, when compared to similar information
derived from the 1976 Helios and Viking Solar Conjunctions, lead to the following
inferences: (1] there has been a significant change in the spectral index from 1976 to
1978; (2) there is continuing evidence that favors a slight (positive} correlation between
the spectral index and the solar {sunspot) cycle; (3) there is little or no evidence in sup-
port era radial variatio_ of the spectral index.
I. Introduction additionally, any possible functional dependencies of the ,
spectral index on:
During the last decade, much work has been performed to
determine the form of the solar wind fluctuation spectrum. (1) Fluctuation frequency regime.
During this period, and through analysis of both spacecraft (2) Radial distance.
in-situ and radio scattering measurements, it has become
evident that t;,e form of the fluctuation spectrum is best (3) Solar cycle variations.
described as power-law with fluctuation frequency (u); see,
for example, Intdligator, et al., Ref. 1; Goldstein, et at., Recently, Coles, et at., Ref. 6, have determined spectral
Ref. 2; Unti, et at., Ref. 3; Woo, et at.. Ref. 4; and Chang, index variations with both radial distance and fluctuation
Ref. 5. It is currently of considerable interest to determine the frequency regime through analysis of intensity scintillation of
numerical value of the (power-law) spectral index I, and, incoheten! radio sources. In contrast to these results, Berman,(Ref. 7). analyzing Viking Doppler phase fluctuation data
_i generated h_ the Deep Space Network (DSN) during the 1976
_. IThe term "spcctnd index" will specifically imply the columnar (two- solar con.luncuon, found no indicaticn of a radial dependence
_: i dimensional) spectralindex, of tile spectral index. It should be noted, however, that these
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(differing) results were obtained in different regimes of the IlL VoyagerSpectralIndexData During1978
fluctuation spectrum; whereas the scintillation r_ults from In 1977, the DSN implemented a new capability to allowRef. 6 are for fluctuation frequencies (v) greater than 0.1 Hz,
the convenient extraction of spectral index information fromthe Doppler results are for fluctuation frequencies less than
0.03 Hz• Doppler phase fluctuation data; this capability is described in
detail in Refs. 7 and 10. Using this new capability, spectral
index information has been computed from Voyager 1 Dop-
To date, little work has been performed on determining pier phase fluctuation data. Very briefly, the spectral index
possible variations of the spectral index with solar cycle• extraction process is predicated on the relationship (Ref. 10):
Berman recently noted (Ref. 8) that, based on the totality of
spectral index measurements to date (1977), the (available)
evidence pointed to, at most, only a flight variation of spec- ¢2 ,_ v-gO +ltral index with _olar cycle. Further, Ref. 8 indicated that if
indeed correlation did exist between the spectral index and
• solar cycle, the correlation appeared to be positive, i.e., the
fluctuation spectrum appeared to be steeper during solar where:
cycle (sunspot) maximum. _ = rms r)oppler phase fluctuation
v = fluctuation frequency
This article presents the results of extracting spectral index
information from a large volume of Doppler phase fluctuation K0 -- spectral index
data generated by the DSN during the Voyager 1978 solar
conjunction• Analysis of these data indicates:
The Voyager 1 two-way Doppler phase fluctuation data
(1) There ,vas a significant increase in the spectral index were analyzed during the periods June 17, 1978. to July 7,
between solar cycle minimum (1976) and (near) solar 1978, and July 20, 1978, to August 8, 1978• During these
cycle m:_.ximum(1978)• periods, the SEP varied between 3.6 deg and 17•9 deg. The
fluctuation frequency (v) range over which the spectral index(2) There is .ontinued evidence for slight (positive) corre-
lation between the spectral index and the Solar Cycle• was computed for the Voyager 1 data was:
(3) There is little evidence of a significant variation of the
spectral index with radial distance (at least in the low
frequency portion of the fluctuation spectrum). 2.8 X 10-a Hz < v < 2.8 X 10-3 Hz
II. Helios and Viking Spectral Index Data The spectralindex information determinedfrom the Voy-
During 1976 ager 1 Doppler phase fluctuation data is presented m Figs. 2
and 3. Figure 2 presents the spectral index vs day of year
Berman (Refs. 7 and 9) has analyzed a large volume of (DOY), while Fig. 3 presents the spectral index vs SEP.
Doppler phase fluctuation data generated by the DSN during
the 1976 solar conjunctions of Helios and Viking. Analysis
of the spectral index information aerived from the Helios and The mean value of the spectral index as computed from
'. Viking data yielded the following conclusions (Ref. 7): the Voyager I data is K o = 2.67, as compared to a spectral
index mean value of Ko = 2.42 as determined from the Viking
(1) The mean value of the spectral index during 1976 and Helios data. This difference is considered statistically
was 2.42. significant in light of the large volume of data analyzed in
both cases. For the 1976 mean spectral index, 42 pass average
(2) There was little or no indication of a spectral index (~3 hours of Doppler data) spectral index measurements were
radial dependence, available, while in the case of the 1978 mean spectral index,
71 pass average measurements were utilized. Since 1976
_- Figure 1 (from Ref. 7) presents the spectral index, as com. constituted solar cycle 20 minimum, and mid-1978 is near
puted from Viking Doppler phase fluctuation data, versus (according to Sunspot number) solar cycle 21 maximum,
Sun-Earth-probe (SEP) angle. The absence of any significant these results can be considered perhaps the strongest evidence
spectral index radial dependence is obvious from inspection to date of (positive) correlation between spectral index and
of Fig. 1. solar (sunspot) cycle.
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5Figure 3 presents the spectral index vs SEP. Although there (1) There has been a significant change in the spectral
: appears to be a slight negative slope to the data, it is con- index from solar cycle minimum (1976; Ko = 2.42) to
sidered that this is not significant, partk_larly when con- (near) solar cycle maximum (1978;K o = 2.67).
sidered in context of the (smaller) SEP data of Fig. 1, which "
in no way shows any continuation of such a trend (i.e., a (2) There continues to be evidence for a slight (positive)
spectral index (negative) correlation with SEP). When con- correlation between spectral index and solar (sunspot)
sidered jointly, it is suggested that Fil,3. 1 and 3 provide little cycle.
indication of any significant spectral index radial variation.
(3) There continues to be little or no evidence for a signi-
ficant variation of spectral index with radial distance.
IV. Summary and Discussion
A new DSN capability has been utilized to obtain a sizeable This new DSN capability is expected to be exerc;._ed in
volume of spectral index information during the Voyager 1978 future years to derive spectral index information from Voy-
solar conjunction. Major conclusions derived from a compara- ager solar conjunction Doppler phase fluct,.ztion da_a, and
4 tire study of these data with similar data obtained during 1976 hence to allow the continued monitoring of spectral index
solar conjunctions of Helios and Viking are: variations during the remainder of solar cycle 2 I.
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Fig. 1. Columnar solar wind phue fluctuation spectral index vs
Sun-Earth-probe angle, 1976
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A Simplified Algorithm for Correcting Both Errors and
Erasures of R-S Codes
I. S. Reed
University of Southern California
T. K. Truong
TDA Engineering Office
Using the finite field transform and continued [factions, a simplified algorithm for
decoding Reed-Solomon codes is developed to correct erasvres caused by other codes as
well as errors over the finite field GF(q m), where q is a prime ant' m is an integer. Such
'- an R-S decoder can be faster and simpler than a decoder E_t uses more conventional
methods.
I. Introduction concatenated R-S code is implemented presently on the Voy-
ager spacecraft.
Fast real-valuedtransformsoverthe group (Z2)m were used
first by Green(Ref. 1) to decode the (32, 6) Reed-Mullercode In such a concatenated code, the inner convolutional de-
; (Ref. 2) used by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in coder is sometimes able to fred only two or more eq_,ally
Mariner and Viking space probes. Gore (Ref. 3) extended probable R-S symbols. Then it is pombte to declarean erasure
Mandelbaum's methods (Ref. 4) for _ecoding R-S codes of the R-S symbol, i.e., markthe location of a possible error.
(Ref. 5). He proposed to decode R-S codes with a finite field The outer R-S code can take advantage of the knowledge of
transform over GF(2"), where m is an integer. Michel"on these erasure locations if erasures are reported to the R-S
(Ref. 6) implemented Mandelbaum's algorithm and showed decoder by the Viterbi decoder. Erasuresare ,1or reported by
that the decoder, using the transform over GF (2m), requires the MCDas presently implemented in the DSN.
substantially fewer multiplications than the standard decoder
(Ref. 7). Recently, it was shown (Ref. 8) that R-S cod,.s can In this article, a simplified decoding algodtl,.m is developed
be decoded efficiently with a combin.ation of the f_-t tran.*- :o correct erasuresand errors of R-S cod_; using both a t'mite
form method and contL'_uedfractions, transform and continued fractions. Th_ decoding algorithm is
based on the algorithm orifinally invented by Forney (Refs. i0
For a space,communication link, it was shown in (Ref. 9) and I 1). An important a.wantage of the present decoding
that an R-S code that is concatenated with a Viterbi-decoded technique over previous methv := is t.hat a Chien-type search
uonvolutional code can be us,,d to reduce the signal-to.noise (Refs. 7 and 11_ for the roots of the"er'or Iocator polynomial
ratio required to meet d :?-_ified bit error rate. Such a is completely avoided.
N
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II. Onthe Decodingof ErasuresandErrors Ingeneral, let
Let n be the block length of an R-S code in GF (qm). Also
let d be the minimum distance of the code where d = P- 1. t s .,
Thenn=P+l, where P is the number of parity symbols and l Ek= E Y/Xt +E WiZ7 for_k (lb)
isthe numberofinformationsymbols, i=t i=t
Def'methe following five different vectors: where Yi is the ]-th error amplitude, Xi is the pth error
location, W/is the/-th erasureamplitude, 7/is the/-th known
(co, c t"" "'Cn- ! ) = c, code vector erasure location, andE t = Sk is known for _ _ k < d - 1.
(ro' rl'" ""'rn- i) = r, receivedvector Following Fomey, let the erasure locator polynomial be
def'medby
i (u o, u i ' """' un- I) =u, erasurevector
$ $
(eo,e ,, -'.,e _z) =e,errorvector _x)=H(x-Zi)=>=(-l)i,/x '-/ (2)
i= I /=0
(rio' fi't ' " ""'u'n_I ) ="if'new erasurevector This implies
These vectors arerelated by fi = • + u and r = c + u + e.
$
Suppose that t errors and s erasuresoccur in the received E (-1)iriZ_-i=o fork= 1,2,---,s (3)]=0
vector rand that s + 2t _ d - 1. The syndromes are givenby
n- t where ro = 1 and rj's are known functions of Z t , Z2," -, Zs
S/r=r(a_)= E ri_i for 1 _j _S. The Fomey syndrome (Ref. 10)is def'medby
i=O
s
n-I n-I n-!
'- =Ec_'t'+Eu_i+Ee_"' forl<k<d-I T/=_ (-I)/,,S/.,_/.forl<t<d- I-, (4a)i i=0i=0 i=0 i=0
but From Eqs. (la) and (3), we know that r] fo- / = I, 2,.. -.s and
Sk for k = I, 2,.. -, d - 1 is known. Thus the Tfs for ! < i <
n- t d - 1 -"s are known, in general,let
E c_ti=o far I <k<d- 1
i=O
Thus Ti*" E (-l)Jri_.,-i fo, alli (4b)t--o
n-I n-I
Sx = E ut a't' + E e_' where E,.$_, -" S,.s_ ' for I dE +s -1 < d- 1. Then the
_--o /:o Fomey syndrome T_is kpown for I <i 6d - 1 - s.
$ r Now if one substitutes Eq. Cb) into Eq. (4b),
=E1¢12_/+E)iX_i-E t forl<k_d- 1
j=l /=1 $
Ti= E (-l)t _Ei.$-/
(la) i=o 4
67
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-- (-lys _k , , j = _ _/=0 k=l k--I k=! I=I
, , , x/, _ x,,
_-_ _,_ _ (-_ 5x;_ =_ D_...... (7)k=_ :=o -- I - xkx-' .=, D. x- x k o(_j
, , where
+E w,zl E (-1)_sz:-'
k = 1 j=O ¢
From Eq. (3) one observes o(x) = H (x - Xt)k=l
| 8 $
E WkZtl E (- 1)/1"/Z_-i = 0 is the error locator polynomial and degp(x) < deg o(x). Since
k=o i=o Tl is known for,"= 1.2,- - • ,d - I - s ,where t(_d - 1, then,
by Tbeor_m 2 in ReL 8, the errorlocator o(x) can be obtained
by using continued fractions. The roots of o(x) are the loca-
Thus, tions of the t errors.
t s Since the locations of t_e t errors and the s erasures are
Tl = E Yk X_ E (- l)i _ X_-i now known, we may assumethat we have the problem of only
x--_ /=o s' erasureswheres' = t + s. That is, the onlyunknowns are the
"erasure" amplitudes Wl, Jf2, """, J_s', the amplitudes of
both the error and'erasure vectors. The corresponding known
= E Dx Xt/ for all i (5) locators are _l, _2,'" ",Zs'" OrJy the case of erasuresneedbe considered.k=!
Suppose there are s' (_d - 1 erasures.Then r = c + _', where
where the quantities _= u + • is a new erasure vector in which s' erasures occur
where the received vector is r and c is the code vector. The
, syndromes are
D,=r, E (-_)_'F,_
i=0
_-! n-! n-!
for._=l,2 ... ,zrenotlmown" _, = r((zt) = E re))' = E c,(zk'+ E u'lzi'
i=0 i=0 i" O
Now let T0r) be a formal power _eriesin the indeterminate
x, dof'medby for k = 1, 2, • •., d - 1
but
r(x)= r,x-' +_'2x-_+r3x-3+...
n--i
E c_'=O for k= l,2,...,d- I
+rd_,_,x-(_-'-') +... (6) .o
Then sub_tuting Eq. (5) into Eq. (6), gives Thus
) --,= ffi k=l I:0
1979007829-075
r ,
" where UI,U2, .-.,Ud_ l areknovm.From Eq. (II)one
'_ = E W/Z_- Uk fork= l,2,...,d- l (8a) obtainstherestofthetransformofW,i.e.,Ut for0< £<
i=] n- l. "Jhe vector of amplitudes "_ is found by taking the
inverse transform over GF(q m) of U_ for t = 0, 1, 2, .--,
where _1 are the /-th amplitudes of the erasure and error n - 1. Finally, the originaln-tuple code vector can be obtained
vectors and _ are the /-th known locations of the original by subtracting _"from *.hereceivedvector r.
erasure and error vectors. Note that _'t actually equals S t in
Eq. (la) for k = 1, 2,. • -,d- 1. In gent [ J, let Let us recapitulate the decoding of R-S codes for both
errors and erasures using the transform over GF(q m) and
s' continuedfractions.Thisalgorithmiscomposedofthefollow.
Uk= E h/l_'; fora/lk (Sb) ingfivesteps:j=l
(a) Compute the transform over GF(q m) of the received
where Ut = S't for k = 1, 2,..., d - 1. The erasure polynomial vectorn-tuple, (%, rt,- •., rn_ t), i.e.,
, of the original erasure and enor vector is given by
n--I
•' i St= E rtaJX=Ut k=0,1,...,d- I
/=1 k:'O
where pie GF(qm), a is an element of order n, and d is
the minimum distance of the R-Scode.
where 7o = 1, s' = t + s, and r(x) and o(x) are given in Eqs. (2)
and (7), respectively. Hence (b) Compute ri for j = 0, 1, 2, .-., s from the erasure
locator polynomial
$'
= =o for = ' •
t:o ,(x): H : <-l/'N/(9) /=_ /=o
MultiplyingEq.(9)byW#Z_, wheres isthe number of erasuresin thereceived
vector. The Z/s for 1 <; /<;s are the known erasure
s' locations. Then compute the Fomey syndrome Tn for
_,_*'_//+ E (-l)t_s'-kZI (" (10) l,n<d-l-sfromtheequation
k=l
SumnfmgEq.(lO)onifori= l,2,...,s',yields Ti = _ (-l)/riEl+,_ i for l,gi(_d- l-s
/:O
$' $* $'
E _e; +/+ E E (-l)"_'tW'_$'+,-':0 whererlforl</<sandEi--$lforl_/<d-lare
i= I i=O t = i known.
Thus (c) Use continued fractions to determine the error locator
polynomial o(x) from the know1_T/s for I < i < d -
]-s.
$'
;Jr, I + E (-l)k_'_U,+i-k =0 for/_' 1 (d) Compute the erasure and error locator polynomials
t: i from the equa:ion
In _neral, ,+ t
¢(x)= o(x)_(x)= (-l)J?_x_*,-Jo
/ $ k:O
u, ,,.. _(-))%u___=o fort>#- l (ll) .
" k=i where, o(x) and ¢(x) a,e the known polynomial. _'hen
eP
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compute the rest of the transformof the erasure and s 2
errorvector from the e_uation T = E (-i)J _-/S+,_i = E (- l)i_Sn+ 2-i
i=o /'=o
$*t
U_ = E (-l)k_kUi-t fori_>d-I =Sn+2_2Sn+ +9S forl_n<d_l_s=2
k= 1 n
Hence T l = 2, and T2 = 4. The power series for T(x) is
where U! --S 2 for ! _ _ 6 d - 1.
(e) Invert the transform to recover the error told erasure
vector, then obtain the corrected code vector. T(x ) = T lx- I + T2x- 2 _ . .. + Ta- l_ x- (O- t-s) +..
To illustrate the decoding procedure for correcting errors
with erasures,a simple example of an R-S code over GF (17) is = 2x-t + 4x-2 + ?x-3 +... _ D(x)
4 now presented, o(x)
Exampk: Let GF(17) be the field of integers, modulo the Since d - 1 - s = 2t = 2, by Theorem 2 in Ref. 8, o(x) can be
Fermat prime F2 = 222 + 1 = 17. Weconsider the correction determined by the use of continued fractious. Thus, T(x)=
of one error and two erasures in an eighttuple R-S code over 2/(x - 2). Hence of.x)= x- 2.GF(17). For this case n= 8, d-I = P= 4, t= l,s= 2, and
d - I = 2t + s. The erasure and errorlocator polynomial is
Let c = (5, 2, 12, 15, 2, 3, 2, I) be transmitted. Assume the
erasure vector is u = (0, 0, -3, 0, 0, -2, 0, 0) _.ndthe error "?(x)=o(x)l.(x)=(x-2)(x2-2x+9)=x3-4x2+13x- 1
vector is • = (0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). Then_'= u + e = (0, 2, - 3,
0, 0, -2, 0, 0) is a new erasure vector. Hence tile received
Thus, "_o= 1, _t = 4, _'2 = -4, and _'3 = 1. The rest of the
vector is r= c + u + • = (5, 4, 9, 15, 2, 1, 2, 1). transform for _ is given by
Now the syndromes St for rare
7
O't=St =r(2t)= E r, 2t' = 4Ut-t +4U*-2 + 1(_-3 fork ;_ 5
i=O
Thus, Us = -3, U6 = 3, U7 =-3, and Us= Uo=-3. The
= 2(2t) t -3(2t) 2- 2(2t) s inverse transform over GF(17)of the Ut for 0_k_7 is
given by
forl_ k _d- 1=4
7 7
That is, Ut =S t =-4, Vi =S 2 =3, V3=S 3= 10, andU,,= t--2 t=o
S4 = -3. The erasure iocator polynomial is given by
fori=0, 1,2,...,7
2
t(x) = H (x- Zi)=(x- 22)(x - 2s)=(x- 4}(x- 32)
i=t Hence, _ = (0. 2, -3, 0. 0, -2, 0, 0). the corrected code vector
is thus
= x 2- 2x+9
c=r-B = (5,4,9.15.2,1.2,1)-(0,2,-3,0.0,-2,0.0)
Thus we obtain ,'_ = 1, *'t = 2, and _'2 = 9. Then the Fomey
syndromes are = (5, 2, 12, 15, 2.3, 2 ! )
TO
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, Evaluation of the DSN Software Methodology
A. Irvine
TDA EngineeringOffice
M. McKenzie
TDA PlanningOffice
This article describes the effects of the DSN so_*ware methodology, as implemented
under the DSN Programming System, on the DSN Mark 1II Data Subsystems Implementa-
tion Project (MDS). The software melaodology is found to provide a markedly in".reased
visibility to management, and to produce software of greater reliability at a small decrease
in implementation cost. It is also projected that additional savings will result during the
mainter_nce phase. Documentation support is idennfied as an area that is receiving fur-
ther attention.
I. Introduction CMF Communications Monitor
and Formatter
This amcle describes the quantitative and qualitative effects
of the software methodology (Ref. 1) as implemented under DST Host
the DSN Programming System, on the DSN Mark Ill Data
Subsystems Implementation Project (MDS). The period in the The subsyste_as are broken down by size in Table 1.
life cycle of the MDS that was studied extended from Sep-
tember 1974 throcgh November 1976. During :his period. The effects of the methodology on a single subsystem were
studied in detail and the results, with corroboration from a
approximately 100,000 lines of application code were
delivered as well as diagnostic and system software, second subsystem, were extrapolated for the entire effort. In
addition to this quantitative evaluation of the MDS imple-
mentation, a qualitative evaluation by cognizant software
The scope of this article covers the implementation of the engineers is included at the end of the report.
approximately 100,000 lines of apphcation code that can be
directly allocated to the following subsystems:
DCD Command II. S)ttware Methodology
DTM Telemetry At the start of the MDS P oject most of the Standard Prac-
D1 K Tracking tices governing ._oftware implementation had been formulav
but weze as yet unpublished. However, the concepts goverrDMC Mortitor
the methodology were well known and interim docum_.
DTT Test and Training were published to guide software implementation. The princi. ,_
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pal concepts used in the h4DS software effort and implied by reported an estimated delivery date of 1 August 1976. By the
the term "methodology" in this r_port are: time the SDD was published, six months later, the estimated
(1) Structured Programming. delivery date had slipped one month. Six months later, at the
MDS System Level Review, a further slip of two months for
(2) Top-down Dewlq_ the estimated delivery date had occurred. The successive slips
(3) Visibility Reporting. of estimated delivery date can be projec,ted (see Fig. I). This
projection is nonlinear and. aS the desired delivery date is
(4) Management Reviews. approached, the number of slips ten?- to increase. This slip
in estimated delivery date was typical for all subsystems, but
(5) Documentation. is illustrated only for the DCD.
Ul. Impact of MethodG,Iogy on the It was possible bec .use of the visibility to determine seven
Command Subsystem months in advance of the need date that the actual delivery
The Deep Space Station Coramand Subsystem (DCD) was date of the software was slipping. Increased visibility plus the
t cnosen as a representative system for the MDS for the follow- application of the WBS methodology allowed the splitting of
ing reasons: the effort into two phases. The software necessary to meet
first priority requirements was identified and that lcortion of
(1) The DCD software was of the "average" size of the the softw,_re was delivered as a first phase, thereby pulling the
MDS subsystem software, delivery date back to the need date. Without corrective action,
(2) The DCD was the best documented subsystem in terms delivery would have taken place four to five months late.
of statistics gathered during the project lifetime under
study. B Anomalies
(3) The DCD development team most closely adhered to Anom',dies were not originally reported for all subsystems
the methodology, and original published anomaly repolts do not reflect the DTT
or DST subsystems. For the MDS, approximately 200 anoma-
Several important milestones should be noted that occurred lies were reported at verification time and during acceptance
during the Command subsystem imvlementation and repre- testing at CTA 21. After acceptance testing, approximately
sented application of the methodology. These milestones 90 more were uncovered.
were:
For the DCD, 77 anomalies were reported during verifica-The Software Requirements Document
tion testing and acceptance testing, and 43 after acceptance
(SRD) published for DCD ............ 3/3/75 testing. While the anomaly curve for the DCD presents the
The Software Definition Document typical curve exhibited for the MDS (Figs. 2 ar.d "_),it can
easily be determined that the rate is approximately twice that
(SDD) published for DCD ........... 9/19/78 for the project as a whole.
DCD High-LevelDesign Review .......... 11/13/75 Possible causes for this phenomenon could be:
MDSSystem Level Review .............. 3/13/76 (1) The software was not ready for delivery.
Wosk BreakdownStructure (2) Reporting of preacceptance test anomalies was more
(WBS) Methodology applied ........... 4/1/76 comprehensive than for other subsystems.
Monthly ManagementReportingstarted ...... 5/I/76 (3) The 3oftwarewas more difficult.
Weekly Reports ...................... 9/8/76 (4) The software was considered more crucial to flight
operations and therefore more rigorously tested.
The impact of these milestones will be discussed. (5) The methodology does not affect the number of
A. Visibility anomalies.
Application of the methodology resulted in a seriesof mile- Close investigation shows that reasons (2) and (4) are
stones that were designed tc increase manageme,t ;-'_:':v,a uu,ty, probably the true reasons for this phenomenon. It has already
Visibility was indeed increased; an example ts found in the been menticned that the DCD was the best documented sub-
management of the subsystem delivery date. The SRD system and team members adhered most closely to the meth- :_.
e3
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odology, and therefore were more meticulous about reporting small but significant direct implementation cost savings were
errors during the verification phase. Exteasive performance obtained with the use of the software methodology.
test programs were written that exercised the software
extensively.
IV. SoftwareDevelopmentPeriod
Even at the rate of 4.8 errorsper 1000 hnes of code prior The development period of 25 months u3ed Lo develop
to delivery, the DCD software compares favorably to the cost estimates is an extremely conservative one consisting of
industry averageof 18 per lO00 lines of code (see Pet's. 2, -,, starting where the first known manpower could be attributed
4). to the project. There are many valid and cogent reasons why
a later date may be taken. The implementation schedule
C. Impl_m_RIRion Cost (Fig. 6) published at the High Level Design Review shows a
One measure of the effectiveness of a programmingmeth- start date for software implementation at approximately
odology is the productivity rate in delivered lines of source January 1975. Jf this date is taken as the start of the develop-
code per man-month (LOC/mm). An ind,strial average pro- ment period then the following productivity figures can beI
ductivity rate is available for projects produced without the derived:
elements of the software methodology. For a comparison, it
is desirable to determine the corresponding productivity rate DCD 256 LOC/month
for the Command Subsystem. CMF 274 LOC/month
It is felt that for a fair comparison, only equivalent activi- The savingswould then be:
ties should be included in the productivity measure. Thus,
included in the Command manpower measure is the direct DCD 17.4 man/months
effort associated with technical manpower, derived not from CMF 23.3 m_n/months
the System for Resource Management (SRbt), but as a direct
translation of time expended by personnel in the various tasks or approximately $167,0£ ) forjust the two subsystems.
associated with software implementation such as designing,
coding, testing, and documentation. The time spent by engi-
neering personnel on documentation is included but not the V. Documentation
costs of support people, reproduction, and other costs
involved in the production of the documents themselves. As stated previously, the productivity measure includes
Time expended was derived primarily from the DCD Opera- engineering time spent on design, _,ode, testing, and docu-
tional Software Development Schedule and Manpower AUoca- mentation, but does not include special documeatation
tion Chart. support required by the software methodology. For the MDS,
documentation support was provided by the Software Produc-
Figure 4 represents the manpower loading of the DCD tion Management ar,d Control (SPMC) center, al_dis die,cussed
during the time span under discussion. Studies of available below.
data from industry (Refs. 5 and 6) indicate that an averageof
3.2 persons per month (200 l.OC/mm) should hr.ve been Despite the methodology requirements to produce docu-
utilized to produce the necessary code. Instead only an average mematioa before or at least conct,rrent with code, the delivery
of 2.7 (237 LOC/mm) persons were employed. Over the of formal, validated documentation has consistpntlv lagged
25-month period, a cost savings of ! person was achieved, or behind transferof the code. This lag has, for many subsysL'ms,
approximately $50,000 for one subsystem, been as long as a year and is parti_ly :lue to the volume, ¢
documentation produced
A second subsystem was studied to corroborate the pro-
ductivity gains found in the Command Subsystem. "[he Com- Walston and Felix of IBM(Ref 7) predict on the basis of
munications Monitor and Formatter (CMF) was chosen and 46 software pr,_jects of varied purposes and methodologies,
the CMF man.power loading is shown in Fig. 5. Again, based that about 800 pages of docun_entation is produced for a
on an industry productivity averageof 200 lines of code per subsystem the size of Command. The values fo_ one standarQ
month (Refs. 5 and 6). the savingswere 17.3 man months, deviation are 400 pages and 1250 pages of documentation.
The Command Subzystem pcoduced at ieas_ 1_,00 £ages
The increase in productivity can be considered significant (Table 2). This value is higher than the averagefou,,_ by IBM,
for both subsystems because it exceeds one standard devia- and indicates that the methodology results in a higher volume
tion from the rr_an. The result reinforces the belief that of documentation.
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Extrapolation of information supplied by DSN Data VIIL Qualitative Evaluation--Benefits
Systems indicates that documentation support_ for the DCD
cost $69,000. This is slightly more than the productivity gains In addition to the quantitative evaluation of the soft#are .,
shown in Section III, and does not include costs incurred after methodology, a qualitative study was performed using inter-
the time-span of this study. Although the documenta+ion cost views and questionnaires of cognizant software individuals.
is negating productivity gains in the implementation phase, Qualitative, rather than quantitative, evaluations were sought
_, these costs should be offset in the maintenance phase. In the for several reasons. Record-keeping is a part of the methodol-
absence of hard data, the cost and volume of documentation ogy, b:;t quantitative data are often unavailable for olderpro-
requiredby the methodolog_ is being analyzed, jects. It is also .atfficult to _btain numeric information from
people recalling old project:': often those who directed old
projects are no longer at JPL, an_lda(a fro_ memory may not
Vl, Maintenance Phase be sufficiently accurate for a valid _omparison. Thus, the
best information to be gained from these individaals is
Unfortunately, the maintenance and operations ohase of qualitative.
the MDS system has just begun, so there is no quantitative
t cost data. Nevertheless, two pieces of information indicate
A specific questionnaire and open discussion format werethat maintenance of the software wili be l_,sscostly per LOC
than previous projects. First, though given extensive testing, used in the interview process. The programmersand managers
the number of anomalies was low. Secondly, another project were also asked to relate their experiences on projects con-ducted prior to addition of the software methodology, and
produced concurrently with the software methodology specif_ areas in which the methodology would have been
showed incre,_sedsoftware maintainability. There is no reason beneficial. The results of the interviews show a number of
to expect a decrease in maintainability, and every reason to
common impressions and experiences, which are discussed
expect an increase with the use of the software methodology, below.
Thus, it is predicted that therewill be additional savingsduring
the maintenance phaseof the MDS.
The primary problem observed in older software projects
was a failure to transfer to operations on schedule. Often
VII, Conclusions from QuantitativeStudy accompanying this overrun in schedule was an overrun in
budget• With these two conditions, and pressure to transferasThe major quantitatively measurable benefits derived from
soon as possible, documentation suffered and maintenance was
the methodology discussed in this report appear to be three- difficult once transfer was achieved. The people interviewed
fold: noted a number of causes that produced this condition.
(1) The ability to deliver software on time by providing The first was the general difficulty in accurately predicting
greater visibility and allowing management to inter- task complexity, required resources, and the final amount of !
vene before projected slips actually impact delivery code. Cost and schedule overruns occurred and some incom- •
schedule, patibilities with hardware resulted. This problem not only
affected past DSN projects, but still affects the software
(2) A lower anomaly rat_ than the reported industry industry as a whole. Nevertheless, it is felt that the moth-
average, which indicates b:tter software and predicts odology's requirements for modularization _nd Work Break-
decreased m_Antenancecosts, down Structure, with a strong emphasis on design, strongly
support better schedtde, cost, and resource planning.
(3) Small but significant cost savings in manpower result-
ing in lower implementation costs. These savings will A second cause of overruns noted by the software per-
increase as the documentation problem is addressed, sonnel was frequent changes in requirements. This instability
disrupted schedules and necessitated numerous releases and
transfer liens. The software methodology addresses this
t DocumentaLton support, as used here, is defined a_ all the support problem by formalizing the requirements process and enforc-
functionsperformedby the SPMCfor th? CommandSubsystem. ing approvalof requirementchanges.
Thus,ino,,ded in the $69,000 figurearc thefollowing:documenta-
tion production,editing,and reprqductioncosts;comFuteroperator
costsfor diskgeneration,job runs,sourcecodeupdating,discprepare- Occasionally noted was the condition in which the project
tion, operaungsystemcopies,andmoduleassembly;andcodesupport was due for transferand management then learned it was far ,_L,
CoStSsuchaSthe maintenanceof thecode library, from complete. Management had not adequately monitored
, 7$
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the progress of the project. Again, a benefit of the methodol- odology improvements that would produce even more cost-
ogy is that it includes the Work Breakdown Structure, design effective software:
reviews, and formal milestones, which all address the monitor-
ing of project progress. (I) The methodology requirements are occasionally not -
applicable to a specific project, and obtaining a waiver
The software projects discussed in the interviews all had requires time. Perhaps, with a growing experience in
late and/or insufficient documentation, and major transfer using the methodology, .'. list of requirements by
liens were frequent against these documents. Numerou_ prob- project size, cost, and type could be developed.
;ams resulted: the project was delayed, new personnel found it
difficult to work on the software, or te-ting and debugging (2) The projects still find themselves caught between
reuuired excessive resources. It is felt that the concurrent documentation requirements and the scheduled, trans-
documentation and design review reqt .rements of the meth- fer date. Part of the problem is felt to lie in _he slow
odology certainly ease these problems. Nevertheless, some turnaround time for finished documentation. Also,
documentation is still late. This is partly attributed to flow- the requirement of low-level flowcharting results in
charts that sometimes require as long as a month for machine a gr*,at deal of production and revision time. It is
production. By that time, they must often be resubmitte_ to suggested that either (a) only higher-le_'elflowcharting
include changes that occurred during that .... nth. A faster be required, (b) a program design language tool be used
method of documentation r--oduction was st,_,ngly suggested in place of flowcharts, or (c) a quick method of flow-
by the software personnel, chart production be found. In all, the software per-
sonnel feel that flowcharting currently requires that
The final cause of p-" .ct _verruns brought out in the the programmer cater to the machine, rather than the i,
interviews was excessive errors in the software. Either major reverse.
pretransfer testing was required, or numerous bugs were found
after transfer. Neither case is desirable. The personnel inter- (3) The inclusion of programmers, operators, ( .s,nizant
viewed felt the modularizatlon, emphasis on design, and Development Engineers (CDEs), and customers in the
formal testing incorporated in the methodology result in less requirements and broad design process should be
testing, fewer anomolies, and easier debugging, encouraged even more than is currently done.
In summa:y, projects in the past have often encoun;ered
=[ diffi,'ultieswith schedules and resources, specification _hanges, (4) Too much emphasis is given to the quan'ity of
response to the methodology ra,her than the quality
management visibility, documentation, and testing. The DSN t,: the response. An effort should be made to deter-Software Methodology provides a good structure with which
mine levels of quality based on maintainability and
,ntrnl thesr r,oblems, error rate after transfer.
.,:_,.Qu_lit_ltiveEvaluation-- (5) The methodology can help standardize the develop-
Suggested Improvements ment of software and control the flow of projects,but it cannot force a bad manager or programmer into
In addition _o benefits resulting from the software meth- good p_-rformanee. A key also lies in the people who
odology, the software people suggested the following meth. perform the job.
IF
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Tal_. : 'Jka_ I dolivind emm:e lines_ omlo
S_bsystem Linesof code
DCD Command 16,000
DTM Telemetry 30,100
DTK Tracking 12,000
DMC Monitor 16,000 :
DTT Test and Training 2,100
CMF CommunicationsMonitor and Formatter 17,700
DST Host 5,000
1-
Total lines of codea 98,900
aTbe StandardOperating System is not included in the total lines of
code. Size of the StandardOperatingSystem is 16,500 lines of code.
TIIMe 2. Ammmt of dm:mllammt_n_ me CcmmlamiSul_/llmm
Document Numberof pages
i Project Notebook 154
Software RequirementsDocument 43
Software Def'mitionDocument 123 !,
: Software SpecificationsDocument_* 780 !
': Software Operations Manual" 140
Software Testand Transfer Documenta 250
Anomaly Reports 127
: Total Document_ttion 1617 Pages
aAmount of documentation was estimated because there wa_ no for-
mal, published document during the time-span under study, I
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MBASIC Batch ProcessorArchitecturalOvervlew
S: M. Reynolds
DSN l)ma Systmm Ssmion
The MBASIC TM Batch Processor will allow users to run MBASIC TM ptoOm_s more
cheaply. It will be prov_led m a CONVERT TO BATCH command, usable from the ready
mode. It will translate the u_s ptograrn in sta_s through several levels ofintermediate
language and optimizatiorL Only the Tmal stage is machine dependent; tkerefore, only a -"
smalleffortwillbeneededtoprovideaBatchProcessorforanew rnachin_
I. _ II. MBASIC_ OaitchRrocouor IntormilView
Many large: frequently used programs, which are slow and When called, the MBASICTM Batch Compiler receives the
expen_ve to run, currently exist in the MBASICTM user pseudo-op code (POI_ODE)buffet, the Line Reference Table
community. The MBASICTM Batch Processor will reduce the (LRT), and the Name Reference Table (NRT) from the parser, i
time a_d cost associated with running these programs by The source code of the programto be compiled is newt exam-
providing a comlzling facility wifldn the MBASlCTM environ- ined. The output of the compiler is directly executable code i
merit which will allow a user to convert programsto a directly for the host machine.
._ executable form. Direct execution typically reduces program i
rumtimes by at least an order of magnitude below those of the Within the compiler, a completely machine-independent
same programsexecuted interpretively, stage is followed by a machine-dependent stage. A major goal
of the compiler design is to minimize the proportion of
Within the MBASlCTM environment,the user may invoke machine*dependent stage.
the Batch Processor through the following commands, pre-
• tcribedinFundnmmta/sofMSAS/CrM, Vol.H (jpL,Feb.!9, The machlne4ndependents ageusesthePOPCODE, LRT,
and NRT togeneratea low4evel,machine-lndependentamem
1974): bly hmgtmse e4dledMCODE, whichisthentranslatedby the
: machine-dependents ageinto host code (see FIg. 1).
" CONVERT (fllemune)TOBATCH(fllemune)
CONVERTTO BATCH(fllenan_ The first step in the ttamla[Ion of_DE to MCODEis
umuhtton of POP.DE to an equivalent thn_ddmm code.
• QUEUEBATCH(fllename) This intmmedlate notation is easier to handle in the ensuing
optimization step than the t_,eree polah notation of 10P-
RUN (fllentme) CODE because mfenn_ openmde me explicit and are
)
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directly astociated with the operation code rather than order to minimize the _ of buffers and the use of external
implicit in pushesonto the stack by previousop codesm in man storese.
POI_ODE.
The second step in translation to MCODEksthe optimiza- IlL I_ Oodo
lion of the intermediatecode. Became the input and ou_p_,*of MBASICTM pseudo-op code is a reversepolish notation for
this step areintermediatecode,expremedin the sameinternal the MBASICTM virtualstack machine (VSM). OnePOI_ODE
representation, this step will be delayed in the initial imple- string is produced for each MBASICTM source statement. The
mentation and added later when the surroundingsteps have MBASICTM VSM checks for incompatible types at execution
been verified, time and performs legal type converdons; it can handle arrays
and strings as atomic data items; and it handier FOR-NEXT
The third machine-independent step is translation of the and GOSUB transfer_implicitly by udng auxiliaW stacks. The
intermediate code to MCODE. reflection of these features in POPCODEmakes it a relatively
high.level language, requiringconsiderable translation to reach
Tramlation of MCODE to machine-dependent assembly the.level of a typical re,,1machine. Even tyk_.ctically correct
language b performed in two steps: direct translation of MBASICTM programsmay tramlate to POI_ODE progrmm
MCODEto host code followed by machine-dependent opfimi- which generate runtime errors in the VSM. These errorswill be
zation, detected and an error message printed duringtranslation rather
Forexample, the sourcestatement than at runtime of the compiled program,whenever pouibh.
A=e+C N. Intomtodkito Language
becomes The Intermediate Language (IL) is a direct mappin8 of
POPCODE to an equivalentnon-stack-dependent language. All
PUSH B implicit references to stack data are replaced by explicit
PUSHC references to identifiers, either source defined or temporary
ADD identifiers defined by the IL proceuo,.
POPA With one exception, the translation from POPCODEto IL ""
in POPCODE.This is translatedinto involves a one-to-one mapping of POPCODEstatements to
corresponding IL statements. The exception is that POPCODE
ADD A,B,C operations whose only result is to push a variable'svalue onto
the data stack do not appear in the IL string, but the
identifiers are referencedas IL arguments.in the interme0iate code, which is translated into
, FLOATTEMPI,B V. POPODDE tO IL Tramddkm
ADD A,TEMPI,C
The POPCODE to IL translation algoflthm is a pseudo-
in MCODE(assuming ",hatB is declared to be an integer), and execution of the POPCODE string using an identifier stack
into instead of a data stack. The polgode string is scanned, and
each POPCODEencountered generates the corresponding IL.
i.MJ XIO,FLOAT if values would have been popped from the data stack during
B execution, identifiers are popped from the identifier stack in
TEMPI the same order. If values would have been pushed unto the
L A0,TEMPI stack during execution, temporariesare created and their
A AO,C identifiers pushed onto the identifier stack.
S AO,A
Before translation besim, a dechtration processing pass VL
throush the POPCODE builds a Symbol Definition Table MCODE b a low.level, three-address code for a elm of(siYr), which contalm type and bindin8 information for each
virtual_s wlth variable storqleattributes, tacit a:
vff,ble explicitly or implicitly declared in the prosram, The
trandation process b performed one statement at a time in (1) Differin8 number and type of regbters.
U
ms*Tr =--_ II I ," III I , _ ]II --- . -- ._
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(2) Differing mappings from main storage to registe=s(e.g., Each instruction is defined separately for each type, and all
byte addressable machines wh/ch map severalcells into operands must be of matching type. Mixed type operations are
_ one register and word addressablemachineswhich map posalble throus,h use of the following convention operations:
one cell into one register). (I) Inteser to real
(3) Differingmain storages/re. (2) Real to integer
(3) Integerto char
The MCODEgenerator for a specific implementation of the
Batch Processor will be configured by setting its variable (4) Charto integer
attributes to match the host system as closely aspossible. (5) Pointer to integer
(6) Integer to pointer
• The MCODEvirtual machine recognizes the foilowing data
types; Each instruction con_ts of an operation code and zero to
(1) Integer- at l_ast 32 bits precision three operandi. Each operand contains a register/address flag,
a register number or address, a type, and a boolean indirect
(2) Real - host system floating point format addressing indicator, which may be true only if the operand
(3) Pointer - at least 16 bits precision specifies a pointer register. For arithmetic and boolean
operations, the f_,st eperand specifies a destination for the
(4) Char- at least 7 bits precision result of the operation, and the two other operands specify the
source locations. For unary operations, only one source
MCODE machines have a separate address space for each operand is necessary. Jump instructions have one operand,
data type and for instruction code, and the unit quantity for which may only be a pointer registerin the case of an indirect
pointer type and for any absolute address represents one cell address reference or an address in the case of a direct address
of addressspace of the type pointed to. reference.
MCODE also contains the following operations on data ..
Registers may be def'med to accept one or more different flies:
data types, e.g., a general purpose register in many machines
would be represented in the MCODE machine by a register (1) Open
accepting real, integer, and pointer data.
, : (2)Close
MCODE contains binary, unary, and nonary operations of (3) Remove
the following kinds: (4) Rename
(1) ArithmeOc (5) Append
" (a) Add _
_" These operations have only one operand, which contains a
r (b) Subtract file name. i
(c) Multiply
The following operations have a file name operand followed
; (d) Divide by a source or destination operand:
(e) Unaryminus (I) Get char
i' (2) Boolean (2) Put char
(a) And
! (b)Or VII. IL to MCODETrmmlldlon
(c) Exclusive or IL to MCODEtranslationis an in.line expansion performed
_. (d) Complement in a stngie scan of the IL sequence. Each IL is expanded into
_, (e) Conditional jump one or more MCODEstatements, Code for type checldng and
,| typeconversions for legal mixed type operations is generated . ._..] (f) U_onditionaljump during this process. Error memges "or illegal types areN
• "t_ _,_ _ ....
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generateddnrin8 type cbecidn8. The IL armamentsgenerated X. Machine-Dependent Optimization ]
i
areselectedon thebasisof the bestknown_urce for r. value tat compiledcodeexeeuUontime, i.e., a valueknownto bein Macl_ne-dependcntoptimization is alsoa transparentpro-
both register and main storage will be represented by the cess (except for efficiency). Some possibilities common to ]
register, most machines, but still machine-dependent, are the following:
(1) Chains of branches are replaced by a single branch
VIII.MOO[ to Host Auembb/ Language instruction.
TI_ (2) Unreachablecode is deleted.
In most cases, the host code will be its standard assembly (3) Common code groups preceding a collecting node are
language. MCODE to host code translation is a machine, recognized, and the nod_.is moved to precede the first
dependent process;however, in most cases it can be performed instance of the common group. The other instance is
in one scari of the MCODEstring with one or more host code deleted.
statements generated for each MCODE statement. This is
possible because MCODEis generated for a virtual machine (4) Common code groups heading all branches of a
having storage characteristics similar to those of the real program fork are condensed as in (3), above.
machine.
Other completely machine-dependent optimizatimm might
involve such things as invoking auto increment mode in place
IX. &_achino-loc_N_lwlt Optimization of explicit pointer arithmetic or recognizing LOAD-STORE
The machine-independent optimization step is transparent groups and replacing them with direct memory to memorymoves.(except in efficiency) to the rest of the MIDB processor
because its input and output have the same representation.
Optimization will concentrate on expressions and assignment X|. Summary
statements. Many statistical studies of actual source code and
the possible optirr_ations have been made, and all show these The MBASICTM Batch Processor is a language translator
to be the most effective optimizations in terms of actual designed to operate in the MBASICTM environment. It will
reduction of the size and execution time of typical object provide a facility with which M3ASlCTM programs which
code. The selected optimizations are: have been debugged in the interpretive mode may be trans-
(1) Subexpressions appearing more than once are calcu- lated into a directly executable form aria stored or executed
i lated once and saved in a temporaryvariable; instances from the MBASICTM environment.• of the common subexpressi n are replaced by a
reference to the temporary variable. The Processor is to be designed and implemented in both
(2) Subexpressions involving only constants are calculated machine-independent and machine-dependent sections. The
at compile time. architecture is planned so that optimization processes are
transparent to the rest of the system (except for efficiency)
(3) Multiple assignments to the same variable are recog- and need not be included in the first design-implementation
nized and replacedby the last assignment only. cycle.
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i GCFHSDErrorControl
_. C..--K.Hung
_ OatsSylmm181cl:Jon
r
A selectiverepeat Automatic Repeat Requat (ARO,)sys:srnhas bee_ implemented
under softmarecontrol in the GCI;Error Detection and Correction(EL?C)auembl7 at
._ JPL and the Comm Monitor and Formatter (CMF)assembly at the D,_s. The CMFand
£DC significantlyimprovedreal-tlmedata qualityand signi._ntly reducedthe powpm
time requiredfor replayof bloc_ originallyreceded in error.$ince the Remote Mimion
OperationCentenfRMOCs) do not pro_de compatibleerrorcorrectionequipment, error
i correctionwill not be usedon the RMO_JPLH$D cO_ts. Thereal.tOneerrorcorrection
capability will correcterrorburst or outageof two (2) loop-timesor ieu for each,DSS-
_ JPLHaD circuit.
L |gl_lW__ hal (CCT)at _PL amy the Comm_onitor and Formatter
(CMF) min/computen at the DS_. (These minlcomput,.rs,
The GroundCommurdcatJonsFacility(C,CF) HighSpeed a major portion of GCF High Speed Data subsystem,are
Dsta OISD) Subsystem comim of the GCF Assemblie3 shownin Fi&2.) TheCMFandEDCminicomputers,working
(Ref.$) used to switch, tranm/t, record,process,dhtdbute, toMther, dgn/ficantly improvedreal.time data qmd/ty and
test, and monitordigitaldata. The deta/ledfunctionalcaps. sign/flcantlyreduced the po_t.pmstime requiredfor replay
bll/tiesof the GCFHSDsubsystemfor the Mark111periodare of blocks odgimdly receivedin error. The real.t/meerror
illmtmtedin Fill.I. The HSDch'cuitsfor interchanSeof dsta ¢omgtion v_ann correctserrorbuna or ou_qp of two (2)
between the DSS/I_MOCand JPLare imprused with serial loop-titan_ orless.bit streamsat a continuousll.e bit r._teof 7200 bitgsec in a
1200-Mrblock t/ze. The blocksareeither data blocksor flier Errorcorrectionrequire,the' both endsof the HSDlinebe
blocks. Fillerblocksm inserted when the user dat8 load is equippedwith erro_correctimcapsbilitise.Errorco.ection '
insufficientto nudntaincontiluousdatablockson line. will not be uted on theRMOC-GCFCCT_ dr_its m the
RMOC8 do not provide compstible error correctiun
A selective repast Autamtic Rsput Request (ARQ) equ/lm_t.6, 1o,1])in the
mceb_d in mot is mtmu_tt_l haslain imp/mmt_l under |
softw_e control in the _ F_worDatoctionmd Correction ta Ioop-t_meis • tfmolamm= • MockUmmittodmd the _ock |_
OEDC)miuk:omputm_st the CentralCommua_tlom TemP. .cknou4od_mtmadved, j
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U. (_J_F _.flrof ColltlrOl AJq_o_[ll Data blocks transmitted in the error correction mode will
carry the non-zero GCF serial numbers. Da*.qblock_ aans-
In describing the GCF ErrorControl Aigorithra (Ref. 1, 2, mitted in the error correction inhibited mode will have _!o
3, 4, 7, 8), only one direction of transmission/rcception will GCF serial number (i.e., zero). Whetheror not a data block
; be discussed. The reverse direction is identical though inde- carries a GCF serial number depends on _vhetheror not the
pendent. A retransmissionschematic diagram(i'ig. 3) is given transmit end is in error correction mode. Whether a data or
: to aid in understanding the error control algoritl_-n. The filler blo_k carries a GCF _cknowledgement number depends
: following buffers are needed for the retransmission scheme on whether a data bit with a non-zero GCF serial number
implemented: was just received. Filler blocks normally will not be serial-
ized but may carry acknowledgement numbers. Each data
(1) Acknowledgement Queae (A-Queue) block that is not acknowledged (i.e., is in error) will be cor-
This queue is a first-in/first-out queue which contains rected up to N times (normally, N=2). No delay in data flow
data blocks that have been transmitted over the HSD is introduced when the data string is error-free, but delay is
lane and are awaiting acknowledgement. As soon as introduced when errorcorrection by retransmission occurs.
an acknowledgement indicates that a block has been
received error-free at the other end, that block is The GCF error control algorithm is incorporated into the
dropped from the A-Queue. Thus, at any time, no receive aridtransmit functions of the CMF and EDCprograms.
more than a loop.time of blocks are stored in the The following is the logic of the errorcentre! a; "thin.
A-Queue (see Table 1, DSSJPL Loop-Time blocks).
The top-entry of the A-Queue is called the A-candi-
date. It is the next block to be acknowledged or to be _ J_ot_/VO StOpS
retransanitted if the block is not posRively acknowl- (1) Accept _.high speed dataor filler block from HSD line.
edged. For each acknowledgement received, the A nolmal sequence of _terrupts oc_.urs within the
A-Queue pushes up thus creating the next A-candidate. time of receipt of a block as predicted by the line rate
(2) Tra_m3itQueue (T-Queue) (6 blocks/sec).
This is the data buffer which holds the incoming data
blocks until they are called for transmission over the (2) Decode. A block may be received in error hi two ways:
HSD line. (a) Decodh-.g error - Transfer of a complete block,
(3) Delivery Queue (D-Queue) but the 22-bit error polynomial does not corre-
late with the data in the block.
This quets _.toresall error-free HSD blocks received
during re_.,_n.qnisslonuntil all prior blocks have been
successfully retransmitted. The data blocks are (b) Missingblock- A normalsequence of interrupts
delivered in order. When error correction is inhibited does not occur within the time of receipt of a
in the far-end, the data blocks are deliveredin first-in/ block 8s predicted by the line rate. The time slot
first.out sequence. (166.66 msec in 7.2K bits/sec line rate, 6 blocks/
sec) corresponding to this missing block is treated
The error detection encoding and _ecodingundersoftware the same as a block in error.
control may use either a 22-bit or 33-hit error polynomial.
Error correction works only with the 22-bit error code. Each
block has two &bit fields reserved for GCF error correction (3) Save GCF serial num_t and acknowledgement
number.
use. One fiel_ (bits 9-16, word 73) contains *.heGCF serial
number of the block. The other field (bits 1-8, word 74)
contains the serial number of the just-received block which is (4) If near-end is in error co:recuon :nooe, go to 5;other-
being acknowledged as error-free. These two numbers are wise sklI_to 6.
termed the GCFserial number and the GCF acknowledgement
number respectively. Since the GCF serial number of a HSD (5) If the acknowledgement n,tmP,el matche_ the A.¢andi-
block has 8 bits, GCF serial numbers are selected from the date (in A.Queue) serial number tmdicating that the
set: 0,1,2,- .... ,255. The term "in GCF sequence" means block was received error-free at the distant end), then
_ that a block is serialized in sequence with the previous trans- the A-candidate is deleted frown the A-Queue and
mbslon using the set: 1,2,- .... ,255,1,2,- .... ,255,----. retrmsml_don is not required. If the humors do not
The zero value is skipped since it is used for filler blocks, match, retranmdu/on isneeded. _"
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_., (6) if the far-end is in errorcorrection mode and the block (5) Insert the ,serialnumber from the last received block
_ is received in then discard this block _d to 9; (from receive task, step 3) as tile GCF acknowledge-error, go .j
othertvisego to 7. _ ment number. +_
;- (7) Test block type. (6) Encode in 22-bit erro_code. _
(a) Discardfiller block, this block to HSD line and store this block(_, Transmit
(b) Data block with GCF serialnumber (non-zero) - in the A-Queue if near-estdis in errorcorrection mode.
• consider far-end in error correction mode and _"
deliver block to D-Queue fox ordered delivery to (8) End of transmit task. _.
_, User.
_: l_ the 3CF error control algorithm, the transmit task is
_. (c) Data blocks without GCF serial numbers (zero) - drivenby the receive task. That is, each receivedblock induces ._consider error correction inhibited at far-end,
. deliver blocks to D-Queue for first-in/first-out an output block containing its acknowledgement. _defivery to user. -_
The GCF errorcontrol algorithmresults in four (4) possible
(8) Delivery to the user (D-Queue Management). The operational modes for each DSSJPL HSD circuit:
_. D-Queue is managed by a timer. This queue holds all ][
receive6data blocks. After procemin_ in the error J
correction mode (far-end), the blocks are del,:veredin (1) No error correction Jn either ¢_rection (DSS/RMOC
GCF serial number sequence (the same order in which *,GCF CCT).
the blocks w+,.e originally transmitted). With error
C correction inhibited, the data is deliveredin a first.in (2) Inbound errorcorrection only (DSS-*GCFCCT).
first-out sequence.(9) En0 of receive task. (3) Outbound en rcorrection only (DSS*-GCFCCT).
_+
_ B. "rmnsmit _ (4) Errorcorrection both directions (DSSoGCF CCT).
+ (1) If near-end is in error correction mode. go to 2; other-
L wiseskip to 3. IlL GCF Error Control Implemmttaffon
_ (2) If retransmimionis required(from receive task, step 5), The physical configuration and maj_ components of the
;: the A-candidate isprocessed in the following way: GCF HSD Subsystem in the Mark111Era is illustrated in Fig 2.
(a) If the A-candidate is a data block (GCF serial The GCF error control algorithm has been implemented in
• __ "tumber is non-zero) and if this A-candidate has the CMF and EDC software. Key _ts of the implementa-
been retransmitted N times, then delete the tionare: ._
A-candidate and go to 3; otherwise, retransmitthe ._
'+ A-candidateand go to 5. (1) The software has been designed and implemented in ',
accordancewith DSN softwaremethodologystandards ._
(b) if the A-candidate is a filler block (GCF serial (top-down implementation, structured programming
number is zero), delete the A-candidate and go principles, etc.), ..+
I to 3.
(3) If the T-Queue is net empty, select the top-entry from (2) The implementation effort was organized into a work
T-Queue for transr,dssion; otherwise select a filler breakdown structure, which was then used to monitor
block for transmission, progress.
_i (4) If the near-end is in the errorcorrection mode, inert aGCF serial number if a datablock is being transmitted; (3) Initial intercomputer protocols (data flow) and timing
otherwise, insert zeros in the serial numberslots, analysis were completed very early in the software
development.
21ncaseof ?, either(1) far-cadis _nerrorcorrectioninhibitmode,or (4) Software testing was accomplished in a hardware
(2) far.en"is in err_,tcorrectionmode and the block h received environment which closely matched that of the final
error-free, operational configuration.
_9
= 'I
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After the conclusion of acceptance tests of the DSS CMF in tion capabilities. On Septembe; 15, 1978, Voyager com-
_ September 1977 and GCF CCT EDC and HSW software in menced use of errorcorrection on a routine ._mis.
November 1977, the GCF HSD s_bsystern for the Mark I11
period became operable and useable to support DSN missions.
As of July 1978, all Voyager testing, ATRS recalls, and The performance of the GCF HSD error control will be
ManualDODR replay were used by the C,CF IISD error correc- descr/bedin a subsequent issue of the DSN Progrem Report.
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Tracking Error of 100-m Antenna due to Wind Gust i
M. Massoudi
DSN Engineering Section
A procedure b shown to derive root-mean-_lUa_ tracMng error for an antenna system
in response to wind-gust loading. Example calculations are illustrated for the design of a
proposed l O0-mantenna. The effect of wind-gust correlation is also considered.
I. Introduction Soft) = outp.tspectraldensity
Wind loading is an important factor in the design of many Or,., = trackingerror due to wind torque
above.sround structures. For large antenna structures in j = the imaginary un/t
particular it is necessary to make some allowance for poas/ble
wind loading. Wind motion may be described as consistins.of The root.moan square (rms)value of the output is obtained
two parts: a mean motion and a superimposed turbulent from
fluctuation. Some studies have provided detailed measure.
merits of the time history of wind fluctuations, and techniques
of l'_dom protein theory have be_n employed to _ insight I_o w 11/,
into the physical processes controlling the turbulent flu_m- O = $o(f)df (1)
:. tions.Thisarticled finesandcalcul-tes the trackingerrorof a rm,
proposed 100.m-diameterantennadueto wind-lusttorque as
• a function of equivalentspringcomtant.
where So(f) can be computed by
: II. Antenna Traddng Error So(f)= !YOf)l=Sr(f) (2)
Wind-gust torques are analyzed as a random proceu with
zero mean. For a system with torque input Tz and angular in which
displacementoutput 0rms, (seeFis. 1), we define
:, lY"
: Tz = meantorqueinputduetowlnd,Nm Y(JJ')=_ [(, _n) "_ (_n) I] [/'(f_¢') _ }_
i $_f) • input spectral density for dynamic wind load /C,q_ + J2t + +
Y(/f) = system admittance to wind torque ""_ _ (3)
J_
\
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Keq = aeriescombination of structural sfiffnen and servo in which
drive stiffn_
fc : servopomtionloopbandwidth, Hz C2(f) : ]-- (l-e -2[)
f,_ = naturalfrequency of the structure, Hz
f = excitation ft_luency, Hz 23,"
To define the spectral demtty of the dynamic load, the XI!- --L }spectrum of the v locity fluctuations is first require . T P 2_2 (1 - •-2")
velocity spectral demity used in this report wa_ obtained by where
Davenport (Ref. 1), giving the spect.-mnin the form
3.85/_
=3.ss_ 11.5_,. = (8)U ,7= U" U
4K U_ X 2
Sv(jQ f(l + X:) 4/3 (4) and
U= (9)in,, oh (1 ,,,,
in which _XX, Ay, and _7. = the alongwind, crosswind, and
verticaldistances overwhich the correlation is being taken, h is
Sv(f) = velocity spectral density (one-sided) the height of structure, and a is the exponent in the assumed
3 Uz ffisteady speed of wind at reference height of 10 power low-speed prof'deof the wind vs height of the structure
meters, m/s relationship given by
K = surfacedragcoefficient for the local terrain
x = 12oot/u, u, = vz (1o)
To relate the load spectrumto the velocity spectrum,the A. Calculation=
relation given by Vellozzi and Cohen (Ref. 2) is used, giving
the gust-loadspectrum in the form: To develop Eq. (4) specifically for the case at hand, the
following parametersare used:
4T_ S_./') (5) a = 0.1405 _ for Goldstone site (Ref. 3)s'_ O = v2 x=o.oo5 i
Z,
Z=48m
in which 7'. and Vz are the steady load and mean wind speed then from Eq. (10), _'.,
at height Z_metets,
Since the wind gusts are not likely, to act simultaneously (.___)o., 4osover the full hei ht of structtue, a correlation function Uz = Vz or U1 : 0.80 Vz
0tel.2), Ca09,win be introducedin Eq.(5),whichis
therefore rewrittenas with these relationships, the specific representation of Eq. (4)
-_ becomes
•, 4r,' , 288oo/"
sT(s3.-_zsLoc=09 (6) s_)= (_+x') 4/' l"
-,: 115
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For example, with Vz =4.47 m/s, Table 2 shows the results of Eq. (II) applied to several
mean spee_ using the reference speed and torque flora the
wind tunnel analysis.
U1 = 0.80 (4.47) = 3.58 m/s
",t
Thus D. CIImlliUon of llfml
The equivalent spring constant is computed by means of
the wen-knownrelatiomh/p for springs in series
X= 1200 f = 335.57f
3.58
and the gust velocity spectrumis given by 1 1 1
+ (12)
Koq K.t.,.,.. K.o_,°
2SS00f
Sv(J") =
(1+112608f 2)4,e3
From structuralandservosystemanalysis,the followingspring
constantswerederived:
Ftgure 2 shows wind velocity spectral density mtrves for a
family of valuesof mean speeds, Fz. Table I givesthe spectral
demity equations derived to plot the curves. The tabulated Kstructure =2.82 X 10 lento
values Of/max and,SV0fmax)indicate the frequency at which tad
the spectrapeak and the associated magnitude, respect/vely.
K,,ervo=6.78 X I0 to Nmlad
B. Dedviiori of the Wind Torque aibstitotin8 thesevaluesin Eq.(12) provides
Loading data derived from existing antenna wind tunnel I
tests was applied to an analytical model of the 100m antenna. Keq = 1.99 X 10to
The antenna orientation shown in Fig. 3 results in the ii
maximum wind torque.pn the antenna dish, at a speed of i "
31.29 m/s (70 mph) the result was E. Calculation of the Tracking Error
Tz = 5.341 X 107 Nm at 31.29 m/s The digital computer was used to integrate Eq. (1) numeri-
cally and calculate Orm ,. Example results are listed as follows:
(3.951 X 107 lb-ft at 70 mph) Case1: f¢ = 0.20 Hz, f n = 1.00 Hz, f= 0.01
C2(f) = 1 (100% con'elation)
C. Calculation of Wind Torque for Different Speeds
Table 3 shows the comtants that can be used to compute the
To calculate wind torque for different speeds of wind, the tracking error for Case 1. The tracking error is obtained by
followtn8 formula expresses the relationship that torque is dividing the comtant by Keq. The results of Case I are plotted
proportional to the squareof wind speed, e.g., in Fig. 4.
_e2: f,=o.2om,t. =1.oom, _-O.Ol('1'T= _ Ti° l, (11) C'_):[h= 104metera,_iJi'=5Ometera ]LAY=5o meters, _Z = 104 meten.!
/
where Tr°f and Ff, f are reference torque end speed, N_,es h and _Z are the overall height of the antenna at stow f"
respectively, position.
N
.....................
'y,
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Table 4 shows the tracking error constants for Case 2. The (30 mph) compared to 0.00043 des. of Case 2, which is 8
results of Case 2 me plotted in Fig. 5. more realistic result in terms of wind-gust effects on the
arttezms.
I_ _ Of course, in consideringthe above results, one should bear
Tee tmeicln8error of the propmed 100 re.diameter mteona in mind that a reasonabletolerance marginmust be taken into
due to wind 8mrhas been defined and celc_ated. In Cue 1, in account, and then resulU merely give mine understanding to
which wind gust has 100 percent correlation overthe antemm the design team about the antenna performance with respect
structure, the tracking error is about 0.012 des. at 13.14 m/s to wind gust.
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JTMM, 1. Fsmlly of tM_I vsloM_ sI_¢N_I ¢lsnsltl_
VZ , Sp'(D, fm,*x, S V (fmLw.),
: m/, (m/,)_/Hz Hz (m/$)2/ltz
4.47 28800_ 2.31 x 10-:3 35.52
(I + I12608f2) 4/s
8._ 28800]' 4.62 x 10-3 71.05
(1 + 28152f2) 4/3
13.41 28800/ 6.92 X 10.-3 106.57
(1 + 12512[2) 4/3
17:88 28800[ 9.23 x 10 -3 142.10
(1 + 7038/2) 4/3
22.35 28800/" 1.15 X 10 -2 177.63
(1 + 4504[2) 4/3
26.82 28800/" 1.3IS X 10 -2 213.14
(1 + 3128f2) 4/3
35.76 28800[ 1.85 X 10 -2 284.23
fl + 1759f2)413
44.70 28800[ 2.31 × 10-2 355.25
(1 + .[126[2) 4/3
ii 28800f53.64 2.77 X 10-2 426.29
(| + 78212)4/3
,C
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_.v • :
TalmL W_tm_ a_ _d_
d
vz,m/, rz,Nm
i 4.47 1.09 _ 106
8.94 4.37 X 106
13.41 9.84 X 106
17.88 1.75 X 107
22.35 2.73 x 107
Table 3. l_me 1 ttrIMg_ Atom'r
FZ, m/s erms (X Keq)_.deg
4.47 (1.81 X 107)
8.94 (9.14 X 107)
: i
' i 13.41 ."
i 17.88 (4.61 x 108)
22.35 17.75 X l0 s)
Tllble 4. Cllgo 2 traoid_ Iffor
Vz, mls Onn. (x Keq), dell
• 4.47 (3.24 x l0 s)
8._ (2.56 X 106)
13.41 (8.51 X 106)
17.88 (1.99 x 107)
22.35 (3.83 x 107) _,,
(
1
_ g
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INPUT ST(f) : FUNCTIGNy(._) I So(f) -- OUTPUT d
Fig. 1. 8ylltIN1nb4Ockdhlgrlm •
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S-Band Maser Phase Delay Stability Tests
J. M. Ursch, F. Alcazar, J.Galvez,andA. Rius
M_d_dDeepSpiceSmion
C. A. Greenhall
"IDA Engineering Office
articlesummarizesthe resuln oi the_ba_l Iraveling.v_emaserphasedelay
stability meamrem.mn performed at DSS 62. These tests were required for the
Pioneer-Venus wind ex_rb_ent.
L IlltroduG/k_ reference paths, a delay line was fabricated locally. This
consisted of about 38 meters of soft line encapsulated in a
This article summarizes the results of the S-band traveling, plastic box and insulated thermally.
wave maser phase delay stability measurements performed at
DSS 62. In conjunction with earlier group delay measure-
merits, this article completes the group and phase delay
measurementsrequired for the Pioneer-Venus 78 wind experi- I1|. PI_.'woDshq Stllbi|l_ Vwsus
merit. PlIIrlb,'YMIh_S
Phase delay variation over a given frequency,band is defined
All tests were performed for the entire S-band maser
as max _ - rain _J'), where OKf) m the phase delay
pessband, which includes the 5-MHzpassband, from 2290 to
vers_s frequency curve, ,54(/') is the change in 0(f) due to
2295 MHz, used in the entry probe wind experiment. This
some internal or environmental change, and the max and rain
experiment requires that the phasedelay variationbe.less than
are over all fin the band. Notice that if the 0(f)curve simply
I deg overa 2-MHzpasshand(2291 to 2293 MHz).
moves parallel to itself, the phasedeL,Lyvariationis zero, since
,_f) is constant. If the phases of the signals from all
IL feat C_urldion Pioneer-Venus probes are shifted by the _.q_neamount, noharmis done becaw_ the phases are differenced
All the tests were performedon the declination (dec) room
maser. Figure 1 shows the physical location of ten equipment. Variations of five maser parameters were simulated e_._ploy.
As can be seen, mint of this was installed in the empty part of ing the same method used in the group delay steb_ty
receiver rack9. me.inurements(see Table 1).
Figure 2 is the test configuration schematic. To have a The expected varlattom were taken from the technical
: phase delay difference of less than 180 deg between test md manuals of the corresponding power supplies and checked
B
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against actual variations for periods of about 24 hours. The t_nperatures. However, based on the coherency of results
scale factor is the ratio between the simulated and the obtained, it is possible to derive from F.,q.1 the phase delay
G',xpected parameter variations. This must be taken into rtabil_ty [_t- _2 [ from the group delay stabifity A_
account when estimating the expected phase delay stability, measuredearfier. See Table 3.
A. Roulte
IV. ibil Vemue/mtenna OtmmtlenFigures3 through7 are copies of the actual curve; obtained
while performing the above tests. Table 2 summarizes the test The app:opriate range of antenna movement to simulate
results, the po_ble earth magnetic field variation (due to DSS 43
antenna position changes) during the entry probe wind
As shown, two nets of mcamrements were performed experiment was estimated using the earth magnetic field model
(Fi8m.3 lhrough 7 correspond to net No. 2) with the dispersion of Lang(Re£ I):
between both being 1.5 deg. This is more than acceptable
taking into account the different factors involved.
8 r = (2m cos 0)/R radial component
The variations were measured for a pa_Land of 40 MI'Iz
(2265 to 2305 MHz) as well as fol _-, passband of interest in B0 = (m sin O)/R3 local meridian component
the probe wind experiment (2290 to 2295 MHz). They should
be divided by the corresponding scale factor to obtain the BO= 0 local parallelcomponentexpected variations.
where
o. Cetsr,mmwahGroupOsWS tsb
I_- calculating the group delay stability from the data m = 8.1 X 10 2s gauss X ¢;._3
obtained for phase delay stability and comparing it with the R = 6._7 X I0a cm ....
data derived from measuringthe group delay stability directly,
a reasonable coherency may be obtained between both group 0 = 50 deg for DSS 62 and 125 dogfor DSS 43 ."
and phase delay stability measurements. The relationship
between group delay stability and phase delay stability is given From the above we found that the magnitude of the earth's
by magnetic field for DSS 62 is 0.47 gauss and its elevation angle
is 59 deg. For DSS 43 the magnitude is 0.43 gauss. Therefore,
1 by moving the DSS 62 antenna from the az = 0 deg, el = 59
_-_T--2-_ t_bn - _sl dog position (HA = 0 dog, dec = 72 dog), where the maser
magnetic field is perpendicularto the earth's magnetic field, to
where az = 180 dog, el = 40 dog (HA = 0 deg, dec = 340 dog), where
= group delay stability from phase delay both magnetic fields are parallel, it is possible to s/mtdate a
stability data variationlargerthan that expected in the PV wind experiment.
In addition, it should be noted that the earth's magnetic field
B = width of passband at DSS 62 is slightly greater than at DSS 43.
_n and A4s = phase delay differences in both extremes
of the passband, contidering their s/gns Although during the actual test the antenna could only be
moved from HA = 0 de8, dec = 70 dog to HA = 0 dog, dec =
The value of A-'_may be derivedfor all parametervariations 360 dog due to safety reasons (personnel and test equipment
and compared with At, the group delay stability measured in dec room), the above reasoning is still valid.
earlier. Figure8 details the result of this comparison for the
40-MHz passband. It can he seen that the difference is less A. ROoullg
than 0.28 ns except for bandwidth current, where the differ- Figure 9 illustrates the stability versus antenna orientati,)n
once is less than 1.07 ns. results. The antenna movement iequence was: Zenith (Z) -,,
dec 70 dog-, Zenith (Z') -, dec 360 dog -_ Zenith (Z').¢. Estivmml_ofPhumOeknyS_DiO_VmmeRmm
Tontpora_res it should be noted that It Isquite impossible to tie down _1
Due to the heavy trackingload, it was not possible to check the test equipment and cables so that they do not move during _..
'. the phase delay stability versus dec and control room the antenna movement. Because of this, after multiple tests
• 10@
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that proved that for very small equipment and cable move- As far as room temperatures are concerned (Table 3), :hatmerits the phase delay may varyabout 5 deg, we conclude :hat of the dec room is the one yielding the highest phase delay f
the differences between the curves shown in Fig. 9 for all instability, about 0.27 deg. i -_
_. zenith and dec 70-deg positions may be due to slight i
movements of the set-up components. The RSS of all phase instabilities fTom Tables 2 and 3 is
;r
[ 0.32 deg, and the linear sum is 0.58 deg. ,
I From the above it may be asserted that phase delay
stability is better than 25 deg for the entire maser passband, From the antenna movement tests _Table4) it may be seen
: 40 MHz, and better than 5 deg for the 5-MHz passhand of that the instability in the 5-MHzpassbandis better than 5 deg.
interest here. It should be remembered that the simulated antenna move-
merit represents almost a compl.ete range of interaction
The reason for the different shape of the curves in Figs. 3 between the maser and earth magnetic fields (from perpendic-
through 7 and the curve in Fig. 9 was s maser Hystron change ularto parallelposition). The actual antenna movement during
in between, the 90-minute wind experiment will be 22.5 deg in hour angle.
Hence, the _hange in the angle a between the magnetic fields
of the eal.h and the maseris less than 22.5 deg. Assuming that
V. Lolrl_Tmrnl Stll_|ity the phase delay variation V is proportional to the change in
cos aewe have
The long-terrastabilityof themaserphasedelaywas
checked duringperiods of 8 hours. The test configuration was
(2the one detailed in Fig. 2 except for the X-Y plotter. This was V< 5 deg .5 _ < 2 de_replaced by a strip chart recorderHP 7100.
During the warmupperiod of the test equipment, the phase This bound corresponds to a 4-m error in the difference of
"-delay drifted-considerably. Moreover;-for-more -than-6 hours probe.,posiQQn cg_pon.ents._over 90 minutes .(0.74 .deg over ....
after this period, the phase delay drifted continuonsly at a rate 1000 seconds) measured by the Goldstone-Canberra baseline.
of 2 degper hour. The requirement is for < 1 deg over 1000 seconds, which is .
met. In addition, the wind experiment is intended to measure
probe velocities. Since error At, in the difference of probe
To check that the phase delay drift observed during the velocity components is proportional to dVktt, the largest,that
f'wsthour and a half was due to the test equipment warming Av can get is 4 m/5400 s = 0.00074 m/s, a ne0iglble error.
up, we performe0 an additional test in which we replacedthe The position error is gradually accumulated over the whole
maser by a soft line of the proper length. Under these 90-minute period. The same reasoningal:pfiesto the long-term
conditions, all the drift should be due only to the test drift discussed in Section V.
equipment (cables included). Results showed the same consid-
erable drift during the first hour and a half, For about 6 hours B. Curve Analysis
after that, no appreciabledrift was observed. Whencomparing Figs. 3 tl_rough5 with Figs. 6 through 7 it
was observed that, while the curves in the first figures were
rather parallel throughout the passband, the curves in :'igs. 6The conclusion of these long-term stability tests is that a
and 7 appear to "rotate" (or change slopes) near the DSN: phasedelay drift of about 2 deg per hour can be expected.
bandwidth (2255 to 2305 MHz) around which the maser
_ klystron is tuned. This may be explained by using the Leflang
VL Colr_luglOlll8 model for the phue-versns-frequency maser characteristic, i
- given in degreesby (Ref. 2) 'A. _,nwsl
Considering the scale factors, one may infer from Table 2 2 20"- f)/A_
that the parametric variation yielding the l_rgest phase delay _B(f) = 6.56 E Gi
instability (in the 5.Ml-h pamband) is the liquid HE tempera- t= t 1 +,.[2(f-_)/Af.] =
ture (vapor pressure gauge). The same result was _,btained -z.j
when measuring the group delay stability. Nevertheless, this
phase instability is only about 0.16 des. The root-sum-square where Gi andf I are the gain in dB and the central frequency of
(RSS) of the phase instabilities due to all parametricvariations the /th section, and h,rL is the maser material resonance line
is 0.17 deg. width.
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I Assuming_ er.>>f" fj we have bandwidth control current)will yield ratherparallelcurves. On
tlle other hand, those affecting G 1 + G2, such as gain control
: 2 r2(f- fl) 8(f- fl) 3" give curves with different slopes and rotating around a zone
•_oltageand cryogenic temperature(vapor pressuregauge), will
_t(f) _ 6.56E G,[-
_=t L _L (All.)3 determined by the klystron tuning, p
i
i As for the shape of curves in Fig. 9, the predominant effectTo first approximation, for the dec 360-deg curve i the total gain while for th dec
!
i 70-deg cur_e it is t_ fl, f2 positions.
2 2(f-f,)
; _(f) _ 6.56 _ G_
VII. Instability due to Cross-Head ,_
,.l - 13.1__.._2.- + G,) -" G, ] During one set of measurements, the cross-head modulation
- _fL (c/t _ effect appeared for a short period of time and has been
• [ reflected in Fig. 10. This instability has the same shape as that
This expression is a straight line with its slope proportional observed while measuring the group delay stability. The
tc Gl + G2 and the intersection with the frequency axis being stability may be estimated at less than 5 deg and may be of
i the gain-weighted mean of the central frequencies of the two some importance, if present. The shape of this curve can also
sections. Hence, those parametricvariatiom that mainly affect be explained due to the rapid and opposite gain variatiom
the f_ andf2 position (such asbeam and reflector voltages and causedby the cross-headmodulation effect.
.o
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TabM 1. TNt (mmmom
i
Simulated Expected ScaleParameter
wriation variation factor
Beamvoltage * $ V < 0.75 V 13.4
Refkctedvoltase ± 2V < 0.1 V 40
Bandwidthcontrol cur_nt ± I mA < SOA 40
Gain control current _ 3 mA < 50 A 120
Liquid heliumtemperiture 1.3 N/cm2 = 0.4 N/cm2 = 3._
2 lb/in= (VPG) 0.58 Ibfln2
TalmL Rmullso_immlmq_st_t
Measuredphase delay Me,uuredphase delay
Simulated variationfor variation?o¢ ScaleParameter
variation a 40-MHz panhand, des a 5-MHzpaul)and, deg factor
Set 1 Set 2 Set 1 Set 2
Beamvoltage * 5 V 7 6 < 0.5 0.5 13.4
Reflected voltage ± 2 V 9 &$ 2 0.5 40
Bandwidth control current ± 1 mA 2 2 0.5 1 40
Gain control cunent ± 3 mA 2 2.5 < 0.5 < 0.5 120
Liquid helium temperature 1.3 N/cm2 5 5 < 0.5 0.5 3.2
" 2 Ib/in2
Table& bllmmN _,_--:____,-:."-_.'..--__I_,:.._rmm toml_luum
Simulated Expected Peak.to-peak Estimated phase
Parameter variation variation variationof debt},sMbllity,deg
group delay, ns B=40 MHz B=$ MHz
Dec room temperature 1.7°C 1.70C 0.3 2.1 0.27
Control room temperature 1.7°C 0.6°C 0.2 1.4 0.18
los
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_ Tlbb 4. Plmoe doby _IMII_ _emll m mbmllbn
i Pauband, MHz phase delaystability, deg ..
i- 40 MHz (2265-2305 MHz) Better than 25
. $ MHz (2290-2295 MHz) Better than $
: I
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A PreliminaryModelfor High-PowerWaveguideArcing i]
and Arc Protection
H. C.Yen
RadioFrequencyandMicrowaveSubsystemsSection
This is the first article in a series describing the ongoing effort of the Transmitter
Group to upgrade the arc protection subsystems that are, or will be, implemented in the
D._ high.power transmLtter: This arHcle roiews the status of our present knowledge
about waveguide arcs in terms of a simple engineering model and discusses a fairly general
arc detection schem_ Areas where further studies are needed are pointed out along with
our proposed approaches to the solutions of these problems.
J
|o Jntroductioll tional damages through their heating and thermal shocking
effects as they propagate through the system. Often the arc
This is the initial report on one phase of the ongoing effort damage is of a very severe nature. As an example, if the arcis i
of the Transmitter Group to upgrade the arc protection allowed to travel to reach the output window of a high-power
subsystems currentlyused in the DSN high.power transmitters, klystron amplifier before the klystron output _n be turned i
The ultimate goal of this effort is to develop, with a known off, the arc literally hangs up at the window and destroys it,
margin of safety, an extremely fast and l-.ighly reliable arc which usually leads to a costly destruction of the klystron
protection system which can be designed, manufactured and amplifier itselL
implemented for the eventual automation of these transmitter
subsystems. _
Even though precautions can be taken to reduce the chance :
High-power microwave breakdown invariably results in of microwave breakdown within the designed power rating
arcing inside a nitrogen-filled waveguide system (P'-I aim). when assembling the transmission system (Refs. 4, 5), a !
The breakdown and subsequent arc formation interrupts the complete prevention can never be assured. To protect system i
normal high-power transmission and causes a very large components against damages in the event of breakdown, 1
standing wave to be set up between the microwave source and protective devices must be employed. Protection is accom-
the arc. Such high-level standingwaves can be quite destructive plished by removing or reducing the microwave energy that
: to the components employed in the high-power transmissionif feeds the breakdown within a very _hort period of time after
their peak power ratings are exceeded. In addition, the the breakdown is detected. For a klystron amplifier, this can J
accompanying arc once formed was found always moving be the turning off or drastic reduction in the klystron drive.
toward the so,rce at a speed depending on the field level Since the e_ergy level required to sustain an arc is much _]
(Refs. 1,2,3). Such h/gh-power arcs can cause new or addi- smaller tha,, that to initiate one, once an arc is initiated, the l
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bidystron output must be well attenuated to completely arc, however. The reason is that the macroscopic characteris- ,
extinguish the arc. _cs are only partially understood so far, and a complete
knowledge is needed for any meaningful study of the
The arc and the arc plasma came high reflected power underlying microscopic processes.
during their formation and propagation (Refs. 1,2,3). A
reverse detector, properly located, is a highly satisfac- According to the law of energy conservation, the energypower
tory device for arc detection. However, the rever6e power relationship right before and after the waveguide arcing can be
detector doesn't provide protection against arcs formed represented by the block diagramin Fig. 1.
between the reverse power detector (directional coupler) and
• the source- the most dmnaging Idnd. For a positive arc Experimentally, the characteristic ti_.Je for complete arc
protection, other types of devices such as llght-sem/tive ones formation has been found to be of the order of a few
have to be used in this region, preferably with one device microseconds. Conceivably, this time must be a function of
viewing the klystron output window directly, the power level. Unfortunately, to our knowledge, this
functional dependence has not been syster_atically examined
In the following, we will concern ourselvesmainly with the to date. It turns out that the arc protectica also has to be
protection of the output window agahtst arc damage, as arcs accomplished within approximately the same period of time
formed elsewhere can be easily detected by monitoring the af;er initial arcing is detected in order to avoid any real
reversepower. A simple model showing the energy relationship damage (Refs. 1,8). This wJcrosecond response time is one of
associated with microwave arcing and a general optical the important design parameters for an arc detector. The arc
detection scheme is discussed. Due to the complexity of the shape based on the field profile (TElo mode) would be a
process and lack of applicable experimental data, only a cylinder with an approximately elliptical cross section. The
semiempirical discussion is attempted at the present time, This actual shape has not been reported previously, probably
article will briefly review the status of our present knowledge because of the difficulty of direct visual observation of
about microwave arcing inside a high-power wavegu/desystem; wavegulde arcs. In some experiments where continuous arc
at the same time it wil! also point out the areas where further tracks were left behind, a spatial periodicity of half guide
, theoretical and experimental studies are needed as well as our wavelength along the propagation dlrection can be seen, with
propmed approachesto the solutions of these problems, the spatial extent in the cross-sectional plane being modulated.
It seems possible to have simultaneous arcings at half guide
wavelength apart after the initial arcing if the standing wave
||. Arc Model field exceeds the breakdown field. This possibility has not, to
our knowledge, been explicitly stated or observed in the
_ Radiations emitted by nitrogen arc plasma have been
' actively studied both experimentally and theoretically (Refs. existing literature.
6,7). Because of the complexity of the arcing process, a Once fully for:ned, the arc plasmabecomes a very effective
general theoretical treatment is impossible. Often, simplifying shorting plane despite its limited extension in space, as i
assumptions such as local thermodynamical equilibrium, the evidenced by the presence ofvery little transmitted power and
arc thermal-chemical state, arc parameters (pressure, tempera- a very large amount of reverse power. Typically, the trans- i
ture, current density, radius, symmetry, etc.) and radiation mitted power is about 1 percent of the incident power, _vhile
wavelength range have to be made to facilitate the calculations the reverse power can range from 50 percent (Pin'S20kW) to
•_ of both line and continuum radiations. Experimentally, the arc almost 98 percent (Pjn_ 1 MW)of the incident power (Refs. !,
plasma has to be stabiFzed and stationary for data collection. 1,2,8).
,
Obviously the applicability of the results from these studies to .!
the case of waveguidearcing duringhigh-power transmissionis The difference between the incident and the reflected plus
not without question, because the latter is essentially a the transmitted power is the power mociated with arcing
time-dependent discharga phenomenon. As shown in these (energy "absorbed" by the arc). Although not all of this
studies, arc plmma radiation depends strongly on the thermal. energy is converted into radiation, it is believed that a
chemical state of the plasma, which in turn variesconsiderably substantial fraction is. A division of the energy according to
with the degree of departure from equilibrium. To make the the observablemacroscopic phenomena is given in Fig. 2. Such
matter more uncertain, these studies often show some degree division is somewhat simplified and not without ambiguity. It
of discrepancy among themmlves regarding the interpretation is done here for the purpose of identifying major phenomena
of experimental results. Nevertheless, they do provide us an
which might offer a potential for arc detection. A brief
important meam to understand arc radiation on a microscopic discussion of each category is given as follows:
level. The model given below will be baaed on macroscopic
proce4ms for a tint.order characterization of the wavegulde (1) Sonic wave (pressurewave) is produced along with the :
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breakdown. At high power level, the sonic wave chemical reaction with _dll material Some cf them are
becomes loud enough to be audible, and often causes radiative,and the others are nonradiative, depending on
the wa_egnide to shake. It is created in a short burst as whether photons are released as a product of the
breakdown is initiated. Conceivably we can use acous- process. The radiation emitted consists of line spectrum
tic transducersto pickup such sonic wave as an indirect and continuum. Because the arc, is in a highly complex
indication of arcing. Signals are then processed to state with many chemical species, reabsorption of the
activate the protection mechanism. But in view of the emission is not negligible, especially for the line
requirement on the device sensitivity, stability, spectrum. Therefore, what we are interested in is the
response time, power supply and noise immunity, this total amount of energy of the net emission coming out
method seems at best a supplementary one. of the arcing region and how it is spectrally distributed.
(2) Owing to its surface resistance, the waveguide tempera- Such information for waveguide arcs is rather incom-
ture is elevated during power transmission. At equili- plete and is very difficult to obtain due to its
brium, the temperature is stabilized and the gas inside time-dependent and random nature. There exist some
will also come to equilibrium at this tempe-ature, calculations of equilibrium nitrogen plasma radiation
, Because of the reduction in gas dielectric strength at which agree more or less with experimentai results
higher temperature for a given pressure, the maximum (e.g., Ref. 6). As indicated before, the radiation
power handling capability of the waveguide system is characteristics depend strongly on the thermal-chemical
lowered. If a breakdown is suddenly initiated at a state of the arc plasma. For example, for a difference in
_rtaln point, additional heat is imparted to the gas plasma temperature by a factor of 2 (say 7,000 and
molecules surrounding that point, with the effect of 14,000 K), calculations showed that the net emission
reducing local dielectric strength even further.With the per unit source volume per unit solid angle can differ
incident power maintained at the same level, it is clear by more than 3 orders of magnitude. Moreover, these
that a catastrophic chain breakdown can be triggered, calculations covered only a very limited range of
radiation spectrum while experimental observationsThis is one of the mechanisms that explains the arc
movement toward the source. One way to increase the seemed to indicate a much broader spectral distribu.
u_reshold of arcing is to provide sufficient cooling tion, probably ranging from UV to low frequency RF.
capability to the waveguide system to remove the Thus it shows the need that more data pertinent to the
real arcs have to be gathered experimentally.dissipated heat and to prevent formation of hot spots,
thus preserving the maximum power rating. The other
would be to increase the gas pressure, which is limited In order to overcome this inherent difficult3' of measuring
by the strength of the window material and the time-dependent arc properties, we plan to carry out measure-
tolerable leakage rate only. ments on a sustained arc inside a resonant section of a
wsveguide system. This scheme will not only provide us a
(3) The waveguide wall heating discussed here is the more or less stable source but needs only l/Q of the power to
additional heating due to the presence of arcs. During maintain the same level inside the resonant section, where Q is
arcing, part of the energy is deposited in the wavegulde the loaded quality factor of the resonant section. This should
wall in the form of heat through the bombardment of solve the dilemma of trying to initiate an arc on one hand and
energetic electrons and ions. For a prolonged arcing, on the other, to protect the klystron amplifier at the same
the local temperature rise in the waveguidecan be such time. Both the total radiation intensity and the spectral
that the wall material becomes melted. The turbulent distribution from the sustained arc will be measured. The
nature of ar;ing can eject small masses of the molten spectral range covered will be determined by the measuring
material into the waveguide. These ejected masses are instrument. With known arc geometry, detector sensitivity and
not directly thermally anchored and get heated up very the relative orientation of the arc and the detector, a
rapidly, causing more arcings because of the reduced normalized arc emi_on charactedst/c can be obtained. Such a ;
dielectric strength and local field enhancement around controlled experimental arc probably is a good approximationthese masses. This situation is known as massive
to an arc hanging at the klystron output window and is
breakdown and fortunately is more likely to _appen at expected to less resemble a moving arc. The variable param.
much higher power levels. In any event, arcs once eten in this study would be incident power level, gas pressure,initiated have to be quenched as soon as possible to
avoid any prolonged arcing and its extensive damage, gas temperature, arc geometry and pulse length. With sl/ght
modification, the arc formation time, the arc energy absorp-
(4) The remaining part of the energy is distributed among tion and arc traveling speed can also be measured. Detail
various atomic and molecular processes such as dissoci- experimental considerations, arrangements and results will be
ation, ionization, reattachment, recombination or even presented in the future.
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III. /lure r(O=t  nittanceoftheopticfiber
.. _; With the characteristics of waveguide arcs approximately P(P) = transfer function of the optical signal process-
known, we could then proceed to design a detection system ing
with certain predictable performance. Because the detected arc R(v) = responsitivity of the optical transducer,(A/W)
_, radiation is converted back electrical foreventually to energy
control purposes, e fairly general detection scheme can be Then the optical detector partialelectric current output due to
outlined as shown in Fig. 3. In addition to the direct arc the arc light input at the entrance aperture is
i emissions and those indirectly scattered into the optical
I_ entrance aperture, there are also ambient light leakage and
_- output window glow. The ambient light can, in principle, be ("
: reduced to an in_gnificant level by properly arran0ng and l = 10,)+J2(_)+J3(v)F
shielding the microwavecomponents. The window glow on the
:
• other hand presents potentially a more serious noise source.
• _ The glowisa consequenceofthedissipationntheoutput +J4(u)][l-F(nl,n2)]T(u)P(o)RO,)dv (2)
_ window under normal high power transm/nion; i.e., it is an
_' integral part of the power transmi_on process. Its exact __ it + 12 + 13 + i4
nature has not been carefully examined so far, and its effect
on the arc detector can only be speculated at this time. Our
study will look into this problem to determine its seriousness where signal current comes from direct and indirect arc
and will recommend remedies, if needed, such as better emi_°ns(ll +12)- _
cooling of the window or designing a frequency-sensitive
: detector which will ignore the glow. The total current of the optical transducer is
Upon entering the aperture, not all the fight is transmitted Iroraz = I +I N
_ due to the Fresnel reflection if there is a difference in the
: indices of refraction across the interface (typically 5 percent). ..
Furthermore, if optical fiber is used for transmitting the light - (It + 12) + (I_ + I4 + IN) (3)
signal over some distance, only those beams with incident
_ angle less than a certain acceptance angle will be launched into where lN is the noise current of the optical transducer. A ,
_' propagatingmodes of the optical fiber, substantial fraction of the noise current comes from the
: i temperature-sensitive darkcurrent of the detector.If we define Jz (u,'_) as the spectral density at frequency u
i of arcemission per unit volume per uait solid angle at arc The signal to noise ratio (SNR) at this point is i
_: spatial coordinates _, then
(__) 2 (I1 +_2)2 (I1+_2)2 i
qO')- (1) = (4)
2+I, +I# C +In2 i
(o<sa) I
isthespectraldensityofthedirectarcemissionenteringthe ifambientlightleakageisnegligible.
entranceaperturethatwillpropagateinsidetheopticalfiber The magnitudeofthisrequiredinputSNR isanimportant
guide,wherethesolidangle_ issubtendedby theentrance designparameterto be determined.The finalSNR at the
aperturetowardthearc.Similarly,we candefineJ_(u),Ja(v) outputofthethresholdogicircuitdepends,ofcourse,on the
and J4(u) for the indirectly scatteredarc emission, the ambient electrical components used and should he maximized despitefight leakageand the window glow respectively, the presence of power supply ripple, EMI,and thermal drift. |Its magnitude will be determined based on the requiredsignal
Furthermore, we will define the following quantities: level, detection probability and acceptable false alarmrate.
F(nt,n2) = fraction of Fresnel reflection loss, where n z and
n2 are the ind/ces of refraction for the two In reality, there are additional losses in the optical path
adjacent media across which the light is trans- when connections have to be made. A general rule of thumb
mitted, here is that about 2-3 dB/connector and 0.1 dB/splice loss are
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present. For each step of optical psth, ambient light leakage is junction inside the diode and, therefore, the solution is _ither
: al_ always present. Wehave assomed they _,m be minimized to maintain the diode temperature, or to compensate the
to be negligible. Typical fiber transmittance over the viJible thermal drift or to use ac coupling and/or high-passfiltering
and IR spectrum is about 3 dB for a length of 0.5 m. for the sigaal and noise.
Additional fiber input couplinglosses may be necessary in
order to isolate the optical transducerfrom being exposed to The output voltage originated from the optical transduceris
intense RF. The dielectric fiber may be advantageous in then compared to a reference voltage to produce a logic
overcoming ground loop problems in the detection circuit, output. The thresheld is determined by the amount of light
however, output expected frGman arc as well as the safety margin for
noise and thermal drift. One way to increase the detector
The eventusl total current output is limited by the spectral sensitivity is to increase the load impedance of the optical
transducer as much as possible. However, the most important
rangeover which the transducerhas appreciableresponsitivity, consideration here is to make sure that the lime delay between
The commonly used optical transducers are pin photodiode, the arcing and the logic pulse output is less than a few
avalanche diode and photomultiplier tube. The first two are
microseconds for a safe arc protection. This may have to be
sol/d-_tate devices which require a bias of about 20 and 200
done at slight expense of the detector sensitivity and SNR.
volts respectively. The photomultiplier tube is rather bulky
and requires more than 1 kV supply. Our experimental study
will primarilyconcem solid-state devices because,in parallel to IV. COIIGIUS[OI_I
this study, we will also evaluate a commercial arc detector
based on photomultiplier tube. Solid-state devices seem to We have briefly discussed the waveguide arc accordingto a
have adequate sensitivity and response time for arc detection, simple model based on an engineeringviewpoint and outlined
But their dark currents tend to increase rather rapidly with a general scheme for achieving protection against arc damage.
increasing temperature, thus ch__ngingthe operation point of Several question_ have been raised concerning the waveguide
the arc detector. Often this thermal _-ft is large enough to arc characteristics and the arc protection that we plan to
cause false activation ef arc protection and to saturate the arc answer both experimentally and theoretically as soon &_
detector. These have been the major problemsencountered in possible so that a reliable arc protection system becomes
the present arc detectors. The increase in the dark current as a available not only to presently attended transmitter subsys- ..
function of temperatureis inherent to the semiconductor p-n ternsbut also to unattended ones in the future as well.
i
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New X-Band MicrowaveEquipmentat the
DSN64-Meter Stations
R, Hartop
Radio Fr_luency and Microwave Subsystems Section
It, order to improve the performance and capabilities of the DSN 64.m antennas at
X-band, extensive modifications to the XRO cone assemblies arein process. The changes
include a new feed assembly with a dual hybrid mode horn and orthogonai mode
]unction, dual traveling wave masen, and a new receiver mode selec;or.
I. Introduction (5) New ou:put wavcguidertms.
The X-band cone assembly (Ref. 1) on the 64-meter (6) New output switching ccnfiguration for the monitor
antennm originally provided the capabi]/ty for RCPreception receiver.
only, with one travelins-wavemaser (TWM).The feed was later (7) blewreceivermode selector.
chansed to a Mod II yemen (Ref. 2) that provided remotely
se!ectable RCPor LCP. To further complicate the changes, the two overse_
stations will be implemented with the new M_d I!! teed
In order to provide increased performance and additional assembly on a different schedule from DSS 14. _hus it wa_
,:_vabilities, especially for the Voyager mission, the XRO cone necessary to des/In two new XROcone co_[,gurations: (I) the
;ndergone a complete r_des/In, h h pbnned to reconflg- Moo II version for overseas serves _:, an interim configuration
... the three DSN cones in the fl¢Id;th/sisthe first time such until items(1) and (7) abo_'_ are implemented; and (2) the
in extens/ve change to a feed cone has been attempted it, Mod III version for IX%14 and, later, DSS 43 and DSS 63.
place. BecauN of the differences in physical size and output
confli_ration of the MOdII and Mod III feeds, this required
After removal of some 90 pe/_ent of existin8 equipment extensive differences in such details as the maser support
w/dl/n the cone, the following major ciumi__ will be lmple- stands, mine: output waveguides, switch control _beystem,
n_ted: and many supportbrackets and 'mrdware.
(1) A new feed attembly, LheModIII XkO fee(;.
(2)_._X-band_,veU.sw,nre,m,,. :L TheIlkxi I_XROreedAmmmbly
(3) New mc_itor r_mvet. The new feed m_nbly (Fis. I) provides th= following
: (4) New TWH mq)pon racks, majordumllet:
1aS
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(1) A dual hybrid mode feed horn (Ref. 3) for more V. Configuration Control Subsystem
efficient subreflector"lamination.
Concurrently with the changes to the XRO cone assembly,
(2) An orthogonal mode junction to permit the simultane- a new configuration control subsystem is being implemented.
ous reception of RCPand LCP. This necessitated additional changes in the cone switch control
junction box, cable package, and control passel.
As discussed in Ref. 3, it is expected that the new feed horn
wi'l increase the antenna gain al.proximately 0.29 dB. Vi. Maser Support Equipment and Output
Waveguides
lii. Duai Traveling Wave Mimers with the removal from the cone of the olderconfiguration
maser package and monitor receive-, it was necessary to
The primary purpose of implementing dual masers is to relocate the output waveguide xuns and design new brackets
: improve reliability during critical encounter periods by having for the new maserpackages and their support racks. This is the
, a second maser cooled down and readyto be switched on line second ino..._ation of this equipment after the SXD cone
in seconds should the primarymaser fail. The presence of two assemblie_ f,,r the 34-m antennas (Ref. 4), and some of the
operating masers, however, also leads to increased radio tecl'_niquesgenerated in that project were adapted to the XRO
sciencecapability. Thus, with the orthogonal mode junction, it cone redesign. A complicating factor L'1!ayL'lg out the
will be -x_ssible to receive two orthogonal polarizations waveguide runs involves the requirements for four waveguide
simultaneously. Since the polarization selectability of the couplers. One coupler _or each maser output supplies the
MOd1I feed is retained in this new feed, it is possible to monitor receiver with its signal throu_, a waveguide switch to
_. remotely select which polarization (RCP or LCP) is received select TWM1 or 2. At,. additional coupler for each maser
by TWM1, with TWM2 receiving the opposite polarizat:on at output providesan injection point for calibration signals.
all times.
Vii. FieKI implementation
,, IV. ReceiverModeSelector At the time of this reporting, DSS 14 has bee,; imple-
mented with the Mod III configurations, with only a few
Bocause of this dual-channel feature, it was necessary to minor details remaining to complete the task. Test data arenot
dc=igna new receiver mode selector thag provided two inputs yet available.
(rather than a single input as before) avd four receiveroutputs,
so configured that any receivercan inclependently connect to During October and November the overseasstations wilt be
either maser output. Up to four adJitional receivers (for a implemented _th the ModII XRO cone configurations (dual
total of eight) _n also be connected to the mode selector mas_,-s on!y). It is planned to upgrade these stations to the
panel, but with some restrictionson independent maser output Mod ;II configuration during late 1979, in time for Saturn
_lection. encounte:.
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!I DSN Water Vapor Radiometer Development--
! Recent Work, 1978
P. D. BatelaanandS. D. Slobin
Radio Frequency and Microwave Subsystems Section
. A water vapor radiometer (WVR) has been developed that measures the atmo_.heric
noise temperature at two different frequencies near 22 GHz. These noise temperatures
are used in empirical-theoretical equations that yield tropospheric range delay., m centi-
meters, through the o_mosphere along the beam of the WI"_. _Thisrangecorrection is then " "
applied, as needed, to measurements concerning spacecraft range and to i'ZBIbaselLne i
determinations. This report discusses the WVR design and calibration techniques, i
I. Introduction throushthe atmceph©n To get an accurate measurement of
these noi._e temperatures, the radiometer can be accurately
Development work has continued on the water vapor calibrated by using waveguide -,_slibrationloads whose absolute
radiometer (WVR) This article will discuss progresssince the radiometric temperature has been determined from in._ertion
•' last reports (Refs. 1 and 2). Also mentioned are new frequen- loss and physical temperature measurements (Ref. 4).
_" cies that resulted from analytical support activities and a dis-
cussion of the calibration load techniques that have evolved The method of using absolutely calibrated waveguide loads
_• since Otis work started. The cold calibration load mentioned to calibrate a radiometerdepends on severalassumptions:
in Refs. 1 and 2 has been replaced by a hot load. The block
diagram of the instrument is uv_anged since Ref. 1 exceptfor (1) The RayleighJeans approximation to the Planck
<. this change in load design. Figure 1 shows the WVR in its blackbody-radiationlaw must hold at the frequency of
:_ currentconfiguration, interest.
._• A formal set of technical specifications and recommenda- (2) Thermal gradients between the physical temperature
_" tions for WVRshas been generated (Ref. 3), with inputs from sensor and the passive microwave load radiatingregion
the outside scientific community, are negligible.
(3) Energy radiated by the load is not stgnfficantly
• _ II. _llibration Loads and Techniqoe_ reflected in reaci_lngthe radiometer receiver.
• i_ In the water vapor radiometer, the radiometrlc noise tern- (4) Insertion losses and their physical temperatures
• _{_' peratures of the sky at two frequencies near the water vapor between the load and the radiometer reviver m _dt[
._ resonance line, 22.235 GHz, are used to infer the phase delay known.
!
, _
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(5) The temperaturesensor that measures the physical load If the hot cal-load were to be absolutely calibrated, all of
_" temperaturemust be of sufficient accuracy (Ref. 5). the previously mel ._ ed uncerta/nties in its noise output
would be multiplied by the leverage effect of having both
: It is the aggregateeffect of all these uncertainties (Ref. 6 iden. cal-loads far removed from the sky temperature. For example,
titles tan of them) that leads to the total cal-load temperature ff the two cal-loads and sky are 400 K, 300 K, and 20 K,
error. It should be noted that an ambient temperature cal- respectively, cal4oad uncertainties are multiplied by a lev_rase
load can be des_ned to have no significant temperature of 2 to 3 for antenna temperature determinations in the
gradients. In this case, the radiometfic temperature of the region of 0 to 100 K. Figure 2 illustrates this condition. How-
= ambient load is equal to its physical temperature (the load ever, this leverage degradation could be overcome if the cal-
looks like a perfect blackbody): load could be calibratedusing the cosmic background tempera-
ture of 2.7 K as a calibration source via a technique known as
TAR = TAI, (1) 'tipping curves." This teclmiq_e does not require accurate
knowledge of in_rtion losses between the load and receiver.
where for future reference,
A tipping curve is done by pointing the radiometer antenna
T is temperature in kelvim at elevation angles nominally corresponding"to one, two,
A is ambient three, and four air masses (elevation angles of 90, 30, 19.47,
' and 14.47 deg respectively) and noting the radiometeroutput
R is radtometric in "counts." This information is used to extrapolate to the
P is physical value of counts at zero airmasses. Since this condition of zero
air masses corresponds to viewing only _he cosmic background
radiation of 2.7 K, the number of counts at 2.7 K can be
The best radiometer measurements are achieved when the derived. The relationship between counts at zero, one, and two
instrument calibration curve extends on either side of the air masses is, as an exm_.p;_(to a good approximation), N o =
desired measurement region, i e., data can be interpolated 2N l - N 2 = N c, the counts correspondh,.gto the cosmic back-
rather than extrapolated. In the case of the WVR,measured ground radiometric noise temperature of 2.7 K (To). The
sky temperatures are as low as 10 K; it is impractical to try radiometer is then switched to t_le ambient cal-load and the
to achieve the true interpolation condition for the calibration counts NA are noted. From these measurements, the radiom. "'
curve. However, having one calibration reference load near eter gain in counts/kelvin is found to be
the coldest expected values would still be desirable to mini-
mize the strong "leverage" effects that often result when using
an extrapolated calibrationcurve. NA - NC
K! - (2)TAp-TcTo achieve these desired colder temperatures, several
refrigeration devices were tried. The first was a two-stage
: Peltier junction, which was quite reliable but achieved only Sky noise temperature can then be determined from
-40°C (233 K), and then only with a two-gallon-per-minute
total4oss, water-cooled heat sink. The second device was a 1
reciprocating ""-expansionrefrigerator that achieved -90°C Ts = TAP - lE-- (NA - Ns ) (3)' (183 K), but required, atong with its air source, high
maintenance.
where Ns is the counts when the radiometer views the sky.
The third cooling device was a multistage, closed-cycle
fluorocarbon refrigerator that achieved - 120°C (153 K) and It should be noted that these equations ignore severalsmall
showed great promise. The fundamental problem with this correction terms to avoid complicating the discuudon. In
_- machine was that it was intended for a laboratory environ- actual practice, various c',rrections related to noise tempera-
/ ment, and after several field tests it failed. The manufacturer ture saturation and instrument parameters are applied. The
." did major redesign and modification for field use_but before sky temperature can be determined as shown above since the
it could be tried again, the decision was made to abandon the system has been designed to be linear. A good feature of this
I cooled cal4oad and proceed with the development of a heated tipping curve calibration is that the cosmic background radia-
_ reference load. This decision was based on a critical examina, tion, used as an equivalent cold calibration load, is actually
t/on of the complexity and potential of available lower than the theunreliability sky temperatures instrument normally
cryogenic refrigeratorswhen used underfield conditions, measures. When used in conjunction with the ambient load,
- laO
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as is done here, the resulting calibratiofi curve allows sky where the cubscript2 refers to the latest real-time determina-
: measurements to be interpolated rather than extrapolated, tiov of counts and radiometrictemperatures.
_ This me&qs that sky measurement errors, due to calJoad
uncert_ties, are less than these cal4oad uncertainties them- Ideally, in a drift-free instrument, K_ ----K_. In operation,
: -_Ives. the instrument measures counts on sky, hot load, and ambient
_ load, and physical temperatures on hot load and ambient load. _:
There are some drawbacksto this method. First, the atmo- Equation (5) is evaluated each time a sky temperature mea-
'_ sphere is not always well-behaved enough to allow tipping surement is made. The resulting new K2 (determined eve.,y
_._ curve calibration_ of instrument gain. The possibility of some 5 minutes, or so) is used in real time to determine radio-
"lumpiness" iv water content will prevent a correct extra- metric sky temperatures:
polation of the tipping curve data to zero airmasses. To assist
in dealing with this problem, a four elevation poJnt tipping
curve is used to verify proper atmosphere stratification (atmo- 1
spheric parameters constant with respect to horizontal move- Ts = TAp2 K2 (NA 2 - Ns) (6)ment). The second drawback of this method is that accom-
plishing a good tipping curve calibration is relatively time-
consuming.
The value of K2 can be continuoasly compared to K l (the
tipping curve deri_zd gain) and it5 previous values as a monitor
' Since the radiometer may not hold its gain calibration for of radiometer performance.
:, the long periods of time between tipping curve tests, a second
calibration method is carried out by using the ambient load in
:' conjunction with some nonambient load. In the case of the
presentWVR, high reliability could not be achievedwith IlL Frequency Selection
: coolers for a cold cal-load, and it was decided to use a hot
The WVR frequency pair of 18.55 and 22.235 GHz were
cal-load_s the nonambient load. originally chosen only on the basis of sensitivity to separation
of the noise temperature effects of water vapor from water .'
It is possible to solve for the radiometnc noise temperature droplets (clouds). Frequencies near the resonance line (desig-
of t_ hot load by using the tipping curvederivedgain for the nated probing frequencies) are more sensitive to vapor than
radiometer and switching to the hot cal-load as an additional frequencies well off resonance (designated reference
real-time step in the tipping curve sequence. Then the hot load frequencies).
:: radiometric noise temperaturecan be calibratedwith relation-
ship Possible pairs were 26.5/22.2, 18.0/22.2, and 31.4/22.2
GHz, for reference and probing frequencies respectively, in
I the order of increasingaccuracy to perform the measurement.
TnR = K-_ (N. - NA) + TAp (4) Since the I8.0/22.2-GHz frequency pair would achieve almost
" the same accuracy as the 31.4/22.2-GHz pair, and could be
accomplished in a singlewaveguide-bandsystem, it was chosen
In actual practice, the radiometric hot load temperaturewill for this radiometer.
be somewhat less than (but strictly related to) its physical
temperature. Since the stability of the hot cal-load, a passive Morerecent advanced models haveshown that the relation-device, is many times better than that of the radiometer, an
active device with over I00 dB system gain, the calibratedhot snip between noise temperature and phase delay, both induced
: load can be used in radiometer measurements between infre- by atmospheric water vapor, is excessively altitude-profile
quent tipping curve cahbrations, dependent with the 18.0/22.2-GHz frequency pair.This causes
an additional tropospheric delay error source due to modeling
: error. However, several other frequency pairs exhibit much
This is done by defining a new gain based on the now- lower vapor profile dependency (Ref. 7). The two best fre-
_ calibratedhot load, quency pairs are 20.0/26.5 GHz and 20.3/31.4 GHz. Analysis
i predicts that both of these pairs will have an error in measur-
! NH_ - NA2 in8 water vapor induced phase delay of less than 2 cm rms
i K 2 - (5) down to 15 deg elevation ('-4 air masses)under nonprecipi-_. THR - TAp2 tating weather conditions. The relative acc racy of the two L
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pain favors the 20.3/31.4 pair slishdy, about 15 percent |V, WVR Calibration and Field Tests
(1.5 mm) at zenith, decreaRn8 to equality at 15 deg elevation.
During August and December 1977, a series of WVR
antenna temperature measurements were made at Edwards
Since the performance figures mentioned are based on an Air Force Base, about 50 miles north of Los Angeles in the
analytical model, it would seem prudent to experimentally Mojave Desert. Radiosondes are hunched daffy there; and
verify them. A NEMS (Nimbus E Microwave Spectrometer) simultaneous WVR microwave measurements were made.
has been refurbished and retuned to 21.0/31A GHz. (This Radiosondes measure temperature, pressure, and relative
radiometer would not operate at a frequency less than 21.0 humidity in flight and these can be used to determine the
GHz without serious perform_-.ce degradation.) NEMS will tropospheric range delay effect of the atmosphere along the
be used to verify the 20.3/31.4-GHz pair. Thismodification is path of the radiosonde.
now c:_mplete and tests are awaiting completion of software
,evelopment for the radiometer microcontroller. Comparison of microwave and atmospheric measurements
results in a WVR calibration linking antenna noise tempera-
To verify the one-band frequency pair, 20.0/26.5 GHz, it ture and tropospheric delay. Tipping curves were also
carried out to determine the radiometric temperature of thewas proposed to modify the DSN Developmental WVR pre-
sently at 18.55/22.235 GHz. This modification consists of hot calibration load.
changing the local oscillators, mixer, isolators, and horn
antenna The work has been completed except for the Data from the Edwards tests are still being examined.
antenna. Since there exJsts a large amount of operational Preliminary studies indicate that the experimental measure-
history with this WVR at the 18.55/22.235-GHz frequency ments encompass primarily clear atmospheres, with water
pair, the option of restoring this frequency capability has vapor only and no liquid water (clouds) present. This cannot
been included in the modification package. The installa, be considered a sufficient data base from wlfich to calibrate
tion of the modification kit that changes between the 18.55/ the WVR completely; however, certain theoretical considera-
22.235-GHz pair and the 20.0/26.5-GHz pair requires about tions may be invoked to generalize the WVR calibration. A
one day. In fact, this option has been exercised once already complete calibration analysis and de_ription of VI.BI support
in support of a VLBI experiment scheduled at DSS 13 during tests will appear in a later volume.
August 1978.
V. Future Work
One observation regarding the relative desirability of the
20.3/31.4- and 20.0/26.5-GHz pair is offered here. A 20.3/ The DSN Developmental WVR will be used in conjunction
31.4-GHz WVR requires two complete and independent with Project ARIES (Astronomical Radio Interferometric
microwave receivers, their associated antennas and calibration Earth Surveying) (Ref. 9). Additional work should be done to
loads, while a 20.0/26.5-GHz WVR requires only a single experimentally verify the analytical model used in selecting
microwave receiver and associated parts. A life.cycle cost optimum frequencies. This could be done by completing the
analysis (Ref. 8) shows a 25 to 30 percent advantage in favor frequency modifications to both the NEMS radiometer and
of the 20.0/26.5-GHz pair when examining the microwave DSN Developmental WVR, followed by their use in VLBI
portion of the WVR system only, simply due to fewer compo- measurements and direct comparison with a LASER/micro.
nents, and only a small decrease in performance ('_1.5 mm rms wave ranging instrument (Raf. 10). Additional radiosonde/
additional delay error). These accuracy figu:es are modeled WVR comparisons should be made to calibrate the WVRover
and have not yet been experimentally verified, a wide range of atmospheric conditions.
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Appendix
The hot cal-load used in the DSN water vapor radiometer is a JPL-fabricatedwave-
guide unit. The waveguide housing is a 5.08-cm-diameter X 14-_'m-longcopper bar, into !
which a WR42 waveguide size hole is machined. The load element is a 10.2-cm-long,
compound single-taper piece comprised of 60 percent beryllium oxide homogeneously
mixed with 40 percent silicon carbide. This material mixture combines good thermal _
conductivity (2.2 W/cm °C compared with 3.9 W/cm °C for the copper ho'_u_g) and
excellent microwave qualities (36 dB/cm loss). Reflect/on coefficient of the completed
lc, d over the frequencies of intere,_ is better than 0.008. The heater is wound on the
copper housing insulated by a 0.08-mm mica sheet. This is then surrounded by a 4-cm
layer of molded ceramic fiberinsulation and assembled into a cylindrical aluminum hous-
ing to provide mechanical support and mounting capability. Heat leakage from the
assembly _ 40 W at 0°C ambient and 150°C load temperature, well within the heating
capability of 100 W. A photograph of the microwave components cf this load is shown
in Fig. 3. This load was installed in June 1977, and has been used for nil tests since then.
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